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Abstract
This thesis presents an analysis of the selection process in tree-based Genetic
Programming (GP), covering the optimisation of both parent and offspring selec-
tion, and provides a detailed understanding of selection and guidance on how to
improve GP search effectively and efficiently.
The first part of the thesis provides models and visualisations to analyse selec-
tion behaviour in standard tournament selection, clarifies several issues in stan-
dard tournament selection, and presents a novel solution to automatically and
dynamically optimise parent selection pressure. The fitness evaluation cost of
parent selection is then addressed and some cost-saving algorithms introduced.
In addition, the feasibility of using good predecessor programs to increase parent
selection efficiency is analysed.
The second part of the thesis analyses the impact of offspring selection pres-
sure on the overall GP search performance. The fitness evaluation cost of off-
spring selection is then addressed, with investigation of some heuristics to ef-
ficiently locate good offspring by constraining crossover point selection struc-
turally through the analysis of the characteristics of good crossover events.
The main outcomes of the thesis are three new algorithms and four observa-
tions: 1) a clustering tournament selection method is developed to automatically
and dynamically tune parent selection pressure; 2) a passive evaluation algorithm
is introduced for reducing parent fitness evaluation cost for standard tournament
selection using small tournament sizes; 3) a heuristic population clustering algo-
rithm is developed to reduce parent fitness evaluation cost while taking advan-
tage of clustering tournament selection and avoiding the tournament size limi-
tation; 4) population size has little impact on parent selection pressure thus the
tournament size configuration is independent of population size; and different
sampling replacement strategies have little impact on the selection behaviour
in standard tournament selection; 5) premature convergence occurs more often
when stochastic elements are removed from both parent and offspring selection
processes; 6) good crossover events have a strong preference for whole program
trees, and (less strongly) single-node or small subtrees that are at the bottom of
parent program trees; 7) the ability of standard GP crossover to generate good
offspring is far below what was expected.
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Chapter 1
An Analysis of Selection
This thesis investigates issues of selection in tree-based Genetic Programming
(GP) [93]. GP is a powerful program-induction and search methodology. It is a
form of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) based on the Darwinian natural selection
theory. It searches for computer programs to solve a given problem without be-
ing explicitly told how. There are many factors affecting the performance of EAs.
Selection is a key element because other factors, including population diversity,
are the consequential factors of it. How to select states and make movements in
a search space is an important issue in order to build an evolutionary algorithm
to solve a given problem effectively and efficiently. This thesis describes a series
of carefully-designed experiments and analyses that provide a detailed under-
standing of the selection behaviour in a tree-based GP search process and give
guidance on how to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the GP search.
1.1 Introduction
GP started to receive attention from a wide group of researchers from the early
1990s. Since then, it has been rapidly developed into a popular research field
of artificial intelligence. GP has been recognised as being able to find promising
solutions in many areas, including signal filters [6, 21, 141], circuit designing [37,
95, 151], image recognition [2, 3, 188], symbolic regression [26, 171, 162], financial
prediction [103, 106, 217], and classification [76, 212, 213].
To fulfill a certain task, GP starts with a randomly-initialised population of
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programs. It evaluates each program’s performance using a fitness function,
which generally compares the program’s outputs with the target outputs on a
set of training data (“fitness cases”). It assigns each program a fitness value,
which in general represents the program’s degree of success in achieving the
given task. Based on the fitness values, it then chooses some of the programs
using a stochastic selection mechanism, which consists of a selection scheme and
a selection pressure1 control strategy. After that, it produces a new population
of programs for the next generation from these chosen programs using crossover
(sexual recombination), mutation (asexual), and reproduction (copy) operators.
The search algorithm repeats until it finds an optimal or acceptable solution, or
certain stopping criteria are met.
GP search can have two extremes [183] according to the configuration of se-
lection pressure. One extreme, when there is no selection pressure, is completely
stochastic so that the GP search acts just like the Monte Carlo method [159], ran-
domly sampling the space of feasible solutions. The other extreme, when the
selection pressure is very high, is minimally stochastic so that the GP search acts
like a local hill-climbing search method. It is clear that in general the drawback
of the former extreme is its inefficiency and the drawback of the latter extreme
is its possible confinement to local optima or “premature convergence”. There-
fore, an effective and efficient GP search algorithm must balance between these
two extremes. In order to obtain the balanced situation, selection pressure, the
key element in the selection mechanism, must be properly controlled so that the
stochastic elements are maintained at an optimal level.
Selection in GP search consists of parent selection and offspring selection. The
selection of parents has been well explored through the history of the develop-
ment of EAs. Selection pressure is applied to the parent selection process to re-
duce the stochastic element of the GP search and to provide individuals having
good fitness with more chances to be chosen as parents than others. Good ge-
netic material in the chosen parents is expected to be propagated along evolu-
tion in order to speed up population convergence. There is a variety of selection
schemes for parent selection. These selection schemes have their own advan-
1It can be seen as a bias in favour of the fitter individuals. Detailed definition and explanations
can be found in Chapter 2 Section 2.4 on page 17.
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tages and drawbacks, as well as different flexibilities of the selection pressure
control. However, many GP related research projects and applications either use
a selection mechanism based on empirical search or simply follow others with-
out sufficient justification [5, 7, 115, 181]. Some alternative selection mechanisms
were developed in order to improve originals but their effectiveness was demon-
strated via some experimental results without in-depth analyses [142, 172]. Lack
of understanding of the working of a selection scheme impedes addressing and
eliminating its existing drawbacks, as well as properly manipulating its selection
pressure. Further investigation of parent selection mechanisms is necessary.
The selection of offspring (choosing which offspring to put into the next gen-
eration) was effectively missing in GP search originally because the creation of
offspring was a random process without selection pressure and created offspring
were directly put into the next generation, meaning that “Survival of the fittest”
was not applied to offspring. Recently, researchers noticed that the number of
possible offspring in the immediate neighbourhood of any chosen parents is large,
and a large fraction of these offspring will not constitute improvement over the
parents [133, 134]. Applying selection pressure to the offspring selection process
was therefore suggested. The selection of offspring has received more attention
as shown by a large number of attempts to develop new genetic operators. How-
ever the effectiveness of the use of offspring selection is still under investigation.
It is not clear whether further reducing the stochastic element of the GP search
in the offspring selection process will result in premature convergence or other
undesirable restrictions on the GP search.
1.2 Goals
The major goal of this thesis is to analyse selection behaviour in tree-based GP
in order to understand the requirements for an effective and efficient selection
mechanism and develop improved selection mechanisms, as well as provide use-
ful guidance on constructing further improved selection mechanisms.
The first part of the thesis analyses the parent selection behaviour and inves-
tigates the following research:
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• how parent selection pressure should be properly controlled; and
• how the cost of fitness evaluation in the parent selection process can be
minimised.
The second part of the thesis analyses the impact of offspring selection and
investigates the following research:
• how applying offspring selection together with a parent selection mecha-
nism affects GP search results;
• how parent selection pressure and offspring selection pressure should be
configured in order to significantly improve the effectiveness of GP search;
and
• how the exploration of good offspring search space can be constrained struc-
turally in order to minimise the fitness evaluation cost in the offspring se-
lection process.
1.3 Major Contributions
The thesis makes the following major contributions:
1. An analysis of selection behaviour in one of the most commonly-used par-
ent selection method — tournament selection — in GP shows that in order
to significantly improve parent selection, the key point is to tune parent se-
lection pressure automatically and dynamically along evolution, which can
be done by integrating the characteristics of a population into the tourna-
ment selection, instead of using different sampling replacement strategies.
Part of this work was published in [200, 201, 204, 206, 207].
2. An analysis of the impact of offspring selection on the overall GP perfor-
mance shows that increasing offspring selection pressure can improve GP
search performance but premature convergence occurs more often if parent
selection pressure is not reduced accordingly. It is preferable to apply selec-
tion pressure to offspring selection rather than to the commonly-recognised
parent selection.
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Part of this work was published in [202].
3. An analysis of program structure in good crossover events shows that the
exploration of good offspring search space for crossover can be constrained
using a combination of unequal-probability depth and small subtree size
strategies.
Part of this work was published in [203, 205].
1.4 Thesis Outline
The structure of the thesis is the following:
• Chapter 2 briefly reviews machine learning, evolutionary algorithms, and
the components of GP. It then focuses on evolutionary paradigm indepen-
dent parent selection mechanisms and tree-based GP specified crossover
operators to review ways of improving the effectiveness and efficiency of
GP search.
• Chapter 3 focuses on one of the most commonly-used selection scheme
in GP — tournament selection — to show how parent selection pressure
should be tuned along the evolutionary process.
• Chapter 4 investigates ways to improve the efficiency of tournament selec-
tion for parents.
• Chapter 5 focuses on crossover and investigates the impact of offspring se-
lection pressure on the overall GP performance as well as the selection pres-
sure configuration between parent and offspring selections.
• Chapter 6 continues to focus on crossover to investigate heuristics for im-
proving the efficiency of searching good offspring by analysing some prop-
erties of good crossover points.
• Chapter 7 draws conclusions and presents directions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter starts with introducing machine learning, then evolutionary algo-
rithms, followed by a brief review of components of GP. It then reviews a generic
and evolutionary algorithm paradigm independent element — parent selection
mechanism — together with a closely-related open issue, fitness evaluation cost.
Finally it focuses on genetic operators, especially the crossover operator in tree-
based GP, to review ways of improving the effectiveness and efficiency of GP
search, particularly integrations of local search metaphors and strategies of con-
trolling positions of possible crossover points.
2.1 Machine Learning
Machine learning is one of the hottest research areas of artificial intelligence. It
has been widely adopted in many real-world applications, including natural lan-
guage processing [117], hand-written character recognition [116], bioinformatics
[13], search engines [105], and robot locomotion [38]. The major focus of machine
learning research is to extract information from data sources automatically, by
computational and statistical methods [11, 65].
2.1.1 Definitions
Researchers give different definitions of machine learning. However the principle
is roughly the same: a computer program processes a given set of examples and
7
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tries to either describe the known data source in some meaningful ways or de-
velop an appropriate response to unseen cases. Three representative definitions
or descriptions of machine learning are listed below:
Mitchell [126] gives the following definition of machine learning:
“A computer program is said to learn from experienceEwith
respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P ,
if its performance at tasks in T , as measured by P , improve
with experience E.”
Witten and Frank [197] state that:
“... things learn when they change their behavior in a way
that makes them perform better in the future ...”
Michalski et al. [121] state that:
“Learning denotes changes in the system that are adaptive in
the sense that they enable the system to do the same task or
tasks drawn from the same population more efficiently and
more effectively the next time.”
2.1.2 Learning data source
A data source is a collection of examples. A single item in a data source is called
an instance. There are one or more attributes or features representing the aspect(s)
of an instance. Each attribute can have either a categorical or a numerical value.
In order to conduct training and evaluate the performance of a solution, the
data source is usually split into two subsets: a training data set and a test data set.
The training data set is used to induce an algorithm to learn and the test data set
is used to evaluate how well the algorithm has learned. Sometimes it is split into
three subsets. The third data set is usually called validation data set. The purpose
of using a validation data set is to monitor the training progress and prevent the
training from overfitting. When the data set is too small, the n-fold cross validation
method is used [126]. The m available examples are randomly partitioned into
n disjoint subsets, each of size m/n. Training and testing processes are then run
n times. In each run, a different one of these n subsets is used as the test data
set and all the other subsets are merged and used as the training data set. The
averaged test result is reported as the system performance.
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2.1.3 Learning paradigms
According to [85], based on the knowledge provided, there are three main learn-
ing paradigms: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and hybrid learning. Su-
pervised learning is sometimes referred to as learning with a teacher. The knowl-
edge provided to a learning system includes a correct answer for each input in-
stance. The learning process is continued until the learning system produces an-
swers as close as possible to the given correct answers. Unsupervised learning is
sometimes referred to as learning without a teacher. Instances are grouped into
appropriate categories by analysis. A typical problem dealt with by unsuper-
vised learning is clustering [49, 67]. “Hybrid learning combines both supervised
and unsupervised learning. Part of the solutions (network weights, architecture,
or computer programs) are determined through supervised learning, while the
others are obtained through unsupervised learning.” [85]
There aremanymachine learningmethods in common use, including Bayesian
inference [196], decision trees [154], neural networks [130], support vector ma-
chines [32], and evolutionary computation.
2.2 Evolutionary Computation
Evolutionary computation is a subfield of artificial intelligence. Often it is in-
spired by biological mechanisms of evolution and uses iterative and parallel pro-
cessing to search solutions. It mainly comprises evolutionary algorithms and
swarm intelligence.
2.2.1 Evolutionary algorithms
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are inspired by biological evolution such as re-
production, mutation, recombination, natural selection and survival of the fittest,
that is, the Darwinian natural selection theory. “Survival of the fittest” is the
familiar concept known to drive evolution. What is meant by survival in a qual-
itative and quantitative sense? The answer is that a genotype1 survives across
1The internally coded, inheritable information carried by all living organisms.
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generations through the production of offspring, and the production of offspring
is coupled to the fitness of the corresponding phenotype2. In nature this coupling
may be achieved by the ability of an individual to defeat its competitors of the
same species in a contest for mating, or by the ability of the individual to obtain
more food or to run and/or hide from predators of other species in order to live
long enough to mate. More often, survival is a combination of many factors, with
only one in common across all species and environments: random chance.
An idea to use Darwinian natural selection theory for automated problem-
solving originated in the 1950s [43]. Since the 1960s, three distinct interpretations
of the idea started to be developed in three different places: Evolutionary Pro-
gramming (EP) was introduced by Lawrence J. Fogel [50]; Genetic Algorithms
(GAs) was introduced by John Henry Holland [74]; and Evolution Strategies (ES)
was introduced by Ingo Rechenberg and Hans-Paul Schwefel [155]. Later on, in
the early 1990s, a fourth stream, genetic programming [93] — a specialisation of
GAs — has emerged.
In addition to being categorised according to actual search techniques, EAs
can also be categorised based on how population is replaced. In general popula-
tion size is kept constant. When reproduction takes place, new individuals must
replace existing individuals. If the number of individuals created is equal to the
population size, then the entire population is replaced and an entire generation
is created. This approach is hence referred to as generational EAs. If on the other
hand, the number of individuals replaced is actually quite small, for example one,
then the new population is actually a mix of new and old generations. This ap-
proach is called steady state EAs [101]. Researchers have done several studies on
their impact comparisons [45, 87, 189].
Since EAs consist of populations of individuals that produce offspring via a
variety of reproductive mechanisms which introduce genetic variation into the
population, it is possible that changing some parameters, including the popu-
lation size, the type and amount of reproductive variation, could significantly
change the search behaviour of an EA on a particular fitness landscape [36]. There
have been a large number of research studies on different methods to automat-
2The outward, physical manifestation of a living organism, including parts of the observable
structure, functions and behaviour.
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ically change these parameters as well as understand their interactions for im-
proving the performance of EAs. A comprehensive collection of these studies
can be found in [108].
2.2.1.1 genetic algorithms
In GAs, a candidate solution is called an individual or a chromosome. For a given
problem, variables are encoded into a specified representation, for instance, a
string of binary digits, a string of integers, or a string of floating-point numbers,
and each variable is termed as gene. It is important to choose the “right” repre-
sentation for a given problem. Getting the representation right is one of the most
difficult parts of designing a good genetic algorithm. Through selection and re-
combination genetic material is exchanged among individuals, building blocks3
are expected to be constructed, and finally an acceptable solution is expected to
be found. In addition to the right representation, whether the search of a genetic
algorithm is successful depends on the choice and the probability configurations
of genetic operators, population size, and number of generations etc. Further
information on GAs can be found in [125].
2.2.1.2 evolution strategies
In general, ES is used for continuous parameter optimisation. Its representations
are real valued vectors and do not need an encoding step to map its genotype
space to its phenotype space. ES heavily uses mutation operators, which are
based on Gaussian distribution and can self-adapt the step sizes to evolve in-
dividuals. It selects parents randomly from a population of size µ and combines
two parents to produce only one child. It has two offspring selection methods.
After creating λ children, the best µ of them are chosen based on fitness, either
from the λ offspring only, called (µ, λ) selection, or from the union of parents and
children, called (µ+ λ) selection. Further information on ES can be found in [16].
3“Building-blocks” are useful sub-components of an individual. This concept has been dis-
cussed and studied widely. However, there is no universally agreed definition of what kinds of
sub-components can be building-blocks in different EAs.
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2.2.1.3 evolutionary programming
EP was originally developed to simulate evolution as a learning process aiming
to generate artificial intelligence [43]. Finite state machines were originally used
to represent predictors but nowadays floating-point vectors are used very often.
EP treats every individual in a population as part of a specific species rather than
as different members of the same species. Therefore, EP does not have parent
selection pressure and recombination operators. Every individual in a population
is mutated to produce one child. EP selects µ individuals into the next generation
from the union of parents and offspring (a (µ+ µ)method). Further information
on EP can be found in [43].
2.2.1.4 other evolutionary algorithms
learning classifier systems Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) [75] have a close
relationship between reinforcement learning and genetic algorithms. Initially,
LCS consisted of a population of binary rules whose fitness was based on a rein-
forcement learning technique while individuals were evolved by a genetic algo-
rithm. Recently, research has expanded the representation to include real-valued,
neural network, and functional conditions. According to where a genetic algo-
rithm acts, LCS can be categorised into two styles: Pittsburgh and Michigan. A
Pittsburgh-style LCS has a population of separate rule sets, where the genetic al-
gorithm recombines and reproduces the best of these rule sets. A Michigan-style
LCS has only a population of a single rule set where the genetic algorithm focuses
on selecting the best classifiers within that rule set. In general, “learning classifier
system” refers to Michigan-style LCS.
differential evolution Differential Evolution (DE) [176] grew out of Kenneth
Price’s attempts to solve the Chebychev polynomial fitting problem using vector
differences for perturbing the vector population. DE is a very successful method
of using the differential mutation for global optimisation over continuous spaces.
The significant difference between DE and other evolutionary algorithms is its
scheme for generating trial parameter vectors. DE adds a weighted difference
between two population vectors to a third vector. By doing this, no separate
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probability distribution is required so that the scheme becomes completely self-
organising (see [152] for details).
estimation of distribution algorithms Estimation of Distribution Algorithms
(EDA) [128] are an outgrowth of genetic algorithms. In order to avoid the disrup-
tions of building blocks or partial solutions, EDAs do not use crossover or mu-
tation operators to produce the next generation. Instead they generate the new
population by sampling the probability distribution, which is estimated from se-
lected individuals of the previous generation and is supposed to characterise the
distribution of promising solutions.
For a given problem, in general, all the variables in the problem are assumed
to be independent so that the estimation of the probability distribution from se-
lected individuals can be easily calculated. However, in many real world prob-
lems this assumption seldom holds, leaving how to estimate the probability dis-
tribution from selected individuals as a hot research topic.
2.2.2 Swarm intelligence
Swarm Intelligence (SI) [90] is inspired by many natural examples, including ant
colonies, bird flocking, animal herding, bacterial growth, and fish schooling. An
SI system is typically made up of a population of individuals interacting with
each other and with the environment following simple rules, thus having a col-
lective, decentralised, and self-organised global behaviour. SI is mainly used for
optimisation problems. It incorporates many techniques, including ant colony
optimisation [41], particle swarm optimisation [89], and bacterial foraging opti-
misation [140].
2.3 GP — A Genetic Search Process
Genetic programming is a technique enabling a genetic algorithm to search a po-
tentially infinite space of computer programs, rather than a space of fixed-length
solutions to a combinatorial optimisation problem. These programs often take the
form of Lisp symbolic expressions, called S-expressions. The idea of applying GAs
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to S-expressions rather than combinatorial structures originated with Stephen F.
Smith [170], and was brought to prominence through the work of Koza [93]. The
S-expressions in GP correspond to programs which a user seeks to adapt to per-
form pre-specified tasks. The fitness of an S-expression may therefore be evalu-
ated in terms of how effectively it performs this task [88]. GP with individuals in
S-expressions is referred to as tree-based GP.
GP also has other categories based on the representations of an individual, for
instance, linear structure GP [14, 47, 135, 136], graph-based GP [62, 70, 124, 143]
and grammar-based GP [193, 59, 137, 198]. Linear structure GP is based on the
principle of register machines, thus programs can be linear sequences of instruc-
tions. Graph-based GP is suitable for the evolution of highly parallel programs
which effectively reuse partial results. Grammar-based GP uses a context free
grammar to define the initial GP structures and restrict crossover and mutation
operations in order to ensure legal programs are always created.
A much more comprehensive field guide to GP can be found in [147]. The rest
of this section reviews GP in a simple and straightforward way.
2.3.1 Generating an initial population
There are three very common methods in tree-based GP to generate an initial
population of programs for GP to use when starting the genetic search process.
They are the grow method, the full method, and the ramped half-and-half method
[93].
Grow method When the grow method is used, each tree of the initial popula-
tion is built using the following algorithm:
1. a random symbol is selected with uniform probability from the function set
to be the root of the tree;
2. if n is the arity of the selected function symbol of a node, then n symbols are
selected with uniform probability from the function set and the terminal set
to be the node’s sub-nodes;
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3. for each of the n sub-nodes where its symbol is a function, the method is
recursively applied from (2) unless the depth of the sub-node reaches the
predefined limit. Then its sub-nodes will be selected only from the terminal
set.
In the Grow method, the root is selected with uniform probability from the
function set, so that no tree is composed by a single node initially. Given the
maximum tree depth d, nodes with depths between 1 and d-1 are selected with
uniform probability from the function and the terminal set, but once a branch
contains a terminal node that branch will be terminated, even though the maxi-
mum tree depth has not been reached. Finally, nodes at depth d are chosen with
uniform probability from the terminal set.
Since the incidence of choosing sub-nodes from the function set and the ter-
minal set is random throughout the initialisation process4, trees are likely to have
irregular shape, containing branches of various lengths.
Full method Instead of selecting sub-nodes from the function set and the ter-
minal set, the full method creates sub-nodes by choosing a function symbol only
from the function set until the tree depth reaches the predefined limit. Then it
terminates the tree by choosing a terminal from the terminal set. The method
guarantees that every branch of a tree has the maximum depth.
Ramped half-and-half method In order to enhance the diversity in the initial
population, the ramped half-and-half method was introduced in [93] to reduce
the chance of having very similar programs (programs too close to each other) as
in the previous two methods. Let d be the predefined maximum tree depth. The
population is divided evenly among programs to be initialised with trees having
depths equal to 1, 2, ..., d-1, d. For each depth group, half of the trees are created
using the grow method, and the other half using the full method.
4Some GP implementations [165] have biased the selection of functions during subtree gener-
ation toward those with a higher arity.
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2.3.2 Evaluating programs
A program needs to be evaluated so that its quality of solving a given problem
can be represented. An explicit evaluation function to evaluate programs is called
fitness function, and fitness nowadays often refers to the result of the evaluation,
differing from its original meaning. In almost all research of GP, fitness is used to
determine whether a solution has been found and to select programs for produc-
ing the next generation.
There are several measurements of fitness. “Raw fitness is the measurement
of fitness that is stated in the natural terminology of the problem itself” [93].
It has been widely interpreted as a performance measure. Koza also described
three other alternative measurements of fitness based on the raw fitness, includ-
ing standardised fitness, adjusted fitness, and normalised fitness. The standardised
fitness is used when a better fitness needs to be represented in a lower numer-
ical value. The adjusted fitness and the normalised fitness are used mainly in
fitness-proportional selection (see Section 2.4.2.1 on page 25 for details) but are
not relevant in ranking selection and tournament selection.
The design of the fitness function is critical. For example, for deriving a pro-
gram to fire a gun, only knowing whether the target has been hit is not a helpful
fitness function to guide the next fire to achieve a better result. While knowing
which direction the target was missed can be more helpful, it is still not good
enough for the search process to work out exactly how much should be adjusted
for the next time. But if both the direction and the distance by which the bullet
misses its target are used as the fitness function, the search will be much more
effective and the target will be easily hit.
The fitness function can be a single objective method or a multi-objective
method where multiple program properties, including correctness, parsimony,
and efficiency [93, 111, 112], are considered. A single objective fitness function
outputs a single fitness value while a multi-objective fitness function can output
a single fitness value by combining multiple weighted values together, or pro-
ducing a vector of values. Recently, dynamic fitness functions and hierarchically-
defined fitness functions were proposed to guide GP search [100].
It is relatively easy to define ameaningful fitness function when the problem is
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already mathematically formulated. For problems, like robot control, translating
a desired behaviour into an objective function is a formidable task. Therefore,
Tettamanzi [184] introduced a selection scheme based on the idea of competition
in order to evaluate programs without explicitly defining a fitness function.
2.3.3 Generating next generation
GP needs to explore the next generation of programs to carry on the genetic
search. The way GP locates the next population is through the processes of select-
ing parents and producing offspring. It selects programs according to their fitness
and applies genetic operators, including reproduction, mutation, and crossover,
to the selected programs for generating offspring. There is much research on se-
lection strategies and genetic operators. A detailed overview of this can be found
in the next sections, 2.4 and 2.6.
2.4 Parent Selection
A critical issue in the design of a selection technique is selection pressure. Many
definitions of selection pressure can be found from the literature. For instance,
it is defined as the intensity with which an environment tends to eliminate an
organism and thus its genes, or gives it an adaptive advantage [80], or as the
impact of effective reproduction due to environmental impact on the phenotype
[35], or as the intensity of selection acting on a population of organisms or cells in
culture. These definitions originate from different perspectives but they share
the same aspect, which can be summarised as the degree to which the better
individuals are favoured [122]. Selection pressure gives individuals of higher
quality a higher probability of being used to create the next generation so that
EAs can focus on promising regions in the search space [18].
Selection pressure controls the selection of individual programs from the cur-
rent population to produce a new population of programs in the next genera-
tion. This is important in a genetic search process because it directly affects the
population convergence rate. The higher the selection pressure, the faster the
convergence. A fast convergence decreases learning time, but often results a GP
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learning process being confined in a local maximum or “premature convergence”
[31, 93]. A slow convergence rate generally decreases the chance of premature
convergence but also increases the learning time and may not be able to find an
optimal solution in a preset limited time.
There is a wide range of selection techniques in EAs. There are mainly three
types of selection methods to select candidates for producing offspring in GP.
They are tournament selection, fitness-proportional selection, and ranking selection.
2.4.1 Tournament selection
According to the description given by Goldberg and Deb [57], the initial study of
tournament selection can be traced back to the early 1980s [23]. One form of the
conventional tournament selections introduced in [23] has became the standard.
The standard tournament selection randomly samples k individuals with re-
placement5 from the current population of sizeN into a tournament of size k and
selects the one with the best fitness from the tournament6.
By using different tournament sizes, the selection pressure can be changed to
influence the convergence of the genetic search process. In general, the larger
the tournament size, the higher the selection pressure. However, when popula-
tion starts to converge, many programs have the same fitness value, the selection
behaviour in standard tournament selection starts to become random [60]. There-
fore, tournament size is not always an adequate measure of selection pressure.
2.4.1.1 selection pressure measurements
In tournament selection, the mating pool consists of winners. The average fitness
in the mating pool is higher than that in the population. The fitness difference
between the mating pool and the population reflects the selection pressure, which
is expected to improve the fitness of each succeeding generation [122].
In biology the effectiveness of selection pressure can be measured in terms
of differential survival and reproduction, and consequently in the change in the
5This can be viewed as making a copy of an individual for a tournament, thus the population
remains unchanged.
6Some implementations return two individuals if the tournament size is far bigger than two,
for instance, the GP C++ Class Library [192].
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frequency of alleles in a population. In EAs, from the literature, there are several
measurements for selection pressure in different contexts, including takeover time,
selection intensity, loss of diversity, and reproduction rate.
Takeover time is introduced by Goldberg and Deb [57] to quantify the selec-
tion pressure. It is defined as the number of generations required to completely
fill a population with just copies of the best individual in the initial generation
when only selection and copy operators are used. For a given fixed-sized popu-
lation, the longer the takeover time, the lower the selection pressure. Goldberg




(lnN + ln(lnN)) (2.1)
where N is the population size and k is the tournament size. The approximation
improves when N → ∞. However, this measure is static and constrained and
therefore does not reflect the selection behaviour dynamics from generation to
generation in EAs.
Selection intensity is another measure for selection pressure. This was firstly
introduced in the context of population genetics to obtain a normalised and di-
mensionless measure [24], and, later was adopted and applied to GAs [129].
Blickle and Thiele [18, 19] measured it using the expected change of the aver-
age fitness of the population. As the measurement is dependent of the fitness
distribution in the initial generation, they assumed the fitness distribution fol-
lowed the normalised Gaussian distribution and introduced an integral equation
for modelling selection intensity in standard tournament selection.
For their model, analytical evaluation can be done only for smaller tourna-
ment sizes and numerical integration is needed for a larger tournament size. The
model is not valid in the case of discrete fitness distributions. In addition to these
limitations, the assumption that the fitness distribution followed the normalised
Gaussian distribution is not valid in general [150]. Furthermore, because the ac-
tual fitness values are ignored but the relative rankings are used in tournament
selection, the model is of limited use.
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Loss of diversity is defined as the proportion of individuals in a population
that are not selected during the selection phase [18, 19]. Blickle and Thiele [18, 19]
estimated the loss of diversity in the standard tournament selection as:
k−
1
k−1 − k− kk−1 (2.2)
However, Motoki [127] pointed out that Blickle and Thiele’s estimation of the loss
of diversity in tournament selection does not follow their definition, and indeed
their estimation is of loss of fitness diversity. Motoki recalculated the loss of pro-
gram diversity in a wholly diverse population , i.e., every individual has distinct





(1− P (Wj))N (2.3)
where P (Wj) =
jk−(j−1)k
Nk
is the probability that an individual of rank j is selected
in a tournament.
“Reproduction rate” is defined as the ratio of the number of individuals with a
certain fitness f after and before selection [18, 19]. A reasonable selection method
should favour good individuals by giving them a high ratio and penalise bad in-
dividuals by giving a low ratio. Branke et al. [22] introduced a similar measure
which is the expected number of selections of an individual. It is calculated by
multiplying the selection probability of the individual in a single tournament by
the total number of tournaments conducted in the selection phase. This measure
is termed selection frequency in this thesis hereafter rather than reproduction rate,
which has another meaning in GP. Branke et al. provided a model to calculate
the selection frequency for a single individual of rank j in the standard tourna-
ment selection in a wholly diverse population on the assumption that the worst
individual is ranked 1st, as:
N
jk − (j − 1)k
Nk
(2.4)
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2.4.1.2 models of sampling behaviour and selection behaviour in tournament
selection
There are many papers modelling and comparing the selection behaviour of a va-
riety of selection schemes [15, 19, 22, 57, 123, 127]. There are also many dedicated
studies on standard tournament selection [18, 122, 146].
Based on the concept of takeover time [57], Ba¨ck [15] compared several selec-
tion schemes, including tournament selection. He presented the selection proba-
bility of an individual of rank j in one tournament for a minimisation task7, with
an implicit assumption that the population is wholly diverse, as:
N−k((N − j + 1)k − (N − j)k) (2.5)
In order to model the expected fitness distribution after performing tourna-
ment selection in a population with a more general form, Blickle and Thiele ex-
tended the selection probability model in [15] to describe the selection probability
of individuals with the same fitness. The model, though elegant, is somewhat ab-
stract. They defined the worst individual to be ranked 1st and introduced the cu-
mulative fitness distribution, S(fj), which denotes the number of individuals with
fitness value fj or worse. They then calculated the selection probability of indi-











In order to demonstrate the computational savings in backward-chaining evo-
lutionary algorithms, Poli and Langdon [146] calculated the probability that one
individual is not sampled in one tournament as 1 − 1
N
, then consequently the







where y is the total number of tournaments required to form an entire new gen-
eration.
7Therefore the best individual is ranked 1st.
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There is also some experimental work on analysing the selection behaviour
of tournament selection. Gathercole [53] showed the selection frequency of each
individual and the likelihoods of not-selected and not-sampled individuals in
tournament selection of different tournament sizes through 1000 simulations on
a sample population size of 50. In his simulation, only one child is produced by
crossover or mutation, thus the total number of tournaments required to gener-
ate the next entire population is a function of the crossover rate, the mutation
rate and the population size, instead of being the same as the population size.
His experimental results are interesting, however it is not clear in his simulation
whether sampling tournament candidates was done with or without replacement
and whether the sample population was fully diverse or not.
2.4.1.3 variations based on standard tournament selection
Some interesting but by no means complete alternative tournament selection im-
plementations are briefly reviewed below.
An alternative tournament selection that can tune selection pressure at a fine
level was presented in [57]. In the form of tournament selection, an extra proba-
bility p is introduced. When conducting a tournament between two individuals,
the individual with higher fitness value can be selected as a parent with the prob-
ability p, while the other has the probability 1− p. By setting p between 0.5 and 1,
it is possible to tune the selection pressure continuously between the random se-
lection and the tournament selection with tournament size two. Recently, Hingee
and Hutter [69] showed that every probabilistic tournament is equivalent to a
unique polynomial ranking selection scheme.
Harik [63] demonstrated some interesting work in tournament selection in
the context of GAs. He introduced a restricted tournament selection method in
GAs for two purposes. The first was to preserve and find multiple solutions and
the second was to obtain a particular global solution by taking advantage of the
schema found in multiple local solutions. In the restricted tournament selection,
two parents are randomly selected from a population to produce two offspring.
For each offspring, a number of competitors are randomly selected. The closest
(in terms of distance) competitor to the offspring is chosen and competes to the
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offspring to decide whether the offspring should be kept in the population. The
author claimed that this form of tournament should restrict an entering element
from competing with others too different from it.
Filipovic´ et al. [48] investigated a fine-grained tournament selection method
for a simple plant location problem in GAs. They argued that standard tourna-
ment selection does not allow precise setting of the balance between exploration
and exploitation [18]. In their fine grained tournament selectionmethod, the tour-
nament size is not fixed but close to a pre-set value. They claimed that the fine
grained tournament selection makes the ratio between exploration and exploita-
tion able to be set precisely, and that the method solves the simple plant location
problem successfully.
Luke and Panait [112] developed two modified tournament selection meth-
ods in GP. The methods use buckets to apply lexicographic parsimony pressure
on program selection for problem domains where few individuals have the same
fitness. Each individual in the bucket is treated as if it had the same fitness as
others in the same bucket. They concluded that the methods maintain the same
mean best-fitness-of-run as the Koza-style depth limiting, but produce equivalent
or significantly lower mean tree sizes. They also developed double tournament and
proportional tournament methods in GP [111]. In double tournament, individuals
must pass two layers of tournaments (one by size, one by fitness) to be selected.
In proportional tournament, the tournament sometimes picks winners by size,
and sometimes by fitness, determined by a probability. The two variations were
tested on artificial ant, 11-bit Boolean multiplexer, symbolic regression, and even-
5 parity problems and compared with the depth-limiting bloat control method.
They concluded that the two variations by themselves lowered total tree size only
slightly in comparison to the depth-limiting bloat control method, but when com-
bined with depth limiting the two variations yielded tree sizes at half the normal
size without affecting the effectiveness of the GP system.
Matsui [119] developed two variations of tournament selection to improve
the population diversity in GA. One variation is called correlative tournament se-
lectionwhich is used to select the second parent for crossover. After choosing the
first parent based on the fitness value through standard tournament selection,
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the Hamming distance to the first parent is used as the selection criteria for the
second parent. The larger the Hamming distance, the higher the selection proba-
bility. The other is called correlative family-based selection which is used to choose
two individuals amongst two parents and two offspring — the family — into the
next generation. After producing two offspring, an individual with the highest
fitness value in the family is selected for survival. The other surviving individ-
ual has the largest Hamming distance to the first surviving individual amongst
the remaining three family members. The author tested the methods on the Royal
Road and the non-stationary knapsack problems and concluded that the methods
could improve the search performance and the genotype diversity in GA.
Poladian [142] argued that building blocks in the best individuals are likely
to be disrupted by crossover and the worst individuals are unlikely to have valu-
able building blocks to contribute in the context of GA. In order to preserve build-
ing blocks, the author explicitly excluded the best and the worst individuals in
tournament and selected the middle-ranked ones for crossover. The method was
tested using tournament size 4 in both generational and steady-state GA on the
hierarchical if and only if function [191] and the one-dimensional Ising spin-glass
model with random coupling coefficients [153]. The method was compared with
three methods that selected two parents completely random, ranked at the top in
the tournament, and ranked at the bottom in the tournament, respectively. The
experimental results demonstrated the benefits of the method.
At approximately the same time as our research was being conducted a re-
lated work, unbiased tournament selection, was published by Sokolov andWhit-
ley [173]. The authors believed that a bias present in standard tournament selec-
tion is the potential for better individuals not to be selected for recombination.
Therefore, they developed their unbiased tournament selection that “lines up
two different permutations of the population and performs a pairwise compari-
son” with a constraint, which forces compared individuals to be distinct. Conse-
quently, their method can ensure that every individual is sampled at least once.
Tournament size 2 was used to test the unbiased tournament selection on three
problems, one with permutation-based solution representation and two under bit
encodings. Although the advantage of a generational genetic algorithm using the
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unbiased tournament selection varied for different population sizes on the three
problems, the authors concluded that the impact of the bias is significant, and the
unbiased tournament selection provides better performance than other selection
methods, including standard tournament selection, a rank based selection and
fitness proportionate selection.
The literature reveals that many alternative tournament selection methods
have been developed since the 1990s. However, their effectiveness is mainly
demonstrated through experiments. The lack of formal models and analyses
makes it difficult to understand the behaviour of these different tournament se-
lection strategies, and to extend and develop new strategies.
2.4.2 Other parent selection methods
2.4.2.1 fitness proportionate selection
Fitness-proportional selection method selects programs according to their rela-
tive fitness values. It was introduced by Holland [74]. Koza used fitness-propor-
tionate selection through his book [93]. In a population P with N programs, each





where fi is the fitness value of the ith program.
One implementation of the fitness proportionate selection method is roulette
wheel selection. A roulette wheel is divided into N partitions s1, s2, ..., sN , where
each partition si has a size proportional to fi. When there is a need to select a
program, the roulette wheel is turned. If the ball stops in partition si, program i
is selected.
Although this selection method has been widely used, there are several draw-
backs. If differences between high fit and low fit programs are large, the high
fit programs will dominate the process of producing offspring, thus reducing the
population diversity [19]. Furthermore, it is hard to control the selection pressure
in the fitness-proportional selection method.
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2.4.2.2 ranking selection
Ranking selection was introduced in [58]. It was designed to reduce the side
effect to the population diversity in fitness-proportional selection. The method
sorts programs based on their fitness values. The rank N is assigned to the best
program and the rank 1 to the worst. It then uses a function (either linear [15],
exponential [19], or polynomial [69]) to calculate the selection probability based









where, i is the rank of a program and N is the population size, η controls the
selection bias to adjust the selection pressure and should meet conditions 1 ≤
η ≤ 2. When η = 1, it gives no selection pressure as the probability is uniform
( 1
N
). When η = 2, it gives the highest selection pressure. The probability of the
best program to be selected is η
N
.





where, i is the rank of a program and N is the population size. c is the selection
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There are also certain drawbacks in this selection method. Firstly, it needs to
sort all programs according to their fitness values. For a very big population, this
can be time-consuming. Secondly, it exaggerates the differences amongst pro-
grams with similar fitness values so that slightly better programs can be selected
more often than other similar ones [194].
2.4.2.3 fitness uniform selection
Fitness uniform selection was introduced in [78]. It was designed to preserve ge-
netic diversity in the steady-state based EAs. Although it is necessary to have
selection pressure towards fitter individuals for optimisation problems, the true
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optimisation goal is usually to collect not a large number of fit individuals but
a single fittest individual. Therefore, with the interest in a single individual of
maximal fitness instead of a population converging to maximal fitness, the fit-
ness uniform selection method generates a random number between the lowest
and highest fitness values of the current population, then selects an individual
whose fitness value is the nearest to the random number. In this way, if the ini-
tial fitness distribution is not uniform, for instance only a couple of individuals
with better fitness and many individuals with worse fitness or vice versa, then
individuals of low populated fitness levels are effectively favoured regardless of
whether the individual’s fitness is better or worse until the population becomes
fitness uniform. Therefore, with the fitness uniform selection takeover [57] never
happens; the searching may waste time on the wrong end of the fitness scale,
which may be beneficial to certain problems.
2.4.2.4 reserve selection
Reserve selection was introduced in [29]. It was designed to preserve possible
building blocks hosted in less-fit individuals in order to prevent premature con-
vergence.
When generating the next generation, offspring are divided into two parts
with predefined sizes. Offspring that are generated through normal fitness-based
selection, crossover and mutation form the first part of the population called
“non-reserved area”. Parents that are used to generate offspring in the non-
reserved area are marked and are not again used as parents to generate offspring
for the other part of the population. The other part is called ”reserved-area”. Off-
spring in this area are generated by selecting parents based on a measure called
“uniqueness” instead of fitness. To calculate the uniqueness of a given parent,
reserve selection sorts the current population based on fitness first. It then as-
signs the absolute difference of the fitness values of two immediate surrounding
individuals of the given parent as the uniqueness to the given parent.
This selection method has been tested in GA on several global optimisation
problem domains [29], including multimodal function optimisation, travelling
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salesman problem, andmultiple sequence alignment, and certain deceptive8 prob-
lems [30], including an order-3 deceptive problem and a highly deceptive 2D
problem. The experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness and robust-
ness of the reserve selection in suppressing premature convergence and solving
deceptive problems, and an enhancement in global optimisation capacity.
2.4.2.5 truncation selection
Truncation selection is most often used in GAs. In truncation selection a popu-
lation is ordered by fitness, and a proportion t (e.g. t = 1/2 or 1/3) of the fittest
individuals are selected and reproduced 1/t times.
2.4.2.6 others
The literature includes many other parent selection methods not completely cat-
egorised in the above selection schemes. Some interesting examples are listed
below:
• Law and Szeto [102] developed two methods to select parents for crossover
based on Hamming distance in GAs.
• Smorodkina and Tauritz [172] and Holdener and Tauritz [73] introduced a
couple of mate selection methods which remove user-defined parameters
at the parent selection stage, by allowing individuals to self-organise into
pairs of mates.
• Chellapilla [28] used an EP-style tournament selection [50] with ten oppo-
nents to select parents for the next generation.
2.5 Fitness Evaluation Cost
Fitness-driven selection methods require fitness values to be calculated in ad-
vance. Fitness evaluation is almost always the most time-consuming operation
8Deception, in general, refers to solutions that lead the search toward poor local optima. De-
ception can occur when very different solutions exist with the same fitness but their recombina-
tion leads to poor fitness. It can also occur when solutions that have relatively good fitness are
not amenable to further improvement [60].
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in EAs [56, 218]. It is directly connected to the efficiency of the parent selection
phase; the smaller the number of fitness evaluations, the more efficient the parent
selection process. Fitness evaluation cost remains an important selection-related
open issue.
2.5.1 Studies in GAs
Sastry et al. [161] introduced the notion of fitness inheritance and showed some
very promising results in reducing the number of evaluations for the OneMax
problem when the population size is fixed. Kim and Cho [91] used k-means to
cluster the whole population and used Euclidean distance to estimate the fitness
values of other cluster members from the fitness value based on the cluster rep-
resentative for saving the fitness evaluation cost. Their method was tested on
the Griewangk function, the De Jong functions, the Rastrigin function and the
Schwefel function. Jin and Sendhoff [86] also used k-means to cluster the whole
population. Only the chromosome closest to the cluster centre is evaluated. Fit-
ness values of other chromosomes are estimated by a neural network ensemble.
Their approach was tested on the Ackley function, the Rosenbrock function, and
the Sphere function.
2.5.2 Studies in GP
Altenberg [4] and Tackett [178] used a small fraction of training fitness cases
to evaluate a large number of offspring produced by their brood recombination
crossover operator. Giacobini et al. [56] used a statistical method to select a frac-
tion of all fitness cases for evaluating programs in order to reduce the computa-
tional cost. They concluded that once the number of fitness cases is greater than
a threshold, a reliable and stable convergence behaviour can be observed in their
Boolean function and discrete step function problems.
Jackson [84] introduced a fitness evaluation avoidancemethod to avoid evalu-
ating offspring generated by so-called fitness-preserving crossover. In his method,
all nodes in a program are initially marked as not-visited. When a fitness case is
fed to a fitness function and causes a node of the program to be evaluated, the
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node is then marked as visited. If a program P1 is selected for crossover and the
root of a sub-tree from another program P2 replaces a not-visited node of P1, then
the generated child cannot act differently from its parent P1, because the inserted
subtree will never be executed. Therefore, there is no need to re-evaluate the fit-
ness of the offspring. The effectiveness of the method depends on the fraction
of nodes in the programs that are not evaluated for any of the fitness cases. For
the Boolean function set that Jackson used, this fraction is high; for function sets
without if or short-circuited Boolean operators, the fraction would be low, and
other techniques for saving fitness evaluation would be needed.
Wong and Zhang [199] introduced a subtree caching using a hashing for equiv-
alence method, which caches program subtrees while taking into account alge-
braic equivalences between these programs, to reduce the fitness evaluation cost.
The researchers tested the method on two symbolic regression problems and four
classification problems and concluded that the method could provide a signifi-
cant reduction in the number of node evaluations and CPU time without deteri-
orating the effectiveness of the system.
Luke et al. [110] proposed a shrinking strategy using a diagonal layout to grad-
ually decrease the population size towards zero during a GP run. The method
employs a large population at the beginning, then reduces the size linearly at
each generation. They concluded that “decreasing the population size is always
as good as, and frequently better than, various fixed-sized population strategies”.
Fernandez et al. [46] developed a method for solving the code bloat prob-
lem9 by taking advantage of the dynamic population. The method removes some
individuals at every generation and compensates for the increase in the size of
other individuals. They claimed that the method can save computing time while
looking for solutions.
Rochat et al. [156] introduced a combination of two techniques, island model
[179] and plague [187], to dynamically change the population size at run time to
reduce the fitness evaluation cost.
9Code bloat refers to a continuous, uncontrollable increase in the size of individuals using
a variable-length representation, including neural networks, finite state automata, and rule sets
[14].
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2.6 Overview of Genetic Operators
There are three commonly-used genetic operators: reproduction, mutation, and
crossover. When to apply these operators is controlled by corresponding proba-
bility settings. In some conventional tree-based GP systems, the sum of the repro-
duction, crossover, and mutation probabilities is 100%. Some variants of GP sys-
tems do not follow the convention for their own special purposes. For example,
the crossover and mutation operators are independent of each other so that the
mutation operator is applied regardless of whether a program has also been se-
lected for crossover [52]. These probabilities could also be updated dynamically
in order to impose a constant parsimony pressure on competing tree-schemata
regardless of the complexity of evolved structures [158].
2.6.1 Reproduction
The reproduction operator is the basic engine of Darwinian natural selection and
survival of the fittest [93]. For reproduction, a program is selected from the cur-
rent population and inserted directly without any modification into the next gen-
eration. Elitism [149] is a special reproduction operator. In general, elitism passes
one or more of the best programs of a generation unchanged to the next gen-
eration to prevent evolution from losing the best individuals, whilst programs
copied to the next generation via the reproduction operator are not necessarily
the best programs of the current generation.
2.6.2 Mutation
Mutation is asexual and was categorised as the secondary genetic operator for
modifying program structures in [93]. For mutation, only one parent program is
selected from the population. Standard GP mutation selects a node (also called
mutation point) in a parent program tree, except the root of the tree, randomly.
The subtree rooted by the mutation point is replaced by a newly-generated sub-
tree. The new program is then inserted into the next population. There are many
different forms of mutation operators. Some commonly-used ones include point
mutation, shrinkmutation, and hoist or promotionmutation.
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Point mutation [144] exchanges a randomly-chosen single node in a parent
program with a random node of the same arity to ensure the new program is
syntactically valid and to followGP schema theory. Shrinkmutation [8] replaces a
randomly-chosen subtree in a parent program with a randomly-created terminal
so that the size of the new program is smaller than its parent. Hoist or promotion
mutation [92, 163] creates a new program which is a copy of a randomly-chosen
subtree of a parent program. Thus the new program is also smaller than its parent
and may have a different root node. Topchy and Punch [186] and Smart and
Zhang [166] integrated the gradient local search technique to optimise numeric
leaf values in tree-based GP.
A long list of mutation operators in GP can be found in [147].
2.6.3 Crossover
Crossover (sexual recombination) was categorised as the primary genetic oper-
ator for modifying program structures in [93] and it became the convention in
almost all GP related research after that. Generally, after two programs are se-
lected from the population, standard crossover randomly selects a node in each
program tree except the root of the tree. It then exchanges the two subtrees rooted
by the selected nodes (also called crossover points) between the two parent pro-
gram trees to generate two new programs.
This blind replacement— randomly-chosen crossover points and ignoring the
semantics of the parent programs — can often disrupt beneficial building-blocks
in tree structures. In order to overcome this problem, much research has been
done on understanding and improving the standard crossover operator. Ways to
improve crossover include searching good offspring by integrating local search
metaphors which is time-consuming, and adapting positions of crossover point
which aims to reduce offspring search space. Furthermore, crossover is also mod-
ified for the code bloat problem in GP. The rest of the subsection describes these
aspects.
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2.6.3.1 integrating local search metaphors
Tackett [178] designed a brood recombination operator. The operator is inspired
by the fact that animal species produce far more offspring than are expected to
live. It randomly applies crossover N times to two chosen programs to produce
2N offspring. After evaluating all offspring, it puts the best two into the next
generation and discards the rest of the offspring.
The brood recombination operator can be categorised as a partial local search
operator because it looks for the best state in the available states but only looks
at 2N possible successor states. Tackett asked whether the brood recombination
operator reduces the diversity of subtrees, eliminating ones which are unfit in
the current generation but might be useful at a later time. He compared a parent
selection using standard tournament selection of size 6 with a random parent
selection on the basis of using the same set of initial populations. The results
demonstrated the advantage of the brood recombination operator. However, a
difficulty with his conclusion is that the number of random crossover operations
(the brood size factor) is chosen without sufficient regard to parent program sizes,
so that the degree of intensive searchwithin all possible successor states of chosen
parents has not been well investigated.
Lang [97] introduced a headless chicken crossover (HCC) operator which is ap-
plied to a chosen program P and a newly- (also randomly-) generated program
R. The operator repeatedly produces offspring from P by replacing a subtree of
P with a subtree from R until it finds an offspring with better or equal fitness
(problem solving quality) to P.
The headless chicken crossover operator can be categorised as a first-choice
hill-climbing local search [160]. This is because it randomly looks for a state better
than or equal to the current state and stops once it finds such a state rather than
looking at all possible successors. According to [94], Lang’s method is really a
mutation (with hill-climbing) rather than crossover, since only one “parent” is
chosen from the current generation.
Majeed and Ryan [115] introduced a context-aware crossover operator which
identifies all possible contexts in one parent for a randomly-chosen subtree from
the other parent, then evaluates each of them. The context that generates an off-
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spring with the best fitness is used and the offspring generated is then passed
into the next generation. Fitness proportionate selection and tournament selec-
tion with size 7 are used to select parents in different problems. The authors
claimed that the operator improves both mean best fitness and mean average fit-
ness.
The context-aware crossover operator can also be categorised as a partial local
search operator. From authors’ discussion of future work, it seems that they ex-
perienced a fast population convergence problem and their temporary solution
was to permit only one offspring per crossover.
Hengproprohm and Chongstitvatana [68] developed a selective crossover in
tree-based GP. The selective crossover tests the impact of each subtree in an in-
dividual on the overall fitness of the individual and determines the worst and
the best subtrees. It then performs crossover by substituting the worst subtree of
one parent with the best subtree of the other parent, combining the good subtrees
from both parents to produce the offspring. The selective crossover was tested on
a robot arm control and the artificial ant problems. The results demonstrated the
effectiveness of the method but not the efficiency.
Harries and Smith [64] evaluated more offspring but only accepted new pro-
grams whose fitness values are better than or equal to their parents in a study
of depth-based crossovers. Their search algorithm is a type of stochastic hill-
climbing algorithm because not all possible offspring are evaluated and the fittest
child is not necessarily chosen. Iba and Garis [79] introduced a recombinative
guidance mechanism called smart crossover for GP, and showed the effectiveness
of their approach through various experiments. Briefly, their approach uses S-
value to evaluate performances of subtrees and selects the crossover points based
on the performance evaluation results.
Yuen [208] developed two crossover operators called simple selective crossover
and dominance selective crossover based on the selective crossover in GAs [190] and
the uniform crossover in GP [145]. Mahfoud [114] illustrated the interaction be-
tween directed crossover operators and selection pressure in a context of genetic
algorithms. Terrio andHeywood [182] investigated a family of directed crossover
operators under a steady state selection model.
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Other research has shown that the searching performance of an evolutionary
algorithm can be improved when factorial design approaches are integrated into
the crossover operator in GAs [27, 71, 72, 104, 216].
2.6.3.2 focusing on position of crossover point
The standard crossover operator selects nodes for crossover with an implicit bias
towards the leaves of a program tree due to more nodes in that part of the tree
in general [145]. Rosca and Ballard [157] showed that in standard crossover the
average crossover point occurs near leaves for full trees. Soule and Foster [175]
focused on minimal trees10 and presented a model to describe the depth of an
average crossover branch. They then simplified the model for a minimal binary
tree and concluded that crossover branches are roughly one quarter as deep as the
parent tree. They also concluded that depending upon the original structure of
the parent tree, the standard crossover operator can be expected to swap a small,
constant-sized branch in the case of full trees or a relatively large fraction of the
entire tree in the case of minimal trees.
In order to remove the implicit bias toward leaves, Koza [93] introduced an
alternative crossover point selection method which explicitly gives a weak selec-
tion frequency (i.e. 0.1) for leaf nodes. However, O’Reilly and Oppacher [138]
pointed out that the method may still be biased towards leaf nodes under some
circumstances, for instance when leaf nodes comprise less than 10% of the size of
a program tree. In order to determine the effect of modifying the leaf selection fre-
quency, Angeline [8] conducted a set of comprehensive experiments which tested
four fixed and two self-adaptive leaf node selection frequencies on the Boolean
6-multiplexer function, the interlocking spirals problem, and the Wolfe Sunspot
time series modeling problem. His results showed that 1) the optimal leaf se-
lection frequency was problem-dependent and probably unpredictable without
significant understanding of the given problem domain, and 2) simply removing
the leaf selection frequency might be a prudent choice for many problems.
As summarised in [64], the standard crossover operator is also biased towards
the bottom of a program tree. This bias might be a consequence of the depth
10Trees with the minimal number of nodes for their depths.
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limiting [93], one of the popular bloat control techniques used in much litera-
ture. In order to remove this bias, Harries and Smith [64] proposed a depth-
based crossover where each depth is given an equal probability of being chosen.
Their method first randomly selects a depth then randomly selects a node at that
chosen depth as a crossover point. Later, Ito et al. [81, 82, 83] also presented
some depth control strategies with the purpose of preserving building blocks
for fitness improvement, which could be interpreted as finding good crossover
points. Their crossover point selection process is similar to [64] but instead of
giving an equal probability to each depth, it assigns different selection probabili-
ties to depths with bias towards the root of a program tree. In [81, 82], the depth
selection probabilities are predefined and remain unchanged during evolution.
Shortly after, Ito et al. realised that if the probability was not set properly, or was
not suitable for a particular problem, the depth-dependent crossover might not
work well. Therefore, they extended their work to introduce a self-tuning depth-
dependent crossover operator [83]. In their extended work, each program tree is
randomly assigned a depth selection probability in a predefined range rather than
a fixed value during initialisation. The depth selection probability of a parent is
inherited by its offspring and could be automatically adjusted during evolution
according to their hypothesis that if a program is selected as a parent according to
its fitness, it is likely that the depth selection probability of the program is desir-
able. According to Harries and Smith’s and Ito et al.’s experimental results, ways
of giving equal or unequal probabilities to each depth are demonstrated as both
having some advantages.
O’Reilly and Oppacher [138] introduced a height-fair crossover operator. In
a program tree, all possible subtree heights are recorded and one subtree height
is randomly selected. Then within a group of subtrees of the chosen height, a
random subtree is selected for swapping. Therefore, “the root and leaves of a
subtree may be chosen with equal probability” [138].
Zhang et al. [214] introduced a looseness-controlled crossover operator in tree-
based GP for object classification: a local hill-climbing search is used in construct-
ing good building blocks, a weight called looseness is introduced to identify the
good building blocks in individual programs, and the looseness values are used
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as heuristics in choosing appropriate crossover points to preserve good building
blocks. The looseness-controlled crossover operator was tested on a sequence of
object classification problems. The results suggested that the looseness-controlled
crossover operator outperforms HCC (headless chicken crossover), the standard
crossover, and the standard crossover operator with hill climbing on all of the
problems in terms of the classification accuracy. The approach takes slightly
longer than the standard crossover operator, but it significantly improves the sys-
tem efficiency over the HCC method.
Angeline [9] presented two self-adaptive crossover operators in GP. Each node
is randomly assigned a probability of performing a crossover during initialisa-
tion. A roulette wheel selection is used to select a node for crossover according
to the assigned probability. After performing crossover, the probability of every
node in the offspring is updated using a predefined coefficient and a Gaussian
random variable. Therefore, the two so-called self-adaptive crossover operators
appear not to adjust the probabilities on the optimisation of the basis of an indi-
vidual’s fitness.
The one-point and uniform crossover operators [145] and a homologous cross-
over operator [99] can be also viewed as implicitly controlling the depth of the
crossover points.
2.6.3.3 fighting code bloat
The earliest known report of bloating is perhaps in Pitt-approach rule systems
[170]. Bloat then becomes a popular topic in GP because the fitness computation
time is wasted and the readability of solutions is decreased when an increase in
solution size does not correspond with fitness improvement [60].
One contributing factor to code bloat is the standard fitness-based parent se-
lection methods, where parent sizes or structures are generally ignored. Code
bloat has led to a large number of studies involving parsimony pressure [93, 111,
112, 148, 169, 210, 209, 211]. Recently, Poli et al. [149] confirmed that elitism can
have a powerful effect on reducing bloat and larger elite sizes control bloat more
strongly. Another contributing factor to code bloat is the behaviour of the stan-
dard crossover operator [175], resulting in some interesting attempts to develop
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new crossover operators fighting code bloat.
Platel et al. [39] introduced a new recombination operator called theMaximum
Homologous Crossover (MHC) for linear genetic programming. In contrast to the
conventional crossover operator, the approach attempts to preserve similar struc-
tures from parents, by aligning them according to their homologies. To highlight
disruptive effects of crossover operators, the researchers used the Royal Road
Landscape and tested the homology of the new crossover operator on this land-
scape. Results showed a reduction in the bloat phenomenon and in the frequency
of deleterious crossovers. The approach is in fact a dynamic programming like al-
gorithm to align two programs, and it is likely to have multiple acceptable align-
ment results. An alignment result is randomly chosen if multiple alignments are
present. Then a single point is also randomly chosen and codes below that point
are swapped. Authors claimed that MHC preserves structural and lexical ho-
mology by computing an alignment, which minimises a metric of dissimilarity
between parents. They claimed that MHC can keep safe similar regions of the
parents, in order to favour a kind of “respect” property ( the common features
of parents are present in children). We think that since a linear GP program can
be viewed as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), aligning two DAGs and applying
crossover at a single swapping point seems to be unusual.
Terrio and Heywood [181] developed a directed crossover for reducing bloat
in tree-based GP. Crossover points in the method are the nodes whose contri-
butions to the overall fitness of an individual program are maximal. Langdon
[99] introduced a size fair crossover operator and a homologous crossover operator
to preserve tree structures and the sizes of exchanged subtrees for controlling the
code bloat problem. Majeed and Ryan [115] also claimed that the context-aware
crossover operator could reduce bloat in most of their experiments and produce
significantly smaller individuals in most cases.
Manrique et al. [118, 33] developed a grammar-based crossover. The authors
claimed that the grammar-based crossover works with any grammar-based GP
systems, prevents the generation of illegal trees, controls code bloat efficiently,
and explores all nodes in the parents that can generate new legal individuals
leading to sought-after solutions.
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2.6.4 Crossover vs. Mutation
Crossover was suggested as the primary genetic operator for improving program
structures in tree-based GP [93]. However, the relative effectiveness of crossover
and mutation has been most controversial.
Gustafson [60] summarised that intuitively exchanging subtrees between two
program trees during recombination, regardless of tree shape or content, would
seem unlikely to preserve the semantic meaning of the exchanged subtrees. Thus,
it is not too surprising that subtree crossover has been shown to perform similarly
to mutation variants [10, 113, 139].
Gathercole and Ross [55] pointed out that in crossover, subtree discovery and
movement takes place mostly near the leaf nodes, with nodes near the root left
untouched. Therefore, diversity drops quickly to zero near the root. They claimed
that GP is then unable to create fitter trees via crossover, leaving mutation as the
only (but ineffective) route to discovery of fitter trees. Interestingly, Chellapilla
[28] later demonstrated experimentally that mutation is effective.
However, where and why one is preferable to the other is strongly dependent
on problem domains and parameter settings [113]. Crossover has remained the
dominant genetic operator in deriving optimal solutions in the large number of
attempts since the 1990s.
The debates indicate that crossover should do more than blindly exchange
subtrees. This also implies that offspring selection is crucial, especially in recom-
bination.
2.7 Typical Problem Domains in GP
This section briefly presents only three typical problem domains used in GP re-
search. Other commonly-used problem domains can be found in [93, 14].
2.7.1 Boolean
Multiplexer and Parity are two representative problems in the Boolean problem
domain [93]. Langdon and Poli [100] presented a detailed analysis of Boolean
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program spaces.
For a n-multiplexer problem, the input consists of i address bits and 2i data
bit, and n = i + 2i. The output of a multiplexer function is the Boolean value
of the particular data bit that is chosen by the value of the address bits of the
multiplexer. For an even-n-parity problem, the input is a string of n Boolean
values, and the output is true if there are an even number of true’s, and otherwise
false. The most characteristic aspect of this problem is the requirement to use all
inputs in an optimal solution and a random solution could lead to a score of 50%
accuracy [60]. Furthermore, optimal solutions could be dense in the search space
as an optimal solution generally does not require a specific order of the n inputs
presented. For both problems, there are a very small number of fitness cases.
2.7.2 Symbolic regression
Symbolic regression differs from conventional linear regression, quadratic regres-
sion, exponential regression, and other conventional types of regression.
In conventional regression, for example, after being giving a set of values of
various independent variable(s) and the corresponding values for the dependent
variable(s), a user first needs to decide whether a suitable model is a linear regres-
sion, a quadratic regression, or an exponential regression, or whether to try to fit
the data points to some other type of function. The user then needs to discover a
set of numerical coefficients for the model involving the independent variable(s)
that minimises errors between the values of the dependent variables(s) computed
with the model and the given target values for the dependent variable(s).
But often, the real problem is to decidewhat type of model most appropriately
fits the data, not merely computing the appropriate numerical coefficients after
the model has already been chosen. Symbolic regression searches for both models
and appropriate numerical coefficients that go with the models.
2.7.3 Classification
In general, classification means to assign items in a data set to a number of cat-
egories or classes. A classification problem for objects in a particular domain is
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the problem of separating these objects into classes, and giving criteria for de-
termining which particular class a particular object belongs to. In terms of the
number of classes to be classified, classification problems can be categorised into
binary and multi-class classification problems. That is, multi-class classification
problems refer to classification problems with three or more classes of interest, in
contrast to binary classification problems, which have only two classes.
GP was used to discover decision trees and grammars, and also used with a
wrapper11 for binary classification and pattern recognition [93]. It has became
a general method for classification problems as shown by a large amount of
successful research work [77, 164, 174, 177, 180, 195]. For multi-class classifica-
tion problems, translating numeric values into class labels is not straightforward.
There have beenmany attempts since the 1990s. Gathercole and Ross [54] decom-
posed a multi-class classification problem into a binary classification problem.
Loveard and Ciesielski [109] and Zhang et al. [212] developed a static range se-
lection method. The method partitions the numeric outputs of a GP classifier into
multiple regions, where each region represents one class. Other attempts, includ-
ing dynamic range selection [109], centred and slotted dynamic class boundary
determination methods [215], and probability-based methods [168] are also very
interesting and promising.
2.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter reviewed the fields of machine learning, evolutionary computation,
especially GP and its components, and areas of research — parent and offspring
selection — that closely related to work in this thesis.
The current situation of the research in parent and offspring selection in tree-
based GP is summarised as:
• Avariety of parent selection schemes in EAs have been developed and stud-
ied, as well as several selection pressure measurements. However, in GP,
how parent selection pressure should be tuned has not beenwell addressed.
11This translates the numeric outputs of a GP classifier into class labels based on the sign of the
numeric values.
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Parent selection pressure control has not been fully understood and has
only been implicitly studied experimentally in some pieces of work, like
changing the sampling process for a tournament [173], changing popula-
tion size [110, 156, 185], and applying parsimony pressure which is origi-
nally used for bloat control [147, 34].
• It is necessary to apply offspring selection and many attempts at offspring
selection have been made. However, the impact of offspring selection on
the overall GP search performance has not been well addressed, nor has the
configuration between parent and offspring selection.
• Many algorithms for saving the fitness evaluation cost in parent selection
have been developed. However, few algorithms exploit the characteristics
of a particular selection scheme for saving the fitness evaluation cost.
• A variety of algorithms for reducing offspring search space have been de-
veloped. However, these algorithms often disagree with each other. For
instance, when choosing good crossover points, reducing or retaining leaf
nodes selection bias are both recommended; assigning equal or unequal
probabilities to each depth in parent program trees both have advantages.
Further investigation in this research area is clearly needed.
This thesis addresses these selection-related open issues in tree-based GP via






Tuning Parent Selection Pressure
This chapter firstly presents an analysis of the standard tournament selection
with mathematical models and visualisations, showing the working of the stan-
dard tournament selection and revealing the impacts of tournament size and
population size on parent selection pressure. It then addresses three issues that
influence the parent selection behaviour in the standard tournament selection.
Concerning the first issue, this chapter discusses the existing tournament selec-
tion but in a less commonly-used form, and concerning the other two issues, this
chapter introduces two new approaches to improving the standard tournament
selection scheme respectively, followed by analyses of their selection behaviours,
to demonstrate how parent selection pressure should be properly controlled.
3.1 Introduction
To determine which parent selection scheme is suitable for a particular evolu-
tionary learning paradigm, three factors need to be considered. The first factor is
whether selection pressure of a selection scheme can be changed easily because
it directly affects the convergence of learning. The second is whether a selection
scheme supports parallel architectures because a parallel architecture is very use-
ful for speeding up learning paradigms that are computationally intensive. The
third factor is whether the time complexity of a selection scheme is low because
the running cost of the selection scheme can be amplified by the number of indi-
viduals involved.
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As introduced in the previous chapter, tournament selection is one of the most
commonly-used parent selection schemes in EAs. Standard tournament selection
randomly draws/samples k individuals with replacement from the current popu-
lation of sizeN into a tournament of size k and selects the one with the best fitness
from the tournament. In general, selection pressure in tournament selection can
be easily changed by using different tournament sizes. Drawing individuals with
replacement into a tournament makes the population remain unchanged, which
in turn allows tournament selection to easily support parallel architectures. Se-
lecting the winner involves simply ranking individuals in a tournament of size
k. Furthermore, in general, since the standard breeding process in GP produces
one offspring by applying mutation to one parent and produces two offspring
by applying crossover to two parents, the total number of tournaments needed
to generate the entire next generation is N . Therefore, the time complexity of
tournament selection is O(kN).
GP is recognised as a computationally-intensive learning method, requiring a
parallel architecture to improve its efficiency. Furthermore, it is not uncommon
to have millions of individuals in a population when solving complex problems
[96], thus sorting a whole population is time consuming. The parallel architecture
support and the linear time complexity havemade standard tournament selection
very popular in GP.
Due to the popularity of standard tournament selection in GP, this thesis fo-
cuses on tournament selection to analyse parent selection behaviour and provide
guidance on how to tune the parent selection pressure properly.
According to the literature, there are some possible ways to influence the
parent selection pressure in tournament selection, including changing the sam-
pling process for a tournament [173], changing population size [110, 156, 185],
and changing the tournament size. However, it is still not clear how to make
changes on these elements to control the selection pressure along evolution ef-
fectively. Especially, it is not clear how to set the tournament size for different
sized populations. A common opinion sensed throughout the literature is that
the tournament size configuration should depend on the population size [61].
Although standard tournament selection is very popular in GP, it still has
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some open questions as well as some drawbacks. For instance, because indi-
viduals are sampled with replacement, it is possible to have the same individual
sampledmultiple times in a tournament (referred as themulti-sampled issue in this
thesis). It is also possible to have some individuals not sampled at all when us-
ing small tournament sizes (referred as the not-sampled issue in this thesis). Some
researchers believe that the two issues may lower the probability of some reason-
ably good individuals being sampled or selected, while other researchers have an
intuition that they are not important. These views have not yet been sufficiently
proven. In addition, although in general the selection pressure can be changed to
influence the convergence of the genetic search process by using different tourna-
ment sizes, we realised that during population convergence (i.e., groups of pro-
grams having the same or similar fitness values), the selection pressure between
groups increases, resulting in “better” groups dominating the next population
and possibly causing premature convergence (referred as the high between-group
selection pressure issue in this thesis). Therefore, tournament size itself is not ade-
quate for tuning parent selection pressure. There exists a strong demand to clar-
ify the open issues and solve the drawbacks of standard tournament selection
in order to conduct an effective selection process in GP. To do that, a thorough
investigation of tournament selection is necessary.
3.2 Chapter Goals
In order to tune the parent selection pressure, including the initial static config-
uration and the later dynamic control or adjustment, it is necessary to first of all
understand the process of tournament selection, then to understand the changes
in selection process along evolution. In particular, this chapter addresses the fol-
lowing research questions:
1. What is the relationship between tournament size, population size and se-
lection pressure?
2. Are the above open issues in standard tournament selection critical?
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3. How should the standard tournament selection be modified in order to con-
trol the parent selection pressure properly?
Section 2.4.1 (on page 18) reviewed several selection pressure measurements
in tournament selection, as well as the models of its sampling and selection be-
haviours. From those related studies in the last decade or so, it is clear that similar
models are re-presented but used for different research purposes. This thesis ex-
tends some related models for the research goals.
3.3 Assumptions and Definitions
This section presents the assumptions and definitions necessary to model and
analyse tournament selection.
In general, a population can be partitioned into bags consisting of programs
with equal fitness. These “fitness bags” may have different sizes. As each fitness
bag is associated with a distinct fitness rank, we can characterise a population
by the number of distinct fitness ranks and the size of each corresponding fitness
bag, which we term fitness rank distribution (FRD). If S is the population, then we
use the notation N to be the size of the population, Sj to be the bag of programs
with the fitness rank j and |Sj| to be its size, and |S| to be the number of distinct
fitness bags. We denote tournament size by k and rank the program with the
worst fitness 1st. We follow the standard breeding process, that is, one parent
produces one offspring after mutation and two parents produce two offspring
via crossover. Therefore the total number of tournaments is N at the end of gen-
erating all individuals in the next generation. Although tournaments indeed can
be implemented in a parallel manner, we also assume that they are conducted
sequentially so that the number of tournaments conducted reflects the progress
of generating the next generation.
To analyse selection behaviour, we chose two commonly used measures, i.e.,
the loss of program diversity and the selection frequency (see page 20). We also
developed a new measure called selection probability distribution.
The selection probability distribution of a population is defined as consisting
of the probabilities of each individual in the population being selected at least
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once in the selection phase. It is illustrated in a three dimensional graph, where
the x-axis shows every individual in the population ranked by fitness, the y-axis
shows the number of tournaments conducted in the selection phase (from 1 toN),
and the z-axis is the selection probability of a program being selected at least once
in a corresponding number of tournaments. Therefore, the measure provides
a full picture of the selection behaviour over the population during the whole
selection phase. Figure 3.1 shows the selection probability distribution measure
for the standard tournament selection of tournament size 4 on a wholly diverse

















Figure 3.1: An example of the selection probability distribution measure.
We use these three measures on four populations with four different fitness
rank distributions, namely uniform, reversed quadratic, random, and quadratic fit-
ness rank distributions. The four fitness rank distributions are designed to simu-
late the four stages of evolution. The uniform fitness rank distribution represents
the initialisation stage, where each fitness bag has a roughly equal number of
programs. A typical case of the uniform fitness rank distribution can be found
in a wholly diverse population. The reversed quadratic fitness rank distribution
represents the early evolving stage, where commonly only few individuals have
better fitness values. The random fitness rank distribution represents the middle
stage of evolution, where better and worse individuals are possibly randomly
distributed. The quadratic fitness rank distribution represents the later stage of
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evolution, where a large number of individuals have converged to better fitness
values.
Since the impact of population size on selection behaviour is unclear, we tested
several different commonly-used population sizes, ranging from small to large.
This chapter illustrates only the results for three population sizes, namely 40, 400,
and 2000, for the uniform FRD, the random FRD, and the reversed quadratic and
quadratic FRDs respectively. Note that although the populations with different
FRDs are of different sizes, the number of distinct fitness ranks is designed to
be the same value (i.e. 40) for easy visualisation and comparison purposes (see
Figure 3.2). We also studied and visualised other different numbers of distinct
fitness ranks, including 100, 500 and 1000, and obtained consistent results.
N = 40, Uniform FRD N = 2000, Reversed Quadratic FRD
N = 400, Random FRD N = 2000, Quadratic FRD
Figure 3.2: Four populations with different fitness rank distributions.
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3.4 Analysis of Relationship
This section analyses the relationship between tournament size, population size,
and selection pressure in standard tournament selection. It starts with models
of the sampling and selection behaviours of standard tournament selection, fol-
lowed by the analyses of the loss of program diversity, the selection frequency,
and the selection probability distribution.
3.4.1 Sampling probability modelling
For any program p, let Iy be the event that p is drawn or sampled at least once in
y ∈ {1, ..., N} tournaments. As sampling is independent of the program rank, the
FRD of a population does not have any impact on the sampling behaviour. Since
an individual can be sampled multiple times in a single tournament provided the
tournament size is greater than one, the probability of Iy is:











According to Equation 3.1, we can simulate the probability trends of a single
program being sampled at least once in the standard tournament selection. Fig-
ure 3.3 illustrates the sampling probability trends using six different tournament
sizes (1, 2, 4, 7, 20 and 40) in three populations with different sizes (40, 400, and
2000) in the selection phase, as the number of tournaments increases up to the
corresponding population size.
The figure shows that the larger the tournament size, the higher the sampling
probability. Furthermore, the probability of an arbitrary program being sampled
increases with increasing numbers of tournaments. For a given tournament size,
the sampling probability of a program after a given number of tournaments de-
creases with increasing population size.
However, interestingly, for a given tournament size, the trends of sampling
probabilities of a program in the selection phase (along the increments of the
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Figure 3.3: Trends of the probability that a program is sampled at least once in
the standard tournament selection in the parent selection phase. (Note that the
scales on the x-axes differ.)
number of tournaments) are very similar in different-sized populations. This is
because (N−1
N
)N is close to a constant e−1 for large N , so sampling probability
depends on y
N
when k is fixed. In other words, it depends on the fraction of
population generated for the next generation when the tournament size is fixed.
Therefore, with the same tournament size, sampling probability for large popula-
tions at a stage of generating a given fraction of the population can be estimated
reliably from experiments on smaller populations at the stage of generating the
same fraction of population.
3.4.2 Selection probability modelling
In general, within a population, some programs share the same fitness value. A
wholly diverse population in which every individual has distinct fitness value is
an uncommon simple situation. This special simple situation may occur when
constructing the initial generation with constraints explicitly applied, and when
the population size is less than the number of possible unique fitness values. Most
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papers in the literature study only the standard tournament selection in a simple
wholly diverse population. In contrast, this thesis focuses on a more general
situation where some programs have the same fitness value and therefore have
the same rank.
Modelling the selection probability of a program ranked jth in a general situa-
tion is difficult because the probability will be affected by the number of programs
with the same rank, the probability of any of these programs being sampled, and
the probabilities of any programs with worse fitness values being sampled. The
rest of this subsection presents the selection probability model, followed by a
proof.
Lemma 1. If Ej,y is the event that p ∈ Sj is selected at least once in y ∈ {1, ..., N}
tournaments, the probability of Ej,y is:


















Proof. The probability that all the programs sampled for a tournament have a





If Tj is the event that the best-ranked program in a tournament is from Sj , the












LetWj be the event that the program p ∈ Sj wins or is selected in a tournament.
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Therefore the probability that p ∈ Sj is selected at least once in y tournaments is
P (Ej,y) = 1− (1− P (Wj))y
Replacing P (Wj), we obtain Equation (3.2).
For the special simple situation that all individuals have distinct fitness val-
ues, |Sj| becomes 1 and Equation (3.4) reduces to
P (Wj) =
jk − (j − 1)k
Nk
(3.5)
which is identical or equivalent to models presented in [15, 127].
3.4.3 Loss of program diversity analysis
We calculate the total loss of program diversity using Equation 2.3 (on page 20) in
which P (Wj) is replaced by Equation 3.4. We also split the total loss of program
diversity into two parts. One part is from the fraction of the population that is not
sampled at all during the selection phase. We calculate it also using Equation 2.3





, which is the probability that an individual
has not been sampled in a tournament of size k. The other part is from the fraction
of population that is sampled but never wins any tournament (i.e., not selected).
We calculate it by taking the difference between the total loss of program diversity
and the contribution from not-sampled individuals.
Figure 3.4 shows the three loss of program diversity measures, namely the
total loss of program diversity and the contributions from not-sampled and not-
selected individuals for the standard tournament selection.
Figure 3.4 shows that when the tournament size is 1, the total loss of program
diversity is entirely due to the not-sampled individuals. This is because once
an individual is sampled, it must be selected as a parent as there are no other
competitors in the tournament. However, the contribution from not-sampled in-
dividuals reduces to zero as the tournament size increases. For instance, the con-
tribution from not-sampled individuals is 13.5%, 5.0%, and 1.8% for tournament
sizes 2, 3, and 4 respectively for all different populations. On the other hand, the
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N = 40, Uniform FRD N = 2000, Reversed Quadratic FRD
total not-sampled not-selected
tournament size




































N = 400, Random FRD N = 2000, Quadratic FRD
total not-sampled not-selected
tournament size




































Figure 3.4: Loss of program diversity in the standard tournament selection
scheme on four populations with different FRDs. Note that the tournament size
is discrete but the plots show curves to aid interpretation.
contribution from not-selected individuals becomes larger and completely domi-
nates the total loss of program diversity when the tournament size is greater than
five.
We found that overall there were no noticeable differences between the three
loss of program diversity measures on the four different populations with dif-
ferent FRDs. The loss of program diversity measure in the standard tournament
selection depends almost entirely on the tournament size, and is almost indepen-
dent of the FRD. Therefore, the loss of program diversity measure cannot capture
the effect of different FRDs. Later, we show that FRD is significant to selection be-
haviour, implying that the loss of program diversity is not an adequate measure.
Extra visualisations on other-sized populations and different numbers of dis-
tinct fitness values with the four FRDs support the finding. While it is difficult to
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prove the finding mathematically, the following brief analysis of the contribution
from not-sampled individuals may help explain the finding.
For the standard tournament selection, according to Equation 3.1, the proba-

















e−k = e−k (3.7)
which is just a function of the tournament size k. Therefore, the trends of the loss
of program diversity contributed by not-sampled individuals are almost the same
in the four different-sized populations with different fitness rank distributions.
For the total loss of program diversity, we may obtain a function of a similar form
after simplifying or approximating Equation 3.2 on page 53.
It is clear that for the standard tournament selection scheme, tournament size
ranging from 1 to 5 is in fact a double-edged sword. Increasing the sampling
probability using larger tournament sizes will decrease the selection probability.
On the other hand, increasing the selection probability using smaller tournament
sizes will decrease the sampling probability.
Now we have the following two questions from the analyses:
• How can wemodify the standard tournament selection scheme to minimise
total loss of program diversity by reducing the loss of program diversity
contributed by not-sampled individuals without increasing the tournament
size?
• Does the reduced loss of program diversity in such a new selection scheme
significantly improve the GP search performance?
These questions will be addressed in Section 3.6 in this chapter.
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3.4.4 Selection frequency analysis
For each of the four populations with different FRDs, we calculate the expected
selection frequency of a program in the selection phase based on Equation 2.4 (on
page 20) and our probability model of a program being selected in a tournament
(Equation 3.4), that is N × P (Wj).
N = 40, Uniform FRD N = 2000, Reversed Quadratic FRD
rank

















































N = 400, Random FRD N = 2000, Quadratic FRD
rank

















































tournament size: 2 tournament size: 4 tournament size: 7
Figure 3.5: Selection frequency in the standard tournament selection scheme on
four populations with different FRDs.
Instead of plotting the expected selection frequency for every individual, we
plot it only for an individual in each of the 40 unique fitness ranks so that plots
in different-sized populations have the same scale and it is easy to identify what
fitness ranks may be lost. Furthermore, we chose three different tournament sizes
(2, 4, and 7) commonly used in the literature, to illustrate how tournament size
affects the selection behaviour, as shown in Figure 3.5. Note that extra visualisa-
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tions on other-sized populations with the given four FRDs are consistent with the
figure.
The figure shows that overall the standard tournament selection favours better-
ranked individuals for all tournament sizes: the expected selection frequencies
for better individuals are higher than for worse individuals. The selection pres-
sure is biased in favour of better individuals as the tournament size increases.
The figure also shows that skewed FRDs aggravate selection bias quite sig-
nificantly. For the reversed quadratic FRD, there are more individuals of worse-
ranked fitness received the selection preference. The GP search will still wander
around without paying sufficient attention to the small number of outstanding
individuals. Ideally, in this situation, a good selection schema should focus on
the small number of good individuals to speed up evolution.
For the quadratic FRD, the selection frequencies are strongly biased towards
individuals with better ranks. The population diversity will be quickly lost, the
convergence may speed up, and the GP search may be confined in local optima.
Ideally, in this situation, a good selection scheme should slow down the conver-
gence.
Interestingly, by comparing the results of the selection frequency measure of
the uniform FRD and the random FRD, we expected to see some differences but
there were not and the shapes were very similar. This may imply that the stan-
dard tournament selection may tolerate the difference between the uniform and
random FRDs, and therefore sometimes take long time to converge. To interpret
this finding, we offer the following analysis.
Let µ be the average number of individuals in each Sj. In the uniform FRD,





and the approximation becomes more precise when j is close to |S|. As the selec-
tion frequency for a program p of rank j is N ×P (Wj), we simplify P (Wj) for the
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jk − (j − 1)k)
From Equation 3.9, in the uniform FRD, the selection frequency for an individ-
ual of rank j will be just 1|S|k−1
(
jk − (j − 1)k), which is independent of the actual
number of individuals of the same rank.
From Equation 3.10, the selection frequency of an individual of rank j in the








jk − (j − 1)k) (3.11)
which differs from that in the uniform FRD by a factor of µ|Sj | . For a random
FRD, µ|Sj | could be small. Therefore, only slight fluctuations and differences can
be found in the figure of the random FRD under very close inspection while com-
paring with that of the uniform FRD. Ideally, in this situation, a good selection
scheme should be able to adjust the selection pressure distinguishably according
to the changes in the fitness rank distribution. For instance, it should give a rel-
atively high selection preference to an individual in a fitness bag with a smaller
size in order to increase the chance of propagating this genetic material and a
relatively low selection preference to an individual in another fitness bag with a
larger size in order to reduce the chance of the same.
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3.4.5 Selection probability distribution analysis
For each of the four populations with different FRDs, we calculate the selection
probability distribution in the selection phase based on Equation 3.2.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the selection probability distribution using the three dif-
ferent tournament sizes (2, 4, and 7) on the four populations with different FRDs.
Again, we plot it for each of the 40 unique individual ranks.
Clearly, different tournament sizes have a different impact on the selection
pressure. The larger the tournament size, the higher the selection pressure on
individuals of better ranks.
For the same tournament size, we observe that same population size but dif-
ferent FRDs (i.e. the second and the fourth rows in Figure 3.6) may result in
different selection probability distributions, indicating that the parent selection
pressure is also affected by the FRD.
From additional visualisations on other-sized populations with the four FRDs,
we observed that similar FRD but different population sizes result in the similar
selection probability distributions, indicating that population size does not signif-
icantly influence the selection pressure. Note that in general the genetic material
differs between populations of different sizes, and the impact of genetic material
in different-sized populations on the GP search performance varies significantly.
However, understanding that impact is another research topic and is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
This experiment has clarified the relationship between tournament size, pop-
ulation size, and selection pressure in the standard tournament selection:
• Tournament size and population size both affect the sampling probability
of an individual in a single tournament, but the trend is affected only by
tournament size.
• Tournament size affects the selection pressure while population size has lit-
tle impact unless the population size is very small.
• The FRD of a population also affects the selection pressure, but standard
tournament selection is unable to reduce the impact of a given FRD in order
to properly adjust the selection pressure.
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Figure 3.6: Selection probability distribution in the standard tournament selec-
tion scheme with tournament size 2, 4 and 7 on four populations with different
FRDs.
The next three sections will analyse the three open issues (from page 47) in
detail in order to determine how to solve them and whether they are critical to
the parent selection behaviour.
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3.5 Analysis of the Multi-Sampled Issue
As mentioned earlier, the impact of the multi-sampled issue is unclear. This sec-
tion shows that the multi-sampled issue is not a serious problem by analysing
the no-replacement tournament selection, which solves the multi-sampled issue.
This section then compares the no-replacement tournament selection to standard
tournament selection, showing there is no significant difference between them.
3.5.1 No-replacement tournament selection
According to [57], no-replacement tournament selection was introduced at the
same time as standard tournament selection. It is not clearwhy the no-replacement
tournament selection is less commonly used in EAs. The no-replacement tourna-
ment selection samples individuals into a tournament without replacement, that
is, it will not return a sampled individual back to the population immediately,
thus no individual can be sampled multiple times into the same tournament. Af-
ter the winner is determined, it then returns all individuals of the tournament to
the population.
3.5.2 Modelling no-replacement tournament selection
The only factor making no-replacement tournament selection different from the
standard one is that any individual in a population will be sampled at most once
in a single tournament. Therefore, if D is the event that an arbitrary program is





If Iy is the event that p is drawn or sampled at least once in y ∈ {1, ..., N} tourna-
ments, the probability of Iy is:











Lemma 2. For a particular program p ∈ Sj, if Ej,y is the event that p is selected at least
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once in y ∈ {1, ..., N} tournaments, the probability of Ej,y is:

































Proof. The probability that all the programs sampled for a tournament have a











If Tj is the event that the best-ranked program in a tournament is from Sj , the
























LetWj be the event that the program p ∈ Sj wins or is selected in a tournament.





Therefore the probability that p is selected at least once in y tournaments is:
P (Ej,y) = 1− (1− P (Wj))y (3.17)
Substituting for P (Wj) we obtain Equation (3.14) as required.
For the special simple situation that all individuals have distinct fitness val-
ues, |Sj| becomes 1. Substituting this into Equations (3.15) and (3.16), we obtain
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3.5.3 Selection behaviour analysis
N = 40, Uniform FRD N = 2000, Reversed Quadratic FRD
total not-sampled not-selected
tournament size




































N = 400, Random FRD N = 2000, Quadratic FRD
total not-sampled not-selected
tournament size




































Figure 3.7: Loss of program diversity in the no-replacement tournament selec-
tion scheme on four populations with different FRDs. Note that tournament size
is discrete but the plots show curves to aid interpretation.
The loss of program diversity, the selection frequency, and the selection prob-
ability distribution for the no-replacement tournament selection are illustrated in
Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9, respectively. Comparison results of these figures and
Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show that the selection behaviour in the no-replacement
tournament selection is almost identical to that in standard tournament selection.
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N = 40, Uniform FRD N = 2000, Reversed Quadratic FRD
rank

















































N = 400, Random FRD N = 2000, Quadratic FRD
rank

















































tournament size: 2 tournament size: 4 tournament size: 7
Figure 3.8: Selection frequency in the no-replacement tournament selection
scheme on four populations with different FRDs.
With closer inspection of the total loss of program diversity measure, we ob-
served that when larger tournament sizes are used, a slight difference occurs in
the no-replacement tournament selection on the smaller-sized population (the
top-left chart in Figures 3.4 and 3.7), whereas no noticeable difference exists on
other-sized populations. This may be because in the no-replacement tournament
selection, according to Equation 3.13, the probability that a program has never
















for large N/k. This equation is approximately the same as that in the standard
tournament selection. However, for the smaller-sized population when larger
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Figure 3.9: Selection probability distribution in the no-replacement tournament
selection scheme with tournament size 2, 4 and 7 on four populations with dif-
ferent FRDs.
tournament sizes are used, this approximation is not valid. Therefore, the no-
replacement tournament selection strategy does not help the loss of program di-
versity, especially when the size of a population is large.
Similar observations can be obtained by comparing the other two selection
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pressure measures. The results show that if common tournament sizes and pop-
ulation sizes are used, no significant difference in selection behaviour has been
observed between the two tournament selection schemes. Therefore, the next
subsection examines the sampling behaviour to explore the underlying reasons.
3.5.4 Sampling behaviour analysis











































































Figure 3.10: Trends of the probability that a program is sampled at least once in
the no-replacement tournament selection in the selection phase. (Note that the
scales on the x-axes differ.)
Figure 3.10 demonstrates the sampling behaviour in the no-replacement tour-
nament selection via the probability trends of a program being sampled using six
tournament sizes in three populations as the number of tournaments increases
up to the corresponding population size. By comparing Figure 3.3 on page 52
and Figure 3.10, apart from the case of population size 40 and tournament size
40, which produces the 100% sampling probability in the no-replacement tourna-
ment selection, there are no noticeable differences between corresponding trends
in the standard and no-replacement tournament selection schemes. The results
are not surprising since both Equations (3.1) and (3.13) can be approximated by
1− e−k yN for large N .
3.5.5 Significance in similarity or difference analysis
To further investigate the similarity or difference between the sampling behaviour
in the two tournament selection schemes, we ask the following question: for a
given population of size N , if we keep sampling individuals with replacement,
thenwhat is the largest number of sampling events at a certain level of confidence
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that there will be no duplicates amongst the sampled individuals? Answering
this question requires an analysis of the relationship between confidence level,
population size and tournament size. Equation 3.20 models the relationship be-
tween the three factors, whereNk is the total number of different sampling results
when sampling k individuals with replacement, N !
(N−k)! is the number of sampling
events such that no duplicate is in the k sampled individuals, and (1 − α) is the
confidence coefficient1.
N !
Nk (N − k)! ≥ 1− α. (3.20)
Figure 3.11 illustrates the relationship between population sizeN , tournament
size k, and the confidence level. For instance, sampling 7 individuals with re-
placement will not sample duplicates with 99% confidence when the population
size is about 2000, and 95% confidence when the population size is about 400,
but only 90% confidence when the population size is about 200. We also cal-
culated that when the population size is 40, the confidence level is only about
57% for k = 7. These results explained why we have observed only differences
between the two tournament selection schemes on the smaller-sized population





















Figure 3.11: Confidence level, population size and tournament size. Note that
tournament size is discrete but the plot shows curves to aid interpretation.
The results show that for common tournament sizes 4 or less, we would not
expect to see any duplicates except for very small populations. Even for tour-
nament size 7, we would expect only to see a small number of duplicates for
1α is significance level and 100(1− α)% is the confidence level.
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populations less than 200 with 90% confidence. For most common settings of
tournament sizes and population sizes, the multi-sampled issue seldom occurs in
standard tournament selection. In addition, since duplicated individuals do not
necessarily influence the result of a tournament when the duplicates have worse
fitness values than other sampled individuals, the probability of significant dif-
ference between standard tournament selection and no-replacement tournament
selection will be even smaller. Therefore eliminating the multi-sampled issue in
standard tournament selection is very unlikely to significantly change the selec-
tion performance. As a result the multi-sampled issue generally is not crucial to
the selection behaviour in standard tournament selection.
Given the difficulty of implementing sampling-without-replacement in a par-
allel architecture, most researchers have abandoned sampling-without-replace-
ment, and used the simpler sampling-with-replacement scheme, hoping that the
multi-sampled issue is not important. The results of our analysis justified this
choice.
3.6 Analysis of the Not-Sampled Issue
The not-sampled issue aggravates the loss of program diversity. However, it is
not clear how seriously it affects GP search. This section shows that the not-
sampled issue is insignificant as well.
An obvious way to tackle the not-sampled issue is to increase the tournament
size because larger tournament sizes provide a higher probability of an individ-
ual being sampled. However, increasing tournament size will increase the tour-
nament competition level, and the loss of diversity contributed by not-selected
individuals will increase, possibly resulting in even worse total loss of diversity.
The not-sampled issue will be completely solved only if every individual in a
population is guaranteed to be sampled at least once during the selection phase.
However, the sampling-with-replacement method in standard tournament selec-
tion cannot guarantee this no matter how other aspects of selection are changed.
Therefore, a sampling-without-replacement strategy must be used for this pur-
pose. One strategy is the no-replacement tournament selection method. Un-
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fortunately, it still cannot solve the not-sampled issue unless we configure the
tournament size to be the same as the population size. Obviously, applying the
no-replacement tournament selection with such a configuration is not useful as it
is effectively equivalent to always selecting the best of a population.
To investigate whether the not-sampled issue seriously affects the selection
performance in the standard tournament selection, we will firstly develop an ap-
proach that satisfies the following requirements: (1) minimises the number of
not-sampled individuals; (2) preserves the same tournament competition level as
in the standard tournament selection; and (3) preserves selection pressure across
the population at a level comparable to the standard tournament selection. We
will then compare the approach with the standard tournament selection.
3.6.1 Different replacement strategies
A simple sampling-without-replacement strategy that solves the not-sampled is-
sue is to return only the losers to the population at the end of each tournament.
We termed this strategy loser-replacement. By using this strategy, the size of the
population gradually decreases along the way to form the next generation. (At
the end, the populationwill be smaller than the tournament size but these tourna-
ments can be run at a reduced size.) The loser-replacement tournament selection
will not have any selection pressure across the population. It will be very similar
to a random sequential selection where every individual in the population can be
randomly selected as a parent to mate but just once. The only difference between
the outcomes of the loser-replacement tournament selection and the random se-
quential selection is the mating order. Although the loser-replacement strategy
can ensure zero loss of diversity, it cannot preserve any selection pressure across
population. Therefore, it is not very useful.
To satisfy all the essential requirements, we propose another sampling-without-
replacement strategy. After choosing a winner, all sampled individuals are kept
in a temporary pool instead of being immediately returned to the population. For
this strategy, as long as the tournament size is greater than one, after a number
of tournaments, the population will be empty and tournaments will stop. At that
point, the population is refilled from the temporary pool to start a new round of
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tournaments. More precisely, for a population S and tournaments of size k, the
algorithm is:
1: Initialise an empty temporary pool T
2: while need to generate more offspring do
3: if size(S) < k then
4: Refill: move all individuals from T to S
5: end if
6: Sample k individuals without replacement from the population S
7: Select the winner from the tournament
8: Move the k sampled individuals into T
9: end while
We term a tournament selection using this strategy as round-replacement tour-
nament selection. The next subsections analyse this strategy to investigate the
impact of the not-sampled issue.
3.6.2 Modelling round-replacement tournament selection
AssumeN is a multiple of k, then afterN/k tournaments, the population becomes
empty. The round-replacement algorithm needs to refill the population to start
another round of tournaments. There will be k rounds in total in order to form
an entire next generation. It is obvious that any program will be sampled exactly
k times during the selection phase thus there is no need to model the sampling
probability. The selection probability is given in Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. For a particular program p ∈ Sj, ifWj is the event that p wins or is selected






















Proof. The characteristic of the round-replacement tournament selection is that it
guarantees pwill be sampled once in just one of theN/k tournaments in a round.
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According to this, the effect of a full round of tournaments is to partition S into
N/k disjoint subsets. The program p is a member of precisely one of these N/k
subsets. Therefore the probability of it being selected in one tournament in a given
round is exactly the same as in any other tournament in the same round. Further-
more, the probability of it being selected in one round is exactly the same as in
any other round since all k rounds of tournaments are independent. Therefore we
need only to model the selection probability of p in one tournament of one round.
p could be selected if it is sampled in the tournament and no better-ranked pro-
grams are sampled in the same tournament; its selection probability will depend
on the number of other programs having the same rank that are sampled in the
same tournament.
Let Ej be the event that p ∈ Sj is selected in a round of tournaments. The total
number of ways of constructing a tournament containing the program p, n − 1













As each of the n programs has an equal probability to be chosen as the winner,
and there are

 N − 1
k − 1

 ways of constructing a tournament containing p, the






















Since there areN/k tournaments in a round and the program p has an equal prob-





thus we obtain Equation (3.21).
2Assuming (a
b
) = 0 if b > a.
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Let Tj,c be the event that p is selected at least once by the end of cth round.
As the selection behaviour in any two rounds are independent and identical, the
probability of Tj,c is:
P (Tj,c) = 1− (P (Ej))c (3.25)
This equation together with Equation 3.21 will be used to calculate the selection
probability distribution for the round-replacement tournament selection.
3.6.3 Selection behaviour analysis
The loss of program diversity, the selection frequency, and the selection probabil-
ity distribution for the round-replacement tournament selection are illustrated in
Figures 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14, respectively.
N = 40, Uniform FRD N = 2000, Reversed Quadratic FRD
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N = 400, Random FRD N = 2000, Quadratic FRD
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Figure 3.12: Loss of program diversity in the round-replacement tournament
selection scheme on four populations with different FRDs. Note that tournament
size is discrete but the plots show curves to aid interpretation.
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N = 40, Uniform FRD N = 2000, Reversed Quadratic FRD
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N = 400, Random FRD N = 2000, Quadratic FRD
rank

















































tournament size: 2 tournament size: 4 tournament size: 7
Figure 3.13: Selection frequency in the round-replacement tournament selection
scheme on four populations with different FRDs.
In Figure 3.12, the trends of the total loss of diversity is identical to the contri-
bution from the not-selected individuals because individuals are guaranteed to be
sampled: precisely sampled once in a round and k times in total. Therefore, the
round-replacement tournament selection minimises the loss of program diver-
sity contributed by not-sampled individuals while maintaining the same tourna-
ment competition level as that in the standard tournament selection. Again there
are no noticeable differences between the loss of program diversity measures on
different-sized populations with different FRDs.
The loss of program diversity is significantly smaller with the round-replacement
tournament selection than with the standard one for small tournament sizes (k <
4) in all population, but slightly larger for large tournament sizes in the smaller-
sized population.
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Figure 3.14: Selection probability distribution in the round-replacement tourna-
ment selection scheme with tournament size 2, 4 and 7 on four different FRDs.
From Figure 3.13, the trends of the selection frequency across each population
are still very similar to the corresponding ones in the standard tournament se-
lection. There is a slight difference in the smaller-sized population. Surprisingly,
we find that Figure 3.13 seems to be identical to Figure 3.8 of the no-replacement
tournament selection. In fact Equations 3.16 and 3.21 are mathematically equiva-
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lent. The proof can be found in Appendix A.
While the selection frequency is the same in the no-replacement and round-
replacement tournament selections, our selection probability distribution mea-
sure reveals the differences. Figure 3.14 shows that the round-replacement tour-
nament selection has some different behaviour from the standard tournament
selection and also from the no-replacement one, especially when the tournament
size is 2. The differences are related to the top ranked individuals, whose selec-
tion probabilities reach 100% very quickly.
The fact that the selection frequency is identical in the no-replacement and
the round-replacement tournament selections but the selection probability distri-
bution is different shows that selection frequency sometimes is not adequate for
distinguishing selection behaviour.
To further investigate whether the different selection behaviour in the round-
replacement tournament selection can improve the GP search significantly, the
next subsections present an experimental analysis of some common problems.
3.6.4 Experiment design
It is clear that inappropriate fitness functions will provide incorrect information
to selection mechanisms and seriously affect their functionality. In order to re-
duce the side effect of inappropriate fitness functions, this thesis uses only prob-
lems from domains where fitness functions are well known.
3.6.4.1 data sets
The experiments involve three different problem domains: an Even-n-Parity prob-
lem (EvePar), a Symbolic Regression problem (SymReg), and a Binary Classifica-
tion problem (BinCla) with increasing difficulties. We chose these three types of
problems in particular because they have received considerable attention as ex-
amples in the literature of GP.
EvePar considers the case of n = 6. Therefore, there are 26 combinations of
unique 6-bit length strings as fitness cases. SymReg is shown in Equation (3.26)
and visualised in Figure 3.15. We generated 100 fitness cases by choosing 100
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values for x from [-5,5] with equal steps. For EvePar and SymReg, all fitness
cases are used for training, that is, the test data set is the same as the training data
set.












Figure 3.15: The symbolic regression problem.
BinCla involves determining whether examples represent a malignant or a be-
nign breast cancer. The dataset is the Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer dataset
chosen from the UCI Machine Learning repository [131]. BinCla consists of 569
data examples, where 357 are benign and 212 are malignant. It has 10 numeric
measures (see Table 3.1) computed from a digitised image of a fine needle aspi-
rate of a breast mass and are designed to describe characteristics of the cell nuclei
present in the image. The mean, standard error, and “worst” of these measures
are computed, resulting in 30 features [131]. The whole original data set is split
randomly and equally into a training data set, a validation data set, and a test
data set with class labellings being evenly distributed across the three data sets
for each individual GP run.
Table 3.1: Ten features in the dataset of BinCla
a radius f compactness
b texture g concavity
c perimeter h concave points
d area i symmetry
e smoothness j fractal dimension
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3.6.4.2 function sets and terminal sets
The function set used for EvePar consists of the standard Boolean operators { and,
or, not } and if function. The if function takes three arguments and returns its
second argument if the first argument is true, and otherwise returns its third ar-
gument. In order to increase the problem difficulty, we do not include the xor
function in the function set.
The function set used for SymReg includes the standard arithmetic binary
operators {+, -, *, / } and unary operators { abs, sin, exp }. The / function returns
zero if it is given invalid arguments.
The function set used for BinCla includes the standard arithmetic binary op-
erators {+, -, *, / }. We hypothesised that convergence might be quicker if using
only the four arithmetic operators, and more functions might lead to better re-
sults. Therefore, the function set also includes unary operators { abs, sqrt, sin }
and if function. The sqrt function automatically converts a negative argument
to a positive one before operating on it. The if function takes three arguments
and returns its second argument if the first argument is positive, and returns its
third argument otherwise. The if function allows a program to contain a differ-
ent expression in different regions of the feature space, and allows discontinuous
programs, rather than insisting on smooth functions.
The terminal set for EvePar consists of n boolean variables. The terminal set
for SymReg and BinCla includes a single variable x and 30 terminals, respectively.
Real valued constants in the range [-5.0, 5.0] are also included in the terminal sets
for SymReg and BinCla. The probability mass assigned to the whole range of
constants when constructing programs is set to 5%.
3.6.4.3 fitness function
For even-n-parity problems, the standard fitness function counts the number of
wrong outputs (misses) for the 2n combinations of n-bit strings and treats zero
misses as the best raw fitness [93]. There is an issue with this fitness function:
the worst program according to this fitness function is the one that has 2n misses.
However, this program actually captures most of the structure of the problem
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and can be easily converted to a program of zero misses by adding a not function
node to the root of the program. Therefore, programs with a very large number
of misses are, in a sense, just as good as programs with very few misses.
In this thesis, we used a new fitness function for EvePar:
fitness =

 m , if m < 2
n−1
2n −m , otherwise
(3.27)
wherem is the number of misses.
The fitness function in SymReg is the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the
outputs of a program relative to the expected outputs. Because neither class is
weighted over the other, the fitness function for BinCla is the classification error
rate on the training data set (the fraction of fitness cases that are incorrectly clas-
sified by a program as a proportion of the total number of fitness cases in the
training data set). A program classifies the fitness case as benign if the output
of the program is positive, and malignant otherwise. Note that class imbalance
design in fitness function for BinCla is beyond the scope of this thesis. All three
problems have an ideal fitness of zero.
3.6.4.4 genetic parameters and configuration
The genetic parameters are the same for all three problems. The ramped half-
and-half method is used to create new programs and the maximum depth of
creation is four (counted from zero). To prevent code bloat, the maximum size of
a program is set to 50 nodes during evolution based on some initial experimental
results. The crossover rate, the mutation rate, and the copy rate are 85%, 10% and
5% respectively. The best individual in the current generation is explicitly copied
into the next generation, ensuring that the population does not lose its previous
best solution3. A run is terminated when the number of generations reaches the
pre-defined maximum of 101 (including the initial generation), or the problem
has been solved (there is a program with a fitness of zero on the training data
set), or the error rate on the validation set starts increasing (for BinCla). Three
tournament sizes 2, 4, and 7 are used. Consequently, the population size is set to
3This is referred as elitism [149].
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504 in order to have zero remainder at the end of a round of tournaments in the
round-replacement tournament selection.
We ran experiments comparing the two GP systems using the standard and
the round-replacement tournament selections respectively for each of the three
problems. In each experiment, we repeated the whole evolutionary process 500
times independently. In each pair of the 500 runs, an initial population is gener-
ated randomly and is provided to both GP systems in order to reduce the perfor-
mance variance caused by different initial populations.
3.6.5 Experimental results and analysis
Table 3.2 compares the performances of GP systems using the standard and the
round-replacement tournament selection schemes. The measure for EvePar is
the failure rate, measuring the fraction of runs that were not able to return the
ideal solution. The best value is zero percent, meaning every run is successful.
The measures for SymReg and BinCla are the averages of the RMS error and the
classification error rate on test data over 500 runs respectively, thus the smaller
the value, the better the performance. Note that the standard deviation is shown
after the ± sign.
Table 3.2: Performance comparison between the round-replacement and the
standard tournament selection schemes.
Tournament Selection EvePar SymReg BinCla
Scheme Size Failure (%) RMS Error Test Error Rate (%)
2 99.6 47.4 ± 5.3 8.4 ± 2.7
round-replacement 4 79.4 38.3 ± 8.0 8.6 ± 2.6
7 77.6 40.6 ± 11.4 8.8 ± 2.7
2 100 48.2 ± 5.2 9.2 ± 2.9
standard 4 80.6 37.6 ± 8.3 8.7 ± 2.7
7 82.4 40.9 ± 11.3 8.7 ± 2.7
The results demonstrate that the round-replacement tournament selection has
some advantages. In order to provide statistically sound comparison results, we
calculated the confidence intervals at 95% and 99% levels (two-sided) for the dif-
ferences in failure rates, in RMS errors, and in error rates for EvePar, SymReg and
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BinCla respectively. For EvePar, we used the formula
Pˆ1 − Pˆ2 ± Z
√
Pˆ1(1− Pˆ1)/500 + Pˆ2(1− Pˆ2)/500 (3.28)
where Pˆ1 is the failure rate using the round-replacement tournament selection, Pˆ2
is the failure rate using the standard tournament selection, and Z is 1.96 for 95%
confidence and 2.58 for 99% confidence [20]. For SymReg and BinCla, we firstly
calculated the difference of the measures between a pair of runs using the same




to calculate the confidence interval, where x¯ is the average difference over 500
values and s is the standard deviation [20]. If zero is not included in the confi-
dence interval, then the difference is statistically significant [20].
Table 3.3 shows the confidence intervals only at the 95% level, since the sta-
tistical analysis results from the two levels are consistent. Significant differences
(either better or worse) are shown in bold. According to the performance mea-
sures, the round-replacement tournament selection is better than the standard
one when the confident interval is less than zero.
Table 3.3: Confidence intervals for differences in performance at 95% level.
Tournament size EvePar SymReg BinCla
2 (-0.95, 0.15) (-1.48, -0.24) (-1.05, -0.43)
4 (-6.16, 3.76) (-0.22, 1.57) (-0.32, 0.24)
7 (-9.75, 0.15) (-1.47, 0.85) (-0.25, 0.32)
From the table, for tournament size 2 and for SymReg and BinCla problems,
the improvement of the round-replacement tournament selection is statistically
significant. This observation is similar to the conclusions of Sokolov and Whitley
[173]. However, practically the differences are small.
For tournament sizes 4 and 7, there are no statistically significant differences
between the round-replacement and standard tournament selections. This is be-
cause only 1.8% and 0.09% of the population are not-sampled respectively in the
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standard tournament selection (from Equation 3.1). There is little impact on the
overall performance from the slight differences on the selection probability of the
top-ranked programs.
We also compared the best performance of the round-replacement tournament
selection with the best performance of the standard one for SymReg and BinCla;
the differences were not statistically significant. A possible explanation is that
although every program can be sampled in the round-replacement tournament
selection, not all of these extra sampled programs can win tournaments. In ad-
dition, the number of extra programs which won the tournaments do not neces-
sarily contribute to evolution. Therefore, the overall contribution to the search
performance from these extra sampled programs would be limited.
Sokolov andWhitley’s findings [173] suggested that performance could be im-
proved by addressing the not-sampled issue in GA. Our experiments confirmed
this in GP for some data sets and showed that the improvement was statisti-
cally significant, though not large. However, Sokolov and Whitley considered
only tournament size 2. Our experiments included larger tournament sizes and
showed that there was no statistically significant improvement for the larger tour-
nament sizes. Furthermore, the performance of larger tournament sizes with the
standard tournament selection was as good as or better than the performance of
tournament size 2 with the round-replacement tournament selection. Therefore,
there is no advantage in explicitly addressing the not-sampled issue.
The analysis results show that although the not-sampled issue can be solved,
overall the different selection behaviour provided by the round-replacement tour-
nament selection alone appears to be unable to significantly improve a GP system
for the given tasks. The not-sampled issue does not seriously affect the selection
performance in the standard tournament selection.
3.7 Analysis of the High Between-Group Selection
Pressure Issue
Different sampling-without-replacement strategies appear to have little influence
on the selection behaviour in standard tournament selection. They also have no
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effect on the high between-group selection pressure issue, which causes the par-
ent selection process to be dominated by a group of very similar programs and ge-
netic diversity to be reduced prematurely. None of the standard, no-replacement,
or round-replacement tournament selection methods can adjust selection bias in
response to the FRD of a population. Since in general they all use a fixed tour-
nament size, a skewed FRD actually aggravates the selection bias (as discussed
on page 58). What is required in these circumstances is a reduction in selection
pressure to allow low ranked programs to be selected to maintain the genetic
diversity.
This is just part of a more general issue: the evolutionary learning process it-
self is very dynamic. At some stages, it requires a fast convergence rate (i.e., high
parent selection pressure) to find a solution quickly; at other stages, it requires
a slow convergence rate (i.e., low parent selection pressure) to avoid being con-
fined to a local maximum. These requirements could be achieved by changing
tournament size dynamically in standard tournament selection. However, stan-
dard tournament selection is not aware of the dynamic requests. In order to pick
the correct tournament size, it should collaborate with an extra component that
can reveal the underlying dynamics and determine the requests. However, such
a component has not been seen so far.
To address these issues, we need to modify the standard tournament selection
to become aware of the dynamics along evolution and to be able to adjust parent
selection pressure accordingly. Since tournament selection uses fitness rankings
to select parents, and population FRDs reflects evolutionary dynamics, we pro-
pose an automatic selection pressure control approach using the knowledge of
the population FRD.
3.7.1 Clustering tournament selection
The proposed approach is called clustering tournament selection. Figure 3.16 gives
an overview of the approach and shows the relationships between themajor com-
ponents: population clustering and clustering tournament selection. Other stan-
dard components of GP are not detailed in the figure.
In the approach, the first component is population clustering. Populations are
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Figure 3.16: Overview and relationship between the major components.
clustered according to fitness values, and each cluster is then assigned a fitness
value. The second component is a new tournament selection method called clus-
tering tournament selection. Instead of sampling individuals as tournament can-
didates, the clusters are treated as the tournament candidates in the clustering
tournament selection method: the best fitness cluster wins the tournament, and
a program in the cluster is randomly selected to participate in the recombination
process.
For a population S, which has been clustered into a set of |S| clusters accord-
ing to fitness values, the clustering tournament selection algorithm is as follows:
1: for y = 1 to N do
2: Sample k clusters from the |S| clusters with replacement
3: Select the winning cluster from the tournament based on the fitness values
4: Return an individual program randomly chosen from the winning cluster
5: end for
Because the number of clusters in each generation reflects the dynamic evolu-
tionary process, especially the degree of convergence of the population, we expect
the selection pressure can be automatically adjusted along evolution accordingly.
The next subsections will model and analyse selection behaviour of clustering
tournament selection, followed by experiments on EvePar, SymReg and BinCla
to demonstrate the effectiveness of clustering tournament selection.
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3.7.2 Modelling clustering tournament selection
Lemma 4. Let Sj be the cluster of individuals of rank j in the population. The probability
of the eventD that a program p ∈ Sj is sampled at least once in a tournament of size k is
P (D) = 1− (1− 1|S||Sj|)
k (3.30)
Proof. In contrast to the standard tournament selection schemes, the sampling
behaviour in clustering tournament selection is influenced by the size of each
cluster. It is clear that each cluster has the same probability 1/|S| to be sampled.
Individuals in a cluster have equal probability of being sampled, 1/|Sj|. There-
fore, the probability that p is sampled is 1|S||Sj| . The probability that p is never
sampled into a tournament of size k is (1 − 1|S||Sj|)k. Thus, we obtain Equation
3.30.
Lemma 5. Let Sj be the cluster of individuals of rank j in the population, the probability
of the event Ej that a program p ∈ Sj is selected in a single tournament is
P (Ej) =
(j)k − (j − 1)k
|S|k × |Sj| (3.31)
Proof. According to the algorithm, the number of tournament candidates is effec-
tively reduced from the whole population size N to the number of clusters |S|.
The probability that a cluster ranked j wins a tournament is simply:
(j)k − (j − 1)k
|S|k (3.32)
Since all individuals in the winning cluster have the same probability to be
chosen as a parent, we divide Equation (3.32) by the size of the jth cluster |Sj |
and obtain Equation (3.31).
3.7.3 The loss of program diversity analysis
Figure 3.17 illustrates the loss of program diversity of the clustering tournament
selection on four populations with different FRDs.
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Figure 3.17: Loss of program diversity in the clustering tournament selection
scheme on four different FRDs. Note that tournament size is discrete but the
plots show curves to aid interpretation.
In the clustering tournament selection, for the uniform FRD, the three loss of
program diversity measures are identical to those of the standard tournament
selection (see Figure 3.4). This is because each cluster contains the same number
of individuals (in this case the number is one) so that the clustering tournament
selection is effectively acting the same as the standard tournament selection.
For the reversed quadratic FRD, the total loss of program diversity is consid-
erably higher compared with that of the standard tournament selection and com-
pared with those for other FRDs. We expect that the lost programs are mainly the
worse-ranked individuals. By ignoring most of the worse-ranked individuals at
this stage, the GP search will be able to concentrate on the promising region so
that the evolution will speed up to save unnecessary cost. The next subsection
will verify the expectation when analysing the selection frequency.
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For the random FRD, there are only slight differences when comparing with
that in the standard tournament selection.
For the quadratic FRD, the total loss of program diversity in the clustering
tournament selection is greater than that in the standard one when the tourna-
ment size is one, but is considerably lower for other tournament sizes. The re-
duction quickly reaches by about 20% (60%− 40% = 20%) when the tournament
size increases to five. Also we observe that when the tournament size is 3, the
total loss of program diversity becomes the lowest. The figure indicates that the
program diversity is maintained in a better manner than that in the standard tour-
nament selection. It is also what we expected for this type of FRD, as it may slow
down the population convergence to avoid the confinement to local optima.
3.7.4 The selection frequency and the selection probability dis-
tribution analyses
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 illustrate the selection frequency and the selection probabil-
ity distribution of clustering tournament selection on the four populations with
different FRDs. Three tournament sizes are used to demonstrate the influences
from different tournament sizes on the impacts of the clustering tournament se-
lection. These figures show that the two measures provide consistent results.
Therefore, this subsection discusses in detail only the results of the selection fre-
quency as it is easier to understand results presented in 2D than in 3D.
Recall that the tournament size 3 provides the lowest total loss of program
diversity for the quadratic FRD, therefore in addition to the usually used three
tournament sizes, the tournament size 3 is added in this analysis and its impact
is presented in a dash line in Figure 3.18.
The selection frequency trends on the uniform FRD in the clustering tourna-
ment selection are identical to those of the standard tournament selection for the
reason given in Section 3.7.3.
The other three FRDs reveal significant differences when compared with the
standard tournament selection (see Figure 3.5 on page 57).
For the reversed quadratic FRD (representing the early stage of evolution),
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N = 400, Random FRD N = 2000, Quadratic FRD
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tournament size: 2 tournament size: 4 tournament size: 7
Figure 3.18: Selection frequency of the clustering tournament selection scheme
on four populations with different FRDs. Note that the extra dash line represents
tournament size 3.
most of the low fitness ranks have very low selection frequencies so that they are
effectively discarded. This observation supports our expectation in the analysis
of the loss of program diversity in the previous section and meets the desiderata
of a good selection scheme.
For the random FRD (representing the middle stage of evolution), the selec-
tion frequency trends are very ragged instead of the smooth trends we usually
saw in the standard, the no-replacement, and the round-replacement tournament
selections. There is some interesting selection behaviour here. For instance, for
the tournament size 4, the expected selection frequency for an individual pro-
gram of rank 33 is above 7, while the expected selection frequencies for individ-
uals of better ranks are much lower; even one of the best-ranked individuals in
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Figure 3.19: Selection probability distributions of the clustering tournament se-
lection scheme with tournament size 2, 4 and 7 on four different FRDs.
the population is below 4. From Figure 3.2 on page 50, we can see that |S33| is
only 3 while |Sj|j>33 are much higher. The results show that apart from being
governed by the tournament size, the clustering tournament selection is aware of
the random changes in the FRD and can adjust the selection pressure automati-
cally. It gives a relatively high selection preference to an individual in a fitness
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bag with a smaller size to increase the chance of propagating its genetic material.
It then gives relatively low selection preferences to other better individuals in fit-
ness bags with larger sizes to restrict their propagation. This kind of selection
behaviour is unique to the clustering tournament selection and appears to again
meet the desiderata expectation of a good selection scheme (see the discussion on
page 59).
For the quadratic FRD (representing a converged stage of evolution), the clus-
tering tournament selection significantly reduces the selection frequency of better-
ranked individuals, while increasing the frequency of middle-ranked individu-
als. Therefore, the clustering tournament selection can reduce the chance that
groups of better-ranked individuals dominate the next generation and it is better
able to maintain the population diversity than the standard one.
Note that for the quadratic FRD, tournament size 2 resulted in a strong bias
to worse-ranked individuals, especially the third-ranked ones4; this may be un-
desirable. On the other hand, tournament size 3 provided almost even selection
frequencies on all fitness ranks. This observation may explain why tournament
size 3 provided the lowest total loss of program diversity.
In summary, the analysis results showed that in addition to the usual selec-
tion preference for better individuals governed by tournament size, the clustering
tournament selection tends to give additional selection preference to individuals
in small sized clusters. Furthermore, when most of the population are of worse
fitness ranks and evolution encounters a danger of missing good individuals, it
tends to increase selection bias to better individuals, hoping to quickly drive the
population to promising regions. When the population tends to converge to local
optima and evolution encounters a danger of losing genetic material, it tends to
decrease selection bias to better individuals, hoping to keep the population di-
verse. Therefore, the clustering tournament selection is an automatically biased
parent selection scheme that is needed by the dynamic evolutionary process.
4This is because the ranks 1 to 3 have the same smallest number of individuals (Figure 3.2).
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3.7.5 Impact on population diversity analysis
The simulations above suggest that the clustering tournament selection can be
aware of the dynamics in evolution, and adjust the parent selection pressure ac-
cordingly. However, parent selection pressure is only one of the many factors
influencing GP search, so the impact of the dynamic parent selection pressure
adjustment needs to be experimentally tested. Therefore, we conducted sets of
experiments based on the same set of problems and the same sets of configura-
tions used in analysing the round-replacement tournament selection, but with
an extra set of experiments using tournament size 3. This subsection analyses
the impact of the clustering tournament selection on the population diversity in
terms of the number of distinct fitness values; the next subsection analyses the
impact on the overall GP search performance.
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of population diversity maintenance between the clus-
tering tournament selection and the standard tournament selection for EvePar
for four tournament sizes.
Figures 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 compare the clustering tournament selection and
the standard tournament selection in terms of population di
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of population diversity maintenance between the clus-
tering tournament selection and the standard tournament selection for SymReg
for four tournament sizes.
the number of distinct fitness values generation by generation using each of the
four tournament sizes for EvePar, SymReg, and BinCla, respectively. The dark
line in each chart represents the mean value over the 500 runs.
It is clear that the clustering tournament selection can quickly increase the
population diversity to a certain level and maintain it stably. The four different
tournament sizes have only small impact on the population diversity: for EvePar
the four trends of the average numbers of distinct fitness values are almost identi-
cal, and for SymReg and BinCla there are only slight drops when the tournament
size increases.
In contrast, the standard tournament selection performs differently, especially
for SymReg and BinCla (chart (b) in Figures 3.21 and 3.22). The population diver-
sity fluctuates along evolution and has larger variation in the 500 runs. It is also
sensitive to tournament size. This comparison demonstrates the advantage of the
clustering tournament selection in maintaining population diversity in terms of
the number of distinct fitness values.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of population diversity maintenance between the clus-
tering tournament selection and the standard tournament selection for BinCla
for four tournament sizes.
3.7.6 Overall GP search performance analysis
Table 3.4 compares the performances of GP systems using the standard and the
clustering tournament selection schemes. Table 3.5 only shows the confidence
intervals of the differences between the performances at 99% level since the sta-
tistical analysis at the 95% and 99% levels gives a similar pattern.
Table 3.4: Performance comparison between the clustering and the standard
tournament selection schemes. (Some results for the standard tournament se-
lection are repeated from Table 3.2 on page 80.)
Tournament Selection EvePar SymReg BinCla
Scheme Size Failure (%) RMS Error Test Error Rate (%)
2 91.4 47.6 ± 5.9 7.4 ± 2.3
3 87.2 39.7 ± 7.6 7.5 ± 2.3
clustering 4 88.0 36.8 ± 7.9 7.7 ± 2.5
7 88.8 33.5 ± 8.3 7.9 ± 2.5
2 100 48.2 ± 5.2 9.2 ± 2.9
3 87.0 39.9 ± 6.6 8.7 ± 2.7
standard 4 80.6 37.6 ± 8.3 8.7 ± 2.7
7 82.4 40.9 ± 11.3 8.7 ± 2.7
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Table 3.5: Confidence intervals at 99% level for the differences between the clus-
tering and the standard tournament selection schemes.
Tournament size EvePar SymReg BinCla
2 (-11.83,-5.37) (-1.54, 0.25) (-2.11, -1.30)
3 (-6.54, 4.14) (-1.31, 0.91) (-1.57, -0.82)
4 ( 1.49,13.31) (-2.00, 0.47) (-1.40, -0.65)
7 ( 0.69,12.11) (-8.87, -5.88) (-1.25, -0.48)
For BinCla (the hardest problem), the clustering tournament selection is con-
sistently significantly better than the standard one for all four tournament sizes.
For SymReg, the clustering tournament selection is slightly better than the
standard one using tournament sizes 2, 3, and 4, but significantly better only for
tournament size 7. A large tournament size represents a strong selection bias
towards better individuals and therefore there is a great potential for losing di-
versity. The clustering tournament selection appears to be able to counteract this
potential effectively.
For EvePar (the simplest problem), when the tournament size is 2, the clus-
tering tournament selection is significantly better than the standard tournament
selection. However, when the tournament size is 4 or 7, it is significantly worse
than the standard tournament selection.
The performance reported here shows that when the parent selection pressure
is adjusted according to the dynamics in evolution and the population diversity
is well maintained by the clustering tournament selection, the overall GP search
performance is improved in most problems, but not every case. Possible expla-
nations for the exceptions include:
• Easy problems can be solved easily using high selection pressure so that it
is not necessary to adjust the parent selection pressure.
• Although good parents may be selected, the probability of finding better
offspring in a large offspring space is small so that the advantage of the
clustering tournament selection cannot be properly illustrated.
Therefore, in order to further improve the GP search, other directions, includ-
ing offspring selection, should be considered.
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Although in theory tournament size 3 was shown to have the lowest total loss
of program diversity for the quadratic FRD in the clustering tournament selec-
tion, the experimental results did not show that tournament size 3 is significantly
better than others. This might be because the quadratic FRD will not appear if
the clustering tournament selection is applied from the beginning of a GP search.
3.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter used the loss of program diversity, the selection frequency, and the
selection probability distribution on four populations with different FRDs to sim-
ulate parent selection behaviours in the standard tournament selection, the no-
replacement tournament selection, our round-replacement tournament selection
and our clustering tournament selection. It also provided experimental analyses
of the round-replacement and the clustering tournament selections in three dif-
ferent problem domains. The simulations and experimental analyses provided
additional insight into the parent selection pressure in tournament selection and
the outcomes are as follows.
• The selection pressure is mainly controlled by tournament size and is ag-
gravated by a skewed FRD in standard tournament selection. Population
size seems to have little impact on parent selection pressure under the as-
sumption that the standard breeding process is used. Therefore, when de-
termining tournament size for an intended parent selection pressure, the
actual population size need not to be considered.
• This chapter showed that the multi-sampled issue seldom occurs in stan-
dard tournament selection when common and realistic tournament sizes
and population sizes are used. Therefore, although the sampling-without-
replacement strategy in no-replacement tournament selection can solve the
multi-sampled issue, there is no significantly different selection behaviour
between no-replacement and standard tournament selection schemes. The
results justify the common use of the simple sampling-with-replacement
scheme.
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• The not-sampled issue occurs when smaller tournament sizes are used in
standard tournament selection. Our round-replacement tournament selec-
tion using an alternative sampling-without-replacement strategy can solve
the issue without altering other aspects in the standard tournament selec-
tion. The different selection behaviour in the round-replacement tourna-
ment selection compared with the standard one leads to better GP search
results only when tournament size 2 is used for some problems (ones that
need low parent selection pressure in order to find acceptable solutions).
Overall, solving the not-sampled issue does not appear to significantly im-
prove a GP system: the not-sampled issue in standard tournament selection
is not critical.
• Different sampling replacement strategies have little impact on the par-
ent selection pressure. Eliminating the multi-sampled issue and the not-
sampled issues did not significantly change the selection behaviour in stan-
dard tournament selection and did not tune the selection pressure in dy-
namic evolution.
• The high between-group selection pressure issue has a strong interaction
relationship with the FRD of a population. FRDs change generation by
generation and can be seen as the analogue of the dynamics in evolution.
Using the knowledge of FRD is a promising way to modify the standard
tournament selection in order to tune the parent selection pressure dynami-
cally and automatically. The clustering tournament selection is a such strat-
egy and is worth further investigation. It can significantly improve GP
search performance for some problems, although may not be required for
easy problems (i.e. EvePar). There are likely to be other, more effective
population clustering methods other than merely using the fitness values.
Nonetheless, in light of the results presented in Section 3.7, we hope that
researchers will be encouraged to experiment with the simple population
clustering method in the initial stages of the development of their alterna-
tive parent selection algorithms.
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As tournament selection requires knowledge of only the fitness rank of an in-
dividual and is independent of the representation of the individual [146], we ex-
pect that the results of our tournament selection analyses can be applied directly
to other forms of EAs.




The previous chapter analysed parent selection behaviour in tournament selec-
tion and provided guidance on how to optimise parent selection pressure along
the evolutionary process. This chapter investigates ways to improve parent se-
lection efficiency. It firstly presents two approaches to improving the efficiency
of the standard tournament selection and the clustering tournament selection.
It then introduces a framework for gathering information on good predecessor
programs and shows, via sets of experiments, that only a small fraction of all
evaluated programs contributes to the best program found. It argues that par-
ent selection efficiency may be improved if the good predecessor programs or
corresponding correlates can be identified in advance.
4.1 Introduction
As stated in Section 2.5, fitness evaluation cost is an important selection-related
open issue. The cost needs to be effectively reduced in order to improve the effi-
ciency of GP search. For a generational tree-based GP, the total number of fitness
evaluations in evolution is generally a function of population size, individual
size, number of training fitness cases, and number of generations required to find
acceptable solutions. Therefore, there are several ways to reduce the fitness eval-
uation cost.
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One is to improve the search efficiency of EAs so that a smaller number of gen-
erations are required, leading to overall savings on fitness evaluation. Other ways
are to shrink or dynamically change the population size [12, 46, 110, 156, 185] and
to control code bloat [147] to reduce the fitness evaluation cost. In some circum-
stances, approximate fitness values are acceptable. Therefore, fitness estimation
[86, 91], which evaluates only individual representatives, or fitness approxima-
tion [4, 54, 56, 178], which uses only a portion of the given training fitness cases,
are used to reduce the fitness evaluation cost.
Other directions, for instance, fitness caching [62, 199], fitness inheritance
[161], fitness evaluation avoidance [84], and backward-chaining evolutionary al-
gorithms [146], focusing on avoiding unnecessary evaluations, are also very in-
teresting. Some detailed reviews can be found in Section 2.5 on page 28.
4.2 Chapter Goals
Since tournament selection, which is used in this thesis, is a fitness-driven parent
selection method, this chapter investigates ways to improve the efficiency of tour-
nament selection for parents. In particular, this chapter addresses the following
research questions:
• How can the characteristics of the standard tournament selection be ex-
ploited to reduce the fitness evaluation cost in the parent selection phase
without reducing the effectiveness of the GP search?
• How can the fitness evaluation cost be reduced while taking advantage of
the clustering tournament selection?
• Is there any other possible way to minimise the fitness evaluation cost in the
tournament selection for parents?
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4.3 Utilising the Characteristics of Standard Tourna-
ment Selection
The loss of program diversity analyses for standard tournament selection in Sec-
tion 3.4.3 and for round-replacement tournament selection in Section 3.6 showed
that the existence of not-sampled individuals is one of the characteristics of the
standard tournament selection for smaller tournament sizes. According to that
analysis, the not-sampled issue is harmless, and, therefore not-sampled individ-
uals can be utilised to reduce the fitness evaluation cost when smaller tournament
sizes are used by avoiding the evaluation of those not-sampled individual pro-
grams.
4.3.1 Ejit
We propose a simple algorithm called Evaluated-just-in-time (Ejit) and expect it to
provide constant savings as long as there exist sufficient not-sampled individual
programs. Briefly, Ejit works in the following way:
1. follow the standard procedure to create programs at a generation g but do
not evaluate them,
2. sample programs at generation g for tournaments,
3. evaluate the sampled programs if they have not been evaluated, then select
the winners as the parents of programs at the next generation.
Clearly, in Ejit, individual programs that have not been sampled at all will
never be evaluated. The fitness evaluations which used to be processed unnec-
essarily for those not-sampled individual programs are therefore avoided. Ac-
cording to the sampling probability model for the standard tournament selection
in Section 3.4.1 on page 51, the expected computational saving is 36.8%, 13.5%,
5.0%, 1.8%, ,0.7%, 0.25%, and 0.09% for tournament size from 1 to 7, respectively.
Clearly, the saving decreases as tournament size increases and becomes very lim-
ited when the tournament size is greater than three.
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4.3.2 Experiment results
To test the efficiency of Ejit, we repeated the same set of experiments described in
Section 3.6.4 using the same sets of GP configuration but with the Ejit algorithm
applied. Table 4.1 shows the computational savings obtained by Ejit. Clearly, the
experimental results support the expected savings estimated from the mathemat-
ical sampling probability model.
Table 4.1: Computational savings on not-sampled individual programs (%).
Tournament Size EvePar SymReg BinCla
2 13.55 ± 0.14 13.57 ± 0.12 13.57 ± 0.14
3 5.01 ± 0.08 5.01 ± 0.09 4.98 ± 0.09
4 1.86 ± 0.06 1.86 ± 0.06 1.85 ± 0.06
7 0.10 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01
4.4 Analysis of EMS-EA and BC-EA
After we completed the analysis of Ejit, we found a very closely-related work
from a recent publication, the efficient macro-selection EA (EMS-EA) and the
backward-chaining EA (BC-EA) algorithms [146]. However, our research was
conducted independently.
EMS-EA and BC-EA are closely related to Ejit because they share the same
foundation, utilising the characteristic of having not-sampled individuals. Poli
and Langdon [146] concluded that BC-EA is better than EMS-EA and its efficiency
was demonstrated through sets of experiments using tournament sizes 2 and 3.
The following subsections briefly review and analyse the EMS-EA and BC-EA
algorithms in order to provide some insight into the strength and weakness of
these two algorithms, as well as our Ejit algorithm.
4.4.1 A brief review of EMS-EA and BC-EA
In EMS-EA, the maximum number of generations G has been set, and a sequence
of genetic operators that will be used to create the entire population at each gen-
eration is determined according to the predefined crossover and mutation rates.
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However, the sequence of genetic operators is just memorised at this stage with-
out execution. For each of the individuals that are required for executing each of
the memorised genetic operators, according to the predefined tournament size,
IDs of a number of parent individuals that need to be sampled into each tour-
nament are also memorised. In other words, tournament selections are virtually
conducted by just memorising the sampled individual IDs, and genetic opera-
tors are also virtually applied by generating random offspring IDs and making
connections between the sampled individual IDs and the offspring IDs. For in-
stance, if the tournament size is k, at a non-initial generation g, each individual
has connections from at most k individuals at the previous generation g−1. How-
ever, it is not necessary that every individual at generation g − 1 is connected to
individuals at generation g, especially when k is small. At the end, a graph struc-
ture that describes the weak ancestral relationship1 between individuals across the
whole virtual evolutionary process is constructed. Then a post-process on the
graph is conducted by starting from the individuals at the last generation and
tracing back to the initial generation, and marking individuals that are not in-
volved in tournaments as neglected. Finally, the real evolutionary process starts
by randomly creating and evaluating the individuals whose IDs are not marked
at the initial generation and performing the memorised genetic operators to gen-
erate offspring whose ID is also unmarked at the next generation, and so on.
Individuals who are marked as neglected will not be created and evaluated, thus
computational savings can be obtained. According to the model given in [146],
EMS-EA can provide about 13.5%, 5.0%, and 1.8% savings for tournament size 2,
3, and 4 respectively. The algorithm is given in Figure 4.1.
In order to more rapidly find better solutions and possibly to further increase
savings, Poli and Langdon then proposed BC-EA. Briefly, BC-EA starts from an
individual at the last generation G and uses the depth-first search to determine
all possible ancestors all the way back to the initial generation. It then creates
and evaluates these ancestors and moves forward to the last generation. The
process then repeats for another individual at the last generation and so on. The
algorithm is given in Figure 4.2.
1This is because not every sampled individual can become a parent due to the selection pres-
sure.
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1: for gen = 1 to G do
2: for ind = 1 toM do
3: op[gen][ind] = choose genetic operator
4: for arg = 1 to arity(op[gen][ind]) do




9: Analyse connected components in pool array and calculate neglected array
10: Randomly initialise individuals in population pop[0] except those
11: marked in neglected[0], calculate fitness values, and store them in vector fit[0]
12: for gen = 1 to G do
13: for ind = 1 toM do
14: if not(neglected[gen][ind]) then
15: for arg = 1 to arity(op[gen][ind]) do
16: w[arg]=select winner from pool[gen][ind][arg] based on fitness in fit[gen-1]
17: end for
18: pop[gen][ind]=result of running operator op[gen][ind] with arguments w[1], ...




Figure 4.1: EMS-EA from [146]
1: Let r be an individual in the population at generation G
2: Choose an operator to apply to generate r
3: Do tournaments to select the parents:
s1, s2, ... = individuals in generationG− 1 involved in the tournaments
4: Do recursion using each unknown sj as a subgoal. Recursion terminates
at generation 0 or when the individual is known(i.e. has been evaluated before).
5: Repeat for all individuals of interest at generationG
Figure 4.2: BC-EA from [146]
There is a special property in BC-EA. To describe the property in a simpler
form, we make a couple of simple assumptions that are consistent with that in
[146]: assume a two-offspring crossover operator and a one-offspring mutation
operator are used, that N be the population size so that the total number of tour-
naments for selecting parents is also N , and assume the tournament size k = 2.
From the algorithm, if only one individual at the last generation G needs to be
evaluated, assuming the individual is generated by mutation, then two distinct
individuals will need to be sampled and evaluated at generation G − 1. If the
two individuals at generation G − 1 are generated by crossover, then approxi-
mately four distinct individuals will need to be sampled and evaluated at gener-
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ation G − 2. Therefore, the approximate number of distinct individuals that will
be evaluated in the immediate previous generation grows exponentially until it
hits the upper bound or the initial generation is reached, whichever is earlier. A
simple upper bound for this case based on the model given in [146] is k
k−1N . It
will be the same as the population size when k = 2 and will be greater than the
population size when k > 2. Therefore, it seems that the simple upper bound
model given in [146] may be inappropriate. We think the upper bound should be
N(1− (N−1
N
)2N ) by taking off the expected number of individuals that will never
be sampled into any tournament, which is N(N−1
N
)2N in this case, from the popu-
lation. We use our upper bound model in the later analysis. The growing period
ge is called the transient period. It can be estimated by the following equation:
ge ≈ logN/mk (4.1)
wherem is the number of individuals evaluated at generation G.
This special property provides BC-EA the other source of saving compared
with EMS-EA. Individuals that are not sampled during the transient periodmake
an extra contribution to the saving in BC-EA. The longer the transient period, the
larger the extra saving.
The authors concluded that BC-EA can provide around 20% savings in terms
of numbers of evaluations than a conventional GPwhen using k = 2 and possibly
over 35% savings for very low selection pressures. The authors also concluded
that BC-EA is superior to EMS-EA due to the following reasons:
• It offers a combination of fast convergence (increased efficiency in terms of
fitness evaluations) and complete statistical equivalence to a standard EA.
• It can be fruitfully applied to large tournament size. “For example, with BC-
EA, tournament size 7, and a population of a million individuals — which
is not unusual in some EAs such as GP — one could calculate 1 individual
at generation 7, 7 individuals at generation 6, 49 individuals at generation 5,
etc. at a cost inferior to that required to initialise the population in a forward
EA.”[146]
The authors pointed out that BC-EA is an area worthy of further investigation.
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4.4.2 Comparing EMS-EA and BC-EA
4.4.2.1 memory usage and search behaviour
In terms of memory used, EMS-EA and BC-EA both need to memorise the in-
dividual IDs involved in tournaments and the sequence of genetic operators.
Furthermore, BC-EA has to use extra memory to store all the fitness values of
individuals that have been evaluated, which is not necessary for EMS-EA.
In terms of search behaviour, BC-EA appears to differ from EMS-EA. The dif-
ference is the order of those memorised components, and consequently the order
in which individuals in the population are evaluated. In EMS-EA, individual IDs
and genetic operators are memorised generation by generation; thus individuals
are evaluated generation by generation. In BC-EA, they are memorised as a result
of a recursive depth-first search; thus individuals evaluated are across different
generations, moving back and forth. Since fitness values in later generations tend
to be better than those in earlier generations, the difference in the order of eval-
uating individuals led to a claim that BC-EA tends to find better solutions faster
than EMS-EA in the early half of a run but slower in the later half [146]. How-
ever, finding better solutions faster in the early half of a run does not necessarily
mean finding acceptable overall solutions faster. Therefore, the overall value of
an algorithm which is able to find better solutions faster in the early half of a run
is questionable.
4.4.2.2 computational saving
In terms of computational saving, BC-EA may be able to provide more savings
than EMS-EA if the following conditions meet sequentially:
• The decision on setting the last generation G is correct.
• The number of individuals m at the last generation that needs to be evalu-
ated for finding an acceptable solution is small so that there exists a transient
period.
However, to properly determine the last generation is not trivial. This is why
another stopping criterion, which is the maximum number of generations with-
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out improvement (max-gwi) has been introduced [51]. Incorrect decisions on the
last generation will seriously affect the saving ability of BC-EA and reduce its
feasibility. It is quite possible that no acceptable solution can be found by BC-
EA after evaluating all individuals at the predefined last generation, whereas the
conventional EA may be able to find an acceptable solution in a later generation
by using the max-gwi stopping criterion.
The transient period is controlled by the tournament size, the number of tour-
naments required to select a sufficient number of parents, and most importantly
the number of individuals evaluated at the last generation G. The probability
of finding the best individual of a population within a small proportion of the
population at the last generation is the same as the proportion of the population
evaluated. For instance, suppose the last generation G is correctly determined:
if all the fitness values are distinct, then the probability of finding the best of the
population within the first n% of the population evaluated is just n%. This prob-
ability also depends on the proportion of the population having the same best
fitness value. For easy problems, the proportion may be larger, and in such cases,
BC-EA may be able to find the best earlier thus provide more saving (though it
cannot be sure without evaluating all the population).
Furthermore, although the authors claimed that BC-EA can provide saving
even with larger tournament sizes, they assumed a very large population and
also assumed that picking a random individual of the last generation would give
an acceptable solution. Although the authors provided some arguments, these
assumptions are not proven in many cases.
4.4.2.3 missing element
We think that one important comparison is missing in [146]. The authors did not
compare the search performance of using the tournament size 2 or 3 with that of
using larger tournament sizes, for instance 4 or 7.
Sometimes low parent selection pressure cannot reliably drive the search to
find acceptable solutions within a given number of generations whereas high
parent selection pressure can. As a result, when using low parent selection pres-
sure, the total number of generations needed to find an acceptable solution can be
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much larger than when using high parent selection pressure. Although savings
can be obtained from not-sampled individuals at each generation with low parent
selection pressure, overall the total number of individuals evaluated can be much
larger than the number evaluated when using high parent selection pressure. For
this reason, it seems that focusing only on tournament size 2 or 3 to analyse the
saving ability of EMS-EA and BC-EA makes their study incomplete.
To investigate whether a variation of an algorithm can provide extra savings,
it is necessary to not only compare its efficiency with that of the standard algo-
rithm or other variations using the same set of parameters, but also to ensure it
can provide comparable or better problem-solving quality than the standard al-
gorithm or other variations using tuned parameters. It would be inappropriate if
the latter has not been taken into account.
4.4.3 Experiment results
In order to further investigate the saving ability of BC-EA, we followed the in-
structions given in [146] to reproduce the experiments for their two symbolic
regression problems, Poly4 and Poly10 (shown in Equations 4.2 and 4.3). We
constructed two conventional GP systems using tournament sizes 2 and 7 respec-
tively. Four different population sizes (100, 1000, 10000 and 100000) were used
for both Poly4 and Poly10 in [146]. From the four population sizes, we arbi-
trarily picked a population size 1000 for Poly4 and a population size 10,000 for
Poly10. We set the maximum number of generations to 50 and conducted 100 in-
dependent runs. The fitness function, the function set, the crossover rate, and the
mutation rate are the same as those in [146]. We also use the same two-offspring
subtree crossover with uniform random selection of crossover points as in [146].
However, we have not implemented the point mutation operator used in [146].
Our mutation operator is the conventional subtree mutation [93].
f(x1, x2, x3, x4) = x1x2 + x3x4 + x1x4 (4.2)
f(x1, x2, ..., x10) = x1x2 + x3x4 + x5x6 + x1x7x9 + x3x6x10 (4.3)
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Table 4.2 shows the performance of using tournament size 2 and 7. For in-
stance, when tournament size 2 is used and the maximum number of generations
G is 50, 42 out of 100 runs can find the optimal solution for Poly4. The average
number of generations processed to find the optimal solution over the 42 runs is
31 (the standard deviation is 11). The average fitness value over the 100 runs is
4.6 (the standard deviation is 4.2). When tournament size 7 is used andG is 50, 83
out of 100 runs can find the optimal solution. The average number of generations
required to find the optimal solution over the 83 runs is 13. The average fitness
value over the 100 runs is 1.3.
Table 4.2: Performance comparison between tournament sizes 2 and 7 for poly4
and poly10 problems.
Problem k G # of Generations Sum of
Success Required for Success Error
poly4 2 50 42 31 ± 11 4.6 ± 4.2
100 74 47 ± 22 1.6 ± 2.9
7 50 83 13 ± 11 1.3 ± 3.0
poly10 2 50 0 – 5.4 ± 1.2
100 7 69 ± 15 4.6 ± 1.8
7 50 11 36 ± 7 4.4 ± 1.9
From the table, it is clear that by using tournament size 7, for both Poly4 and
Poly10, more runs can find the optimal solutions, significantly fewer generations
are required on average, and the fitness value is better on average. Due to the
incomparable problem-solving qualities, it would be pointless to compare the
saving ability between the use of two different tournament sizes. Therefore, we
conducted additional sets of experiments by gradually increasing G for the GP
system using tournament size 2 with the aim of making its average fitness value
comparable with that in the GP system using tournament size 7. When the maxi-
mum number of generations reached 100, the tournament size two systems were
approaching the average fitness values of the tournament size seven systems. The
corresponding performance is also reported in Table 4.2.
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4.4.4 Efficiency analysis
Table 4.3 shows the estimated total number of evaluations conducted in the con-
ventional GP, GP with EMS (EMS-GP), and GP with backward-chaining (BC-GP)
for Poly4 and Poly10 problems. Note that we ignored the cases for G = 50 when
k = 2 as they did not provide comparable problem-solving qualities.
Table 4.3: Efficiency comparison between conventional GP, EMS-GP and BC-
GP using tournament sizes 2 and 7 for Poly4 and Poly10 problems. Note that
the total number of evaluations for BC-GP is estimated according to the best
assumptions.
Problem k G Total # of Evaluations (×106)
Conventional GP EMS-GP BC-GP
poly4 2 100 6.1 5.3 4.7
7 50 1.9 1.9 1.6
poly10 2 100 97.8 84.6 83.9
7 50 48.5 48.4 47.9
For Poly4 with k = 2 and G = 100, the total number of individuals evaluated
in the conventional GP system is approximately (74 × 47 + 26 × 100) × 1000 ≈
6.1 × 106. The total number of individuals evaluated in a GP system with EMS
under the same conditions can be easily estimated as (74×47+26×100)×1000×
(1 − 13.5%) ≈ 5.3 × 106. Although we have not yet implemented a backward-
chaining GP system, we can make an assumption that the optimal solution is the
first individual evaluated at the last generation. Such an assumption is the best
scenario for a backward-chaining GP system. Under this assumption, we esti-
mated the corresponding total number of individuals evaluated in the following
steps:
• calculate the transient period, which is approximately log1000×(1−13.5%)2 =
9.75 ≈ 10




• calculate the total number of evaluated individuals in the whole evolution-
ary process, which is approximately 74×1023+(74× (47−10)+26×100)×
1000× (1− 13.5%) ≈ 4.7× 106
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For Poly4 with k = 7 andG = 50, the total number of individuals evaluated in
the conventional GP system is approximately (83×13+17×50)×1000 ≈ 1.9×106.
From the estimated results above, although a backward-chaining GP system
(BC-GP) in the best scenario can evaluate a smaller number of individuals than a
GPwith EMS (EMS-GP) and the conventional GPwhen tournament size 2 is used,
it needs to evaluate just over twice as many individuals than the conventional GP
using tournament size 7 in order to provide the similar problem-solving quality.
A similar finding for Poly10 is obtained.
We now compared the efficiency between the conventional GP, a GPwith EMS
and a backward-chaining GP using the tournament size 7. Based on the model
given in [146], for tournament size 7 only about 0.09% of population will not
be sampled, a GP with EMS will not be able to provide a large saving and will
be effectively the same as the conventional GP, whereas a backward-chaining
GP may be able to provide some saving from the not-sampled individuals in
the transient period. Let us again assume the optimal solution is the first indi-
vidual evaluated at the last generation for BC-EA. For Poly4, the transient pe-
riod is approximately log
1000×(1−0.09%)
7 = 3.55 ≈ 4 generations. Within the last
four generations, a backward-chaining GP needs to only evaluate approximately
1+7+49+343
4×1000 = 10% of the total number of individuals that need to be evaluated in
the conventional GP, obtaining 90% saving in the transient period. For Poly10,
the transient period is approximately 5 generations. Within the last five genera-
tions, a backward-chaining GP needs to only evaluate approximately 6% of the
total number of individuals that need to be evaluated in the conventional GP,
obtaining 94% saving in the transient period. These results seem to support the
claim given in [146]. However, the overall savings in whole evolutionary pro-
cesses obtained by backward-chaining GP compared to the conventional GP are
only 1− (1.6/1.9)100% ≈ 16% and 1− (47.9/48.5) ≈ 1% for Poly4 and Poly10, re-
spectively. Furthermore, note that there are two important assumptions: the last
generation is correctly determined and the optimal solution is the first individual
evaluated at the last generation. Since neither assumption is likely to hold, the
saving ability of BC-EA is much less than claimed in [146].
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4.4.5 Limitations of EMS-EA and BC-EA
The ability of EMS-EA to provide computational savings is limited by the tourna-
ment size. More precisely, saving can be obtained only when smaller tournament
sizes are used. For problems that can easily be solved under high selection pres-
sure, there will be no clear saving.
The ability of BC-EA to provide computational savings is limited by three
primitive factors and one derived factor. The three primitive factors are the tour-
nament size, the decision on the last generation, and the number of individuals
that need to be evaluated at the last generation. The derived factor is the length of
the transient period. The transient period will become shorter if more individuals
at the last generation will be evaluated, and will not exist if the full population
of the last generation will be evaluated. In summary, the limitations of BC-EA
include:
• If one wants to use tournaments of sizes more than three and to compute a
large proportion of the final generation, the computation saving provided
by BC-EA may be too limited2 and dependent on the ratio of the transient
period to the total number of generations used.
• The decisions on the last generation G and the number of individuals m
that should be evaluated at the last generation directly affect the ability of
BC-EA to provide computational savings. Making good decisions is very
difficult and becomes the bottleneck of applying BC-EA to real world hard
problems.
4.5 Comparing Ejit with EMS-EA and BC-EA
As presented in the previous sections, Ejit algorithm shares the same foundation
as EMS-EA and BC-EA and is very close to EMS-EA. It is natural to expect Ejit
and EMS-EA to provide a similar amount of savings in terms of the number of
individuals evaluated. EMS-EA will not create and evaluate a program p if all
2This was clearly stated in [146] by the authors themselves.
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of its direct weak descendants are not sampled. Direct weak descendants are de-
fined as offspring which are produced by winners of the tournaments in which
the program p participated but is not necessarily the winner. Ejit does not make
this check. However, this difference leads only to a negligible difference in sav-
ings between EMS-EA and Ejit because the probability that all of the direct weak
descendants of the program p are not sampled is very small, even for tournament
size 2.
If L is the event that all of the direct weak descendants of the program p are







where N is the population size, k is the tournament size, and n is the expected
number of all direct weak descendants. To calculate n, we need the probability
that p is sampled in a single tournament, which is (1− (N−1
N
)k). We then multiply
the probability by the total number of tournaments N so that n = N(1− (N−1
N
)k).
For instance, when k = 2 and N = 1000, P (L) is about 1.8%. When k = 3, P (L)
becomes 0.01%.
It is also natural to expect Ejit and EMS-EA to have the same set of limitations.
However, the Ejit algorithm does have its own features.
When comparing with EMS-EA, Ejit does not require any additional memory
to store the sequences of program IDs and genetic operators from the whole evo-
lutionary process. Consequently, Ejit does not require the post-process to iden-
tify what individual programs will not be sampled. In other words, Ejit does not
spend any overhead on the pre- and post-processes. The decision on which pro-
gram should be evaluated comes up naturally (hence the name of the algorithm).
When comparing with BC-EA, in addition to not requiring any additional
memory, Ejit does not need to choose an appropriate G in order to solve a prob-
lem: it canwork well with themax-gwi strategy. Ejit can provide constant savings
at every generation, regardless of the number of generations used. Its efficiency
will never be affected by the length of the transient period and the number of
individuals that need to be evaluated at the last generation G.
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Although Ejit has to create every individual in a population, including not-
sampled individuals which will not be created by EMS-EA and BC-EA, the cre-
ation time is very short and the cost of creating not-sampled individuals is in fact
negligible.
Like EMS-EA and BC-EA, Ejit gives significant savings only for the cases in
which low selection pressure is better for solving given problems and only works
for the standard tournament selection. In the previous chapter, the clustering
tournament selection was demonstrated to be a promising research direction to
improve the standard tournament selection. Ejit, as well as EMS-EA and BC-EA,
will not be able to work with the clustering tournament selection since a popula-
tion needs to be clustered based on fitness values, which requires the population
to be fully evaluated beforehand, not be evaluated just in time. In the next sec-
tion we will investigate other strategies to reduce the fitness evaluation cost in
the parent selection phase which will not have the limitation on tournament size
and can take advantage of the clustering tournament selection.
4.6 Population Clustering
This section presents a simple but novel population clustering algorithm for GP
in order to reduce the fitness evaluation cost while taking advantage of the clus-
tering tournament selection.
Briefly, we cluster the whole population by a heuristic, and select a cluster rep-
resentative for each cluster. The fitness value of the representative is calculated
on all training cases and then directly assigned to other members in the same
cluster in order to reduce the fitness evaluation cost.
The central idea of our approach is based on the observation that two pro-
grams that are equivalent (in the sense that they compute the same function of
their inputs) must necessarily have the same fitness value. If we could identify
clusters of equivalent programs, then it would be necessary only to evaluate the
fitness of one program in each cluster, and use the same fitness value for all the
other programs in the cluster, avoiding the cost of evaluating the fitness of the
other programs in the cluster.
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In fact, it is adequate to put programs into a cluster if these programs com-
pute the same output values on all the given training fitness cases, regardless of
their output values on other inputs, since the fitness of a program depends only
on its outputs on the given fitness cases. We consider such programs “fitness-
case-equivalent”. “Fitness-case-equivalence” is actually more useful than true equiv-
alence since the clusters may be larger, and therefore generate greater saving.
The problem with this idea is that the obvious way of determining fitness-
case-equivalence requires evaluating all the programs on all the fitness cases,
which is the time-consuming computation that we are trying to avoid. Instead,
we use a heuristic estimate of fitness-case-equivalence based on evaluating pro-
grams on a small number of the training fitness cases. This is done by making
the heuristic assumption that programs that generate the same output values on
a small random set of the training fitness cases are likely to be equivalent on all
training fitness cases. The determination of the clusters is woven into the final
fitness evaluation so that no repeated fitness case evaluations are performed.
Once the fitness of each cluster has been computed, the clustering tournament
selection can be used straight away.
The rest of this section describes the details of the heuristic population clus-
tering algorithm, followed by experiments and analyses.
4.6.1 Heuristic estimate of fitness-case-equivalence
At each generation during the evolutionary process, the algorithm starts by treat-
ing the entire population as a single cluster. Then it feeds the first training case
into the programs and partitions the cluster into new clusters based on the pro-
gram outputs. For each newly-formed cluster, the partitioning process is applied
again with the next fitness case until no new cluster is formed. The algorithm
currently assumes that it has seen enough training cases to determine a cluster
once all the programs in a cluster have the same output in two successive train-
ing cases. To reduce the chance of premature stopping where a cluster contains
non-fitness-case-equivalent programs, the algorithm presents the training cases
in a different random order in each generation.
The population clustering algorithm is outlined in Figure 4.3 and illustrated
below using a simple one-variable symbolic regression example.
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Figure 4.3: Population clustering algorithm.
• initialisation: Treat the initial population consisting of 6 programs as one big
cluster and randomise the order of the fitness cases.
• Iteration 1: Feed the first fitness case x=2 to each program. The program
outputs are 4, 4, 4, 1, 1, and 1 respectively, which leaves us with two sub-
clusters, one with the program output of 4 and the other with 1. The initial
cluster is replaced by the two sub-clusters.
• Iteration 2: Feed the second fitness case x=6 to the programs in each sub-
cluster. The outputs of programs in sub-cluster1 are 12, 12, and 8. There-
fore, the sub-cluster is further partitioned into two sub-sub-clusters, one
with programs with output value 12, the other holding a program with an
output value of 8. Similarly, sub-cluster2 is partitioned into two new sub-
sub-clusters. Now we have four clusters (sub-sub-clusters1, 2, 3, 4).
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• Iteration 3: Feed the third fitness case x=10 to programs in each sub-sub-
cluster. According to the program outputs, the same set of clusters remains.
As no new cluster is formed, the partitioning process completes.
4.6.2 Fitness evaluation and assignment
Upon completing the population clustering, we progress to the fitness evaluation
stage. For each cluster, the program with the least program complexity is chosen
as the cluster representative. In this study, the number of nodes is used as a
proxy for program complexity; that is, the program with the smallest number of
nodes will be selected as a representative for a given cluster. The fitness value of
the cluster representative is calculated from the result of evaluating the program
on all the training cases (cases evaluated during the clustering stage are not re-
evaluated). As all members in a cluster are assumed to be fitness-case-equivalent,
the fitness of each cluster representative is directly assigned to the cluster and to
all the other members of the cluster.
4.6.3 Experimental results and analysis
To test the effectiveness of the heuristic fitness-case-equivalence population clus-
tering algorithm and its impact on the clustering tournament selection, we re-
peated the same set of experiments described in Section 3.6.4 on page 76 using a
GP system in which the population is clustered using the Heuristic fitness-case-
equivalence population clustering algorithm and the parent selection method is
the Clustering tournament selection (HCGP).
The experimental results varied on the three different problems. The next
subsections analyse the performance of HCGP and compare it with two other GP
systems. One is the Standard GP system in which the population is not clustered
and the parent selection is the standard tournament selection (SGP). The other is
a GP system in which the population is clustered based on Fitness and the parent
selection is the Clustering tournament selection (FCGP).
We used three measures for analysing the computational saving, representing
three levels of precision. The first is at the coarse level. It is the minimum number
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of generations required to find the best-of-run in a run. The second is at a finer
level. It is the total number of individual programs that have been evaluated
using all given training fitness cases. The third is at the finest level. It is the total
number of fitness case evaluations in a run (whether for clustering a population
or for calculating the fitness value).
In SGP and FCGP, the second measure is the product of the minimum num-
ber of generations and the population size and the third measure is the product
of the total number of fully-evaluated programs and the size of the training data
set. Since the population size and the size of the training data set are fixed dur-
ing evolution in general, the three measures are effectively the same for SGP and
FCGP. However, in HCGP, the second measure can indicate how often programs
are fitness-case-equivalent and howmany clusters will be formed. The third mea-
sure can show the actual savings on the fitness evaluation. Furthermore, the third
measure can be used together with the other two measures to determine the av-
erage number of training fitness cases needed to cluster a population, indicating
how effective the heuristic fitness-case-equivalence population clustering algo-
rithm is.
4.6.3.1 GCGP and EvePar
The initial results for EvePar show that HCGP does not work well. No run could
find an optimal solution. The average misses are 30, 29, and 31 for tournament
sizes 2, 4, and 7 respectively. The effectiveness of HCGP is much worse than that
of SGP. Therefore, although the total number of fitness case evaluations is smaller,
it is not necessary to conduct a further comparison in terms of saving.
For EvePar, the low effectiveness in HCGP may be because two different out-
puts, either true or false, are not sufficient to distinguish two different programs.
This may also indicate that HCGP may not work for other Boolean problems.
To overcome the issue, we developed another population clustering algorithm
for EvePar. It clusters a population according to the program genotype3, group-
ing syntactically-identical programs. After that, any program in a cluster can be
treated as the clustering representative as all programs in the cluster are exactly
3It is used according to the term genotype diversity introduced in [60, 98].
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the same.
We then repeated the set of experiments for EvePar using a GP systemwith the
Genotype population clustering and the Clustering tournament selection (GCGP).
Table 4.4 illustrates the effectiveness of GCGP. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the sav-
ing ability of GCGP. Note that the third measure is omitted. This is because in
GCGP it is not necessary to feed any fitness cases to programs for clustering a
population, thus the second and the third measures are effectively the same.
Table 4.4: Failure rates (%)for EvePar (Some results for SGP and FCGP are re-
peated from Table 3.4 on page 93).
Tournament Size SGP FCGP GCGP
2 100 91.4 99.8
4 80.6 88.0 79.2
7 82.4 88.8 73.6
Table 4.5: Average number of minimum generations required for finding the
best-of-run for EvePar. The standard deviation follows the ± sign.
Tournament Size SGP FCGP GCGP
2 76.7 ± 19.7 63.9 ± 25.6 76.5 ± 19.8
4 70.2 ± 21.5 60.6 ± 26.2 72.2 ± 20.8
7 62.6 ± 24.5 59.3 ± 26.1 61.6 ± 22.7
Table 4.6: Average total number of fully-evaluated individual programs (103) for
EvePar. The standard deviation follows the ± sign.
Tournament Size SGP FCGP GCGP
2 38.7 ± 9.9 32.2 ± 12.9 37.7 ± 9.8
4 35.4 ± 10.8 30.6 ± 13.2 35.4 ± 10.2
7 31.5 ± 12.4 29.9 ± 13.1 29.9 ± 11.0
For SGP, the best problem-solving quality (80.6% failure rate) is given by tour-
nament size 4. For GCGP, the best problem-solving quality (73.6% failure rate) is
given by tournament size 7, which is significantly better than SGP using tourna-
ment size 4 as the confidence interval at 95% level is (-12.19, -1.81). The advan-
tage of the clustering tournament selection has been further demonstrated on this
problem.
Since the best problem-solving quality in FCGP is not better than that in SGP,
the following analyses on the computational saving will only focus on SGP and
GCGP.
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Comparing the total number of fully-evaluated individual programs (or the
total number of fitness cases evaluations) between best cases for SGP and GCGP,
the saving is 1−(29.9/35.4)×100% = 15.5%. However, this is not a fair comparison
because GCGP achieved much better problem-solving quality. To make the test
fairer, we reduced the number of generations for GCGP until its average problem-
solving quality matched that of SGP (72 generations). The performance savings
were then increased to 30% 4.
The substantial saving results from two sources. One is the effectiveness of the
clustering tournament selection, which shortens the search time. The other is the
genotype population clustering algorithm, which avoids the fitness evaluation
on identical programs. To determine howmuch of the savings are contributed by
the genotype population clustering algorithm, we calculated the average number
of fully-evaluated individual programs at each generation for GCGP with tour-
nament size 7: 24.7×10
3
50.8
≈ 486. This result also represents the average number
of clusters per generation. Compared with 504 individual programs evaluated at
each generation in SGP, the saving in terms of the number of fully-evaluated indi-
vidual programs per generation in GCGP is 3.6%. Although this amount of sav-
ing is small, it is considerably greater than the 0.10% savings due to not-sampled
individuals when tournament size is 7 as used by Ejit. This result, together with
the significantly better problem-solving quality, further supports the claim that
the clustering tournament selection can maintain the population diversity and
improve the search performance.
The efficiency of the genotype population clustering algorithm is highly de-
pendent on the probability of having syntactically-identical programs. For prob-
lems that require floating point numbers in solutions, the probability of having
lots of syntactically-identical programs will be very small, thus the genotype pop-
ulation clustering algorithm may not be able to provide noticeable savings. Al-
though its apparent efficiency could be “improved” by increasing the population
size, decreasing the program size, and tuning other parameters to deliberately
4With the maximum number of generations set to 72, GCGP with tournament size 7 provides
80.2% failure rate. The average number of minimum generations required for finding the best-
of-run is 50.8 and the average total number of fully-evaluated individual programs is 24.7× 103.
Therefore, the saving given by GCGP is about 1− (24.7/35.4)× 100% = 30.2%.
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produce lots of syntactically-identical programs, such “fiddling” would repre-
sent an improper evaluation.
4.6.3.2 HCGP and SymReg
Table 4.7 illustrates the effectiveness of HCGP on SymReg and Tables 4.8, 4.9, and
4.10 show the saving ability of HCGP in terms of the three measures for SymReg.
Table 4.7: Fitness (RMS error) for SymReg (some results for SGP and FCGP are
repeated from Table 3.4 on page 93).
Tournament Size SGP FCGP HCGP
2 48.2 ± 5.2 47.6 ± 5.9 46.8 ± 5.7
4 37.6 ± 8.3 36.8 ± 7.9 36.6 ± 7.9
7 40.9 ± 11.3 33.5 ± 8.3 34.0 ± 7.9
Table 4.8: Average number of minimum generations required for finding the
best-of-run for SymReg. The standard deviation follows the ± sign.
Tournament Size SGP FCGP HCGP
2 91.6 ± 10.8 88.9 ± 14.0 90.1 ± 12.8
4 91.9 ± 12.1 91.7 ± 10.6 91.9 ± 10.9
7 88.4 ± 19.6 92.8 ± 9.8 91.3 ± 11.7
Table 4.9: Average total number of fully-evaluated individual programs (103).
The standard deviation follows the ± sign.
Tournament Size SGP FCGP HCGP
2 46.2 ± 5.4 44.8 ± 7.0 43.0 ± 6.2
4 46.3 ± 6.1 46.2 ± 5.3 43.1 ± 5.3
7 44.6 ± 9.9 46.8 ± 4.9 42.0 ± 5.6
Table 4.10: Average total number of fitness case evaluations (106) for SymReg.
Tournament Size SGP FCGP HCGP
2 4.62 ± 0.54 4.48 ± 0.70 4.31 ± 0.62
4 4.63 ± 0.61 4.62 ± 0.53 4.32 ± 0.53
7 4.46 ± 0.99 4.68 ± 0.49 4.21 ± 0.56
The effectiveness of HCGP is very close to that of FCGP (the difference is in-
significant) and is better than that of SGP for all three different tournament sizes.
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The results show that the heuristic fitness-case-equivalence population clustering
algorithm can cluster populations as accurately as using the fitness values for this
problem.
Since HCGP and FCGP have very similar best problem-solving qualities, we
can compare the total number of fitness case evaluations to show that HCGP can
provide 1 − (4.21/4.68) × 100% ≈ 10.0% saving over FCGP. In order to calculate
the savings more precisely, we reduced the maximum number of generations for
FCGP until its average fitness matched that of HCGP (96 generations). The saving
by HCGP was then reduced but still over 7.0%.
Based on the average minimum number of generations, the average number
of fully-evaluated programs, the population size, and the size of the training data
set, we calculated that the average number of training fitness cases fed to every
program in order to cluster a population is only 2.43. As the problem-solving
qualities of HCGP and FCGP are very similar, the result shows that the heuristic
fitness-case-equivalence population clustering algorithm is very effective for this
problem.
4.6.3.3 HCGP and BinCla
Table 4.11 illustrates the effectiveness of HCGP on BinCla and Tables 4.12, 4.13,
and 4.14 show the saving ability of HCGP in terms of the three measures for
BinCla.
The effectiveness of HCGP is better than that of SGP but worse than that of
FCGP for all three different tournament sizes. Although it appears that HCGP
can provide 12% savings over FCGP from Table 4.14, the comparison is unfair.
After reducing the maximum number of generations for FCGP until its average
fitness matched that of HCGP, HCGP did not provide any savings over FCGP.
A possible explanation for HCGP not working very well for BinCla is as fol-
lows.
The heuristic estimate of fitness-case-equivalence algorithm works well and
has been demonstrated in SymReg. However, the ability to find fitness-case-
equivalence efficiently does not provide any advantage for BinCla. This is be-
cause deciding which class a given fitness case belongs to is determined only by
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the sign of the program output (positive or negative) rather than the actual pro-
gram output. Therefore, HCGP produced too many small clusters for BinCla,
most having only one member. In SGP, the population can be viewed as 504 clus-
ters with one member in each cluster, whilst in FCGP, the population can have
up to 569/3 ≈ 189 clusters. In HCGP, the average number of clusters is 436, close
to the population size. This may explain why HCGP is only slightly better than
SGP but worse than FCGP. The results suggest that a fuzzier estimate of fitness-
case-equivalence should be used for BinCla.
Table 4.11: Fitness (error rate %) for BinCla (some results for SGP and FCGP are
repeated from Table 3.4 on page 93).
Tournament Size SGP FCGP HCGP
2 9.2 ± 2.9 7.4 ± 2.3 8.4 ± 2.6
4 8.7 ± 2.7 7.7 ± 2.5 8.4 ± 2.5
7 8.7 ± 2.7 7.9 ± 2.5 8.3 ± 2.6
Table 4.12: Average number of minimum generations required for finding the
best-of-run for BinCla. The standard deviation follows the ± sign.
Tournament Size SGP FCGP HCGP
2 57.6 ± 29.0 42.7 ± 29.3 52.5 ± 27.5
4 46.6 ± 29.4 37.1 ± 28.4 42.4 ± 27.3
7 40.2 ± 29.2 35.0 ± 27.8 35.1 ± 26.1
Table 4.13: Average total number of fully-evaluated individual programs (103)
for BinCla. The standard deviation follows the ± sign.
Tournament Size SGP FCGP HCGP
2 29.0 ± 14.6 21.5 ± 14.8 24.6 ± 13.2
4 23.5 ± 14.8 18.7 ± 14.3 19.4 ± 12.8
7 20.3 ± 14.7 17.7 ± 14.0 15.5 ± 11.8
Table 4.14: Average total number of fitness case evaluations (106) for BinCla. The
standard deviation follows the ± sign.
Tournament Size SGP FCGP HCGP
2 5.51 ± 2.77 4.08 ± 2.80 4.68 ± 2.51
4 4.45 ± 2.80 3.55 ± 2.72 3.69 ± 2.44
7 3.84 ± 2.79 3.35 ± 2.66 2.95 ± 2.25
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The analysis results show that HCGP has some saving potential but has no
clear advantage over FCGP, and that GCGP worked well for EvePar but may not
work well for problems that require real numbers presented in solutions. Devel-
oping a more robust and real number-tolerant fuzzy population clustering algo-
rithm together with the clustering tournament selection is a promising direction
for improving the efficiency of parent selection and is worth further investigation.
The results in the previous sections have shown that Ejit and the population
clustering algorithms have advantages for improving parent selection efficiency
but also limitations. It is possible to further improve the parent selection effi-
ciency.
4.7 Using GPPs to Increase Efficiency
Ejit, as well as EMS-EA and BC-EA, have explored ways of reducing fitness eval-
uations by identifying programs that are not sampled. Not-sampled programs
certainly do not contribute to the best-of-run program but the fraction of not-
sampled programs is small. It is likely that there are more programs that do not
contribute to the best-of-run programs. The section defines programs that are
ancestors of the best program found as Good Predecessor Programs (GPPs), and hy-
pothesises that there is a small fraction of programs in evolution that are GPPs.
Since only GPPs are worthy of evaluating, if the hypothesis is true and if GPPs
could be identified in advance, then the cost of fitness evaluation would be min-
imised. This section does not propose a method for identifying GPPs but rather
presents some experiments to analyse the feasibility of using GPPs to increase
parent selection efficiency.
This section first develops a framework to locate GPPs and gather sufficient
information of GPPs from the evolutionary process, then analyses the output of
the framework.
4.7.1 The framework
The GPP set of a single GP run is the collection of all GPPs of the best program
generated in a GP run. It consists of all programs in each generation that are
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ancestors (according to the genetic operators of crossover, mutation, and repro-
duction) of the program with the best fitness value.
The framework constructs the GPP set by recording program ancestry during
evolution, and then tracing the best program found in a GP run all the way back
to the initial population. The resulting GPP set is then analysed to extract high
level important information in order to answer research questions. Figure 4.4








      
Information
Figure 4.4: The structure of the framework.
A comprehensive log system is used as the framework foundation to record
all necessary low level information into a detailed program log file. Each entry
in the log file contains the following information which can be used to provide
evidence for the analysis:
• program ID
• the generation in which it was created
• how the program was created/generated (new, crossover, mutation, or re-
production)
• IDs of its parents (if any)
• its size (number of nodes)
• its fitness value
• the program as a LISP expression
Table 4.15 shows a few example records of a detailed program log file. The
following is a brief interpretation focusing only on how programs are generated.
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Table 4.15: Sample records in a detailed program log file.
ID Gen How Parents Size Fitness Program
1 0 new -1:-1 4 34.75 If(x,3.60,x)








105 1 repd 2:-1 7 37.20 If(Sin(x),x,Mul(x,x))








218 2 muta 105:-1 8 39.74 If(Sin(x),Abs(x),Mul(x,x)))
Other information can be easily understood. Programs with IDs 1 and 2 at the
initial generation were randomly created (and therefore had no parents). Pro-
gram 105 was generated in the 1st generation by reproducing Program 2 from
the initial generation (and therefore has only one parent). Program 106 was gen-
erated by applying crossover to Programs 1 and 76 from the initial generation.
Program 218 at 2nd generation was generated by mutating Program 105 from the
1st generation.
The log system also keeps track of the ID of the best program found along the
evolutionary process. The best program can appear at any generation from the
initial to the last. Where there is more than one program with the same fitness
value, the system records only the first one found since this will be in the earliest
generation. For simplicity the best program is selected only on the basis of its
fitness value.
Once a run is completed, the algorithm constructs the GPP set by a depth first
search through the log file, starting at the record of the best-of-run program and
following links to parent programs, adding all the programs it finds to the GPP
set.
4.7.2 High level information extraction
While the GPP set supports the extraction of much more high level information,
in this study, we extracted only the number of GPPs at each generation in order
to identify the fraction of programs that are directly involved in producing the
best program.
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Figure 4.5 shows the number of GPPs across all generations in a sample run
in our experiments. The sample run was configured with a maximum generation
of 200 and a population size of 200. The x-axis shows the generation number
and the y-axis shows the fraction of GPPs. In this run, the best program was
found in generation 196. (Note that the evolution process was not terminated
until generation 200, but no improvement was found in the last four generations.)
In the initial generation, the number of GPPs of the best program is roughly
a quarter (26%) of the population. After a little fluctuation, the fraction of GPPs
quickly climbed up to a peak of almost a half (47%) in generation 35. The fraction
constantly fluctuates during evolution, but tends to shrink towards the end of the
evolution.
























Figure 4.5: Fraction of GPPs in a sample run.
In this sample run, over 50% of the programs at each generation did not
contribute to the final best program, and therefore evaluating their fitness was
“wasted”. This suggests that there is considerable opportunity for reducing the
cost of fitness evaluation if we could identify these non GPPs. Of course, a sin-
gle run is not necessarily indicative of typical behaviour, and the next section
describes further experiments on a range of problems.
4.7.3 Experiment design and configuration
Obtaining a robust measure of the fraction of GPPs in a population needs a range
of quite different GP scenarios. The experiments used a symbolic regression
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problem, a binary classification problem, and a multi-class classification prob-
lem from different domains and with increasing levels of difficulty (low, medium
and high). It is also necessary to identify the effect of the GP parameters on the
fraction of GPPs. There are many possible parameters that could be investigated.
The experiments focused on two parameters — tournament size and population
size — because they are more likely to influence the fraction of GPPs.
The experiments covered four different tournament sizes — 20, 10, 4, and 1,
and six different population sizes — 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000. Note that
tournament size 1 is equivalent to the random selection, meaning no selection
pressure.
4.7.3.1 data sets
The symbolic regression problem (Regression) is shown in equation (1). The ex-
periments generated 100 fitness cases by assigning equally-spaced real numbers




2 − x , x ≥ 0
sin(x) + 1
x
, x < 0
(4.5)
The binary classification problem involves determiningwhether examples rep-
resent a normal liver or a liver disorder. The dataset is the BUPA Liver Disorders
dataset (BUPA) chosen from the UCI Machine Learning repository [131]. BUPA
consists of 345 data examples, each described by six numeric features.
The multi-class classification problem involves classifying four types of ve-
hicles: opel, saab, bus and van. The dataset is called Vehicle Silhouette (Vehicle),
which was also chosen from the UCI Machine Learning repository. Vehicle con-
sists of 846 data examples, each described by 18 numeric features.
For each classification problem, the data set is split randomly and equally into
a training data set, a validation data set, and a test data set with class labellings
being evenly distributed across the three data sets for each individual GP run.
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4.7.3.2 function set
The function set for the three problems is listed below (see page 78 for detailed
explanations)
Function Set = {+,−, ∗, /, if, abs, sqrt, sin} (4.6)
The +, −, and ∗ operators have their usual meanings — addition, subtrac-
tion, and multiplication. The / operator represents “protected” division which is
the usual division operator except that a division by zero gives a result of zero.
Each of these four functions takes two arguments. The if function takes three
arguments: if the first argument is positive, the if function returns its second ar-
gument; otherwise, it returns its third argument. The remaining unary functions
also have their usual meanings. Note that zero will be returned if the sqrt function
encounters an invalid argument.
4.7.3.3 terminal sets
There are three terminal sets, one for each problem, with a different number of
variables or features in each set. The terminal set for Regression includes a single
variable x. The terminal set used in BUPA includes six numerical features. The
terminal set used in Vehicle includes 18 numerical features extracted from images
of the types of vehicles. More details about those features can be found in [131].
Each terminal set also includes real valued random constants in the range [-5.0,
5.0].
4.7.3.4 fitness function
The fitness function in SymReg is the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the out-
puts of a program relative to the expected outputs. The fitness function for the
classification problems is the classification error rate on the training data set. All
problems have an ideal fitness of zero.
For the liver disorder binary classification problem, if the output of a program
on a fitness case is negative, the program classifies the fitness case as disorder;
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otherwise, as normal.
The vehicle multi-class classification problem uses the following classification




opel , r ≥ 10
saab , 0 ≤ r < 10
bus , −10 ≤ r < 0
van , r < −10
(4.7)
It is likely that the rule is not optimal. However, it is not the focus of this
study to optimally set the rule in order to find an optimal solution of the vehicle
problem.
4.7.3.5 other genetic parameters and termination criteria
The ramped half-and-half method is used to create new programs with the max-
imum depth of four. The crossover rate, the mutation rate, and the reproduction
rate are 85%, 10%, and 5% respectively. Also the best of a population is copied
once to the next generation. A run is terminated when the number of generations
reaches the pre-defined maximum of 200, or the problem has been solved (there
is a program with a fitness of zero on the training data set), or the error rate on
the validation set starts increasing (for classification problems).
4.7.3.6 experiment configuration
There were six population sizes and four tournament sizes for each of the three
problems, giving 72 experiments in total. Each experiment repeated the evolu-
tionary process 100 times randomly and independently, giving a total number of
7200 runs.
4.7.4 Results and analysis
This section presents the experimental results. The analysis considered the ra-
tio of GPPs to the total evaluated programs in a GP run to investigate whether
there is only a small fraction of programs relating to the success of finding the
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best program during evolution. The analysis also considered the relationships
between the GPP ratio and the three factors — tournament size, population size,
and problem difficulty — to investigate whether the GPP ratio is influenced by
any of these factors. Note that the Bivariate Correlation Analysis [107] is used to
provide empirical evidences for supporting or rejecting those relationships. The
test calculates a correlation coefficient (r ∈ [−1, 1]) between two variables. r = −1
suggests two variables have a perfect negative correlation, r = 1 suggests a per-
fect positive correlation, and r = 0 suggests no correlation at all. The confidence
level is calculated from the probability value (p). The analysis adopted the com-
monly used 95% confidence level, meaning that p does not exceed 0.05.
4.7.4.1 the average GPP ratio
Table 4.16 gives detailed results summarising the mean and standard deviation
(shown after the ± sign) of the GPP ratio over 100 runs of each of the 72 exper-
iments. The table is organised into four parts according to the four tournament
sizes. Within each part, population sizes are shown as rows and problems are
shown as columns. For example, the first cell of the top-left part of the table
shows that, for the symbolic regression problemwith a tournament size of 20 and
a population size of 100, on average, only 15.13% of programs are GPPs amongst
the total evaluated programs.
Table 4.16: Average ratio of GPPs to all programs evaluated (%).
Pop Regression BUPA Vehicle Regression BUPA Vehicle
Size tournament size 20 tournament size 10
100 15.13 ± 7.89 10.70± 6.99 12.52 ± 6.95 16.95 ± 7.69 13.25 ± 8.04 15.64 ± 7.28
200 13.62 ± 7.06 10.33± 6.03 11.55 ± 6.38 15.09 ± 7.02 12.47 ± 6.04 13.09 ± 6.14
500 9.25 ± 4.71 7.72 ± 4.14 8.91 ± 4.77 12.50 ± 5.19 9.78 ± 3.98 11.11 ± 4.28
1000 8.90 ± 4.18 6.86 ± 3.44 6.68 ± 2.98 11.95 ± 4.46 8.14 ± 3.47 10.35 ± 3.67
2000 6.85 ± 3.55 5.48 ± 3.17 4.92 ± 2.37 9.40 ± 4.01 7.99 ± 2.62 9.25 ± 2.47
5000 3.89 ± 3.22 3.99 ± 2.14 4.35 ± 1.77 6.46 ± 3.88 7.42 ± 2.53 8.86 ± 2.11
tournament size 4 tournament size 1
100 23.30 ± 7.41 18.69± 7.60 22.53 ± 7.65 30.78 ± 14.20 30.97± 14.81 33.30 ± 13.09
200 23.40 ± 5.68 19.82± 6.71 22.41 ± 5.44 29.41 ± 15.62 29.29± 13.17 32.67± 12.91
500 23.20 ± 4.97 19.11± 5.17 21.31 ± 4.50 26.49 ± 15.55 28.74± 14.91 27.86± 15.92
1000 22.90 ± 4.15 18.81± 4.94 21.01 ± 4.56 23.76 ± 16.64 24.04± 15.45 31.56± 14.05
2000 19.20 ± 6.05 19.56± 4.64 21.71 ± 3.53 25.03 ± 16.36 26.22± 14.18 30.95± 15.09
5000 16.38 ± 6.77 18.38± 4.85 21.44 ± 3.42 21.10 ± 15.94 23.02± 15.41 32.51± 14.02
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Figure 4.6 illustrates several randomly-chosen sample runs from the experi-
ments of the three problems for each of the six population sizeswith the arbitrarily-
chosen tournament size of 20. There are six charts in the figure corresponding to
the six different population sizes respectively. Each chart shows a run for each of
the three problems, where the dash line stands for Regression, the thin solid line
stands for BUPA, and the thick solid line stands for Vehicle.
































































































































































































Figure 4.6: Example runs with tournament size 20 for Regression, BUPA, and
Vehicle problems using six different population sizes.
From a preliminary consideration of this data, it is clear that many of the eval-
uated programs do not contribute to the best program in a run. For random se-
lection (tournament size of 1) the GPP ratio can frequently rise to about 46%5, but
5The highest average ratio marked bold in the table is 33.30% and the corresponding standard
deviation is 13.09%. Supposing the GPP ratio follows the normal distribution, statistically about
84.1% of runs have the GPP ratio below 33.30% + 13.09% ≈ 46%.
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with some parent selection pressure (tournament size of 4), this drops to below
30%, even with small population sizes. With large populations and high parent
selection pressure (large tournament sizes), the GPP ratio dropped below 10% for
most runs. Therefore, there are many programs whose fitness was evaluated “un-
necessarily”. Being able to identify these programs before evaluating their fitness
could reduce the total fitness evaluation cost very significantly.
It is also clear that the GPP ratio varies with different parameters. To explore
the effect of tournament size, population size, and problem difficulty, Figure 4.7
presents a plot of the GPP ratios against population size for each problem cate-
gory and for each tournament size. Further examination of this data led to the
relationships discussed below.
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Figure 4.7: Average GPP ratio against population size for each problem and tour-
nament size.
4.7.4.2 GPP ratio and tournament size
The four lines in each graph of Figure 4.7 clearly show that the GPP ratio de-
creases with increasing tournament size for all problems and all population sizes.
Bivariate Correlation Analysis gives a strong negative correlation (r = −0.852)
between tournament size and the GPP ratio, and the correlation is significant at a
0.01 level. Hence the relationship between the GPP ratio and tournament size is
statistically supported.
This is because bigger tournament sizes decrease the chance of any low fitness
program winning a tournament and contributing to the next generation. The
ancestors of the next generation are likely to be confined to a small set of high
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fitness programs, many of which will win multiple tournaments and dominate
the new population, and hence constrain the set of GPPs to be small relative to
the whole population.
Interestingly, of the four different tournament sizes, the results demonstrate
that size 4 has a special characteristic: the GPP ratios across different population
sizes in experiments with the tournament size 4 are more stable than those in ex-
periments with other tournament sizes on all three problems. This suggests that a
tournament size around 4 may be able to provide a more consistent evolutionary
process, regardless of population size, than any of the other tournament sizes.
This is probably why tournament size 4 has been very commonly used in many
applications.
4.7.4.3 GPP ratio and population size
The relationship between the GPP ratio and population size is not as clear as that
between the GPP ratio and tournament size from Figure 4.7. Bivariate correlation
gives a correlation coefficient of −0.219 and the significance level is 0.065, indi-
cating a less robust negative correlation between the GPP ratio and population
size. However, the negative correlation between the GPP ratio and population
size is much stronger for larger tournaments (20 or 10) across all three problems.
For the smaller tournaments (4 or 1), the lines are either fluctuating or almost flat.
The results suggest that there is a negative correlation between the GPP ratio and
population size but the correlation is masked at small tournament sizes.
This might be because larger populations can provide more diverse genetic
material, which helps the search find solutions within smaller number of genera-
tions, leading to lower ratios of GPPs. However further investigation needs to be
carried out.
4.7.4.4 GPP ratio and problem difficulty
As stated in section 4.7.3, Regression, BUPA and Vehicle represent three levels
of difficulties — low, medium and high. Figure 4.7 shows no clear relationship
between the GPP ratio and problem difficulty. Furthermore, Bivariate Correlation
Analysis yields a correlation coefficient of 0.044 (where 0means no correlation at
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all) and insignificant at the 0.717 level (where the significance level should be less
than 0.05). Therefore no correlation was suggested between the GPP ratio and
problem difficulty in our experiments.
The result is surprising. Assuming a given problem is very easy and a perfect
solution can be found in the initial population of size 1000, the GPP ratio will be
0.1%. On the other hand, assuming a given problem is very hard and the search
keeps finding better solutions but fails to find the optimal solution when reaching
the predefined maximum number of generations, the GPP ratio will be certainly
higher than 0.1%. Therefore, the problem difficulty should have impact on the
GPP ratio.
Possible explanations for the result are:
• The three problems represent only a small sample of coarse levels of prob-
lem difficulties, and may not be sufficient to yield a sound correlation.
• The correlation with problem difficulty may be masked by other factors,
including other uninvestigated genetic parameters, effectiveness of fitness
functions, and effectiveness of genetic operators.
Therefore further experiments are required to determine whether there is any
correlation between problem difficulty.
The analysis of the ratio of the GPPs shows that a small fraction of programs
amongst the total evaluated programs in a run are ancestors of the best pro-
gram. With high selection pressure and large population sizes, the fraction can be
smaller than 4% of total programs in some cases. Even with no selection pressure,
the fraction can be as low as 33% in average. The results show that it is worth try-
ing to identify and use GPPs to significantly reduce fitness evaluation cost in the
parent selection phase.
As GP is a stochastic search algorithm, we do not expect to find clear rules for
identifying GPPs. While identifying GPPs prior to the fitness evaluation is diffi-
cult, it might be feasible to identify correlates of GPPs and develop mechanisms
to use the correlates in the parent selection phase.
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4.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter has investigated ways to improve the efficiency of tournament se-
lection for parents. It introduced Ejit, which was based on the not-sampled char-
acteristic of the standard tournament selection, followed by an analysis of its lim-
itations. It presented a simple but novel population clustering algorithm — the
heuristic fitness-case-equivalence population clustering algorithm — for GP in
order to take the advantage of the clustering tournament selection. The effective-
ness as well as the limitations of the algorithm has been illustrated through the
experimental analyses. The limitations of Ejit and the population clustering algo-
rithm motivated another thought about minimising the fitness evaluations in the
tournament selection for parents. Therefore, this chapter also conducted an initial
analysis on the feasibility of using GPPs to minimise the fitness evaluation cost
in the tournament selection for parents. The detailed outcomes are as follows.
• Ejit avoids the evaluations of not-sampled individuals to reduce the fitness
evaluation cost for standard tournament selection. Unlike EMS-EA and BC-
EA, it does not require any extra memory, or any pre- or post-processes. In
Ejit, the decision on which program should be evaluated arises naturally
from using a passive evaluation order. Ejit is expected to provide savings
about 37%, 14%, 5%, 1.8% and 0.7% for tournament size 1 to 5 respec-
tively. The expectation was verified by the experiment results. Although
Ejit works only with standard tournament selection and provides only lim-
ited saving for larger tournament sizes, its features make it significantly at-
tractive for hard problems that require very low parent selection pressure.
• The potential of usefulness of the heuristic fitness-case-equivalence popu-
lation clustering algorithm has been illustrated via the SymReg problem.
However, this did not work well for BinCla because it is not necessary to
precisely cluster a population into fitness-case-equivalences. Developing a
more robust (or fuzzier) fitness-case-equivalence population clustering al-
gorithm together with the clustering tournament selection is a promising
direction to improve the efficiency of the tournament selection for parents
and is worth further investigation.
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• The heuristic fitness-case-equivalence population clustering algorithm seems
to be inappropriate for EvePar and other Boolean problems, where there are
only two program outputs (true or false) that are not sufficient for clustering
a population properly. To overcome the problem, the genotype population
clustering algorithm has been proposed and tested. The experimental re-
sults show that with the genotype population clustering algorithm, not only
can the clustering tournament selection be used to significantly improve the
search performance under high parent selection pressure, but also the sav-
ing on the number of fully-evaluated programs can be considerably greater
than Ejit for large tournament sizes. The literature reveals there are many
other genotype related measurements [25, 44, 60, 120, 132] that can be used
to cluster a population, and that are worthy of further investigation.
• A framework was developed to gather information on GPPs. A series of
experiments was conducted to test the hypothesis that only a small fraction
of programs amongst the total evaluated programs in a run are ancestors
of the best program. The analysis of the ratio of the GPPs shows that with
high parent selection pressure and large population sizes the hypothesis
clearly holds. The number of GPPs is smaller than 4% of the total evalu-
ated programs in some cases. The analysis of the relationships between the
GPP ratio and three factors —tournament size, population size, and prob-
lem difficulty — show that the GPP ratio is strongly influenced negatively
by tournament size, and also by population size but less strongly, but is not
influenced by problem difficulty.
It was surprising that there was no evidence for a correlation between the GPP
ratio and problem difficulty in the experiments. Future work could choose more
problems representing finer difficulty levels in order to further investigate the
relationship between the GPP ratio and problem difficulty.
While it seems that so far it would be challenging to develop a new approach
that can identify the GPPs directly in advance, thus avoiding the fitness evalu-
ations on non-GPPs, it would be worth making further effort to explore ways
to identify the correlates of GPPs, as once it can be done, the fitness evaluation
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cost can be reduced as much as possible without affecting the effectiveness of the
current GP system.
Part II






The first part of this thesis focused on tournament selection to investigate strate-
gies to control parent selection pressure and ways to reduce the computational
cost in the parent selection phase. The second part of this thesis focuses on off-
spring selection to investigate impacts of offspring selection on the overall GP
search performance and heuristics for constraining offspring search space based
on program structure.
This chapter firstly makes the assumption that there exist constructive opera-
tors, which can result in good offspring directly without extra computational cost,
and therefore introduce offspring selection pressure and reduce the stochastic na-
ture of GP. It then presents a set of experiments to investigate the impact of such
constructive operators on the overall GP performance and to investigate how to
properly configure the selection pressure between the parent and offspring selec-
tion.
Since only simulations of constructive operators using local search are used
rather than real constructive operators themselves, this chapter then considers
the extra computational cost required in the simulated constructive operators and
presents another set of experiments to investigate whether the extra cost is worth-
while in the context of a resource-limited GP search, and how intensive the local
search should be.
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5.1 Introduction
In the standard GP algorithm, there is no offspring selection; selection pressure is
applied only in the selection of parents and the offspring produced is put into the
next generation without selection. With the standard breeding process of the GP
algorithm, exploring new states in the “neighbourhood”1 search space of current
states can be viewed as a set of random walks.
However, the number of possible offspring in the immediate neighbourhood
of any chosen parents is large, and a large fraction of these offspring will not
constitute improvement over the parents [133, 134]. Therefore, even an increased
number of usages of good parents under high parent selection pressure could still
be insufficient to provide a good chance of finding good offspring.
One approach to overcoming this problem is to increase the chance of gener-
ating improved offspring from parents by using customised constructive genetic
operators that avoid generating worse offspring altogether. However, designing such
operators can be difficult and is likely to be domain-dependent.
An alternative, simpler, and domain-independent approach is to allow the
selected parents to produce more offspring via crossover or mutation and to inte-
grate variants of local search techniques into a many-offspring breeding process
to search for good offspring [64, 97, 114, 115, 178, 182], replacing the standard
breeding process by the many-offspring breeding process. The crossover and
mutation operators in the many-offspring breeding process are not strictly con-
structive operators. At most they can be viewed as simulated constructive op-
erators that produce the same outcomes as constructive operators but will have
to generate a large number of poor offspring in the search for good offspring in
successor states.
However, the use of simulated constructive operators in the breeding process
alters the standard GP search algorithm by increasing the selection pressure to-
wards good offspring and further reducing the stochastic nature of the GP search.
Although there are some promising results of the use of simulated constructive
operators from the literature, it is still not exactly clear how increasing selection
1The distance between these states may be very large.
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pressure in the breeding process affects the overall GP search performance. This
is because, in general, increasing selection pressure tends to confine the search
process, speed up the loss of population diversity, and lead the search to prema-
ture convergence or other undesirable situations. It is necessary to explore the
actual effect of the offspring selection in combination with parent selection.
The key element in simulated constructive operators is local search. The more
intensive the local search, the greater the selection pressure in the choice of off-
spring, and the smaller the stochastic element in the breeding process: a very
intensive search can generate the best possible offspring of given parents; a less
intensive search that only considers part of the neighbourhood will have a greater
stochastic element and may generate offspring that are good but not the best pos-
sible. From the literature, most approaches use partial local searches that consider
only subsets of the immediate neighbourhood of the chosen parents. Therefore,
it is important to understand what would happen if extending this to a complete
local search that considers all possible offspring.
As discussed in Chapter 2 (on page 39), crossover has remained the dominant
genetic operator in deriving optimal solutions. As a result, the second part of
this thesis will focus on crossover when conducting investigations and analyses
related to offspring selection.
5.2 Chapter Goals
This chapter aims to determine whether it is worth trying to design constructive
operators, and how offspring selection will affect the GP search performance.
There is no question that an intensive local search for good offspring of given
parents is expensive and will take resources away from exploring more possible
parents and more generations of programs. Therefore, in addition, this chapter
addresses the effectiveness of a many-offspring breeding process as a technique
in its own right as part of the GP process. It explores whether the cost of such
a local search can be worthwhile in the context of a resource-limited GP process,
and investigates the appropriate intensity of a local search in the breeding process
to maximise the performance of a GP system.
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5.3 Simulations of Constructive Crossover Operators
Investigating the research questions requires building at least two simulations
of a constructive crossover operator which embody different intensities of local
search. One simulation mimics an “ideal” constructive crossover operator that
produces the best offspring for a given pair of parents. The simulation consid-
ers all possible ways of recombining two chosen parents to produce all possible
offspring, then evaluates them, and keeps two offspring with the best fitness val-
ues but throws away the others. We refer to it as Full Xover. It is similar to the
brood recombination crossover [178] but does not have a brood size to restrict
the search of good offspring. A second simulation mimics a partial constructive
crossover operator that produces good offspring but not necessarily the best for
a given pair of parents. It chooses a crossover point randomly in one parent P1
but considers all nodes in the other parent P2 to produce possible offspring, then
evaluates them, and keeps the top two. It is similar to the context-aware crossover
operator [115] but has no constraint on depth while choosing possible crossover
points in P2. We refer to it as Partial Xover. Both simulations focus on optimising
the immediate offspring’s fitness — problem-solving quality — but Partial Xover
contains some stochastic elements while Full Xover completely eliminates them.
5.4 Experiment Design
To investigate the effect of including offspring selection pressure in GP search,
our experiments consider six different combinations of selection pressure illus-
trated in Figure 5.1. The selection of parent programs has two options, either
without selection pressure by using a random parent selection process, or with
selection pressure, as in the standard GP algorithm. The selection of offspring
in the breeding process can have three levels of selection pressure: no selection
pressure in the standard breeding process, or weak selection pressure using Par-
tial Xover, or strong selection pressure using Full Xover.
The experiments explore the consequences of the six different combinations
on three different domains— EvePar, SymReg, and BinCla (see page 76 for details

























































Figure 5.1: Six GP systems according to configurations of selection pressure on
parent selection and offspring selection.
about the problems, the fitness functions, and the terminal and function sets.).
5.4.1 Genetic parameters
The genetic parameters are the same for all three problems. The ramped half-and-
half method is used to create new programs with the maximum depth of four.
The population size is 100. The crossover rate and the reproduction rate are 95%
and 5%. For ease of analysis, the mutation operator is not used. The maximum
size of a program is 50 nodes based on some initial experimental results.
Standard tournament selection is used to select parents. Selection pressure on
the parent selection is switched on or off by setting the tournament size to 4 or 1
respectively. Tournament size of 4 is chosen based on empirical search. We expect
these settings to provide a neutral environment when conducting performance
comparisons. We also apply a selection policy for selecting parents and selecting
offspring in Partial Xover and Full Xover. The selection policy consists of three
measures: fitness value, number of nodes, and depth of tree. The three measures
are applied sequentially in order to select a program with a shallower tree depth
and a smaller number of nodes if its fitness value is the same as its competitors.
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5.4.2 Experiment configuration
We performed two sets of experiments with different termination criteria. The
first set of experiments (Exp1) treats the simulated constructive crossover oper-
ators as if they were real constructive operators, so that the cost of performing
the local search for the best offspring is ignored. The runs are terminated when
the number of generations reaches the pre-definedmaximum of 51 (including the
initial generation), or the problem has been solved.
Computational resources include memory and CPU time. The simulated con-
structive crossover operators do not require extra memory but do require a large
amount of CPU time to generate and test offspring. As a result, the second set
of experiments (Exp2), takes into account the cost of the local search, and termi-
nates the runs when the total CPU time (seconds) exceeds a pre-defined limit, or
the problem has been solved. The time limits were determined from analysis of
the results in Exp1.
We ran experiments comparing GP systems with and without parent selection
pressure using the standard crossover operator, the simulated partial crossover
operator and the simulated ideal crossover operator respectively for each of the
three problems. Each experiment repeated the whole evolutionary process 100
times independently.
In Exp1, an additional termination criterion is applied to BinCla as an overfit-
ting prevention strategy. We split the original BinCla data randomly and equally
into a training data set, a validation data set and a test data set. Selection of the
best program in a population is based on its fitness on the training data set as the
fittest program in the corresponding generation. The fitness values of the best
program on the training data set and the validation data set within a moving
window of size 15 are monitored to detect overfitting. The window size of 15
is chosen based on empirical search. A run terminates when the training fitness
of the latest generation in the window has not been improved over the window.
The run also terminates when the validation fitness of the latest generation in the
window is not better than that of the earliest generation in the window, indicating
an occurrence of overfitting. For a run which stops according to the strategy, we
examine the window and select a generation where the fitness on the validation
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set is the best in the window. The corresponding test fitness value is used as the
performance measure of the run.
For Exp2, the search is expected to continue until it exceeds the given CPU
time. The earlier stopping strategy used in Exp1 for preventing overfitting would
be inappropriate in Exp2. As cross validation is a common technique to reduce
the dangers of overfitting [160], 10-fold cross validation is used for BinCla with
attempts to ensure class labels are evenly distributed. The performance measure
of a run is the average of the best test fitness value over 10 folds.
5.5 Results and Discussions: Exp1
5.5.1 Effectiveness
Table 5.1: Performance of systems using 3 different crossover modes
with/without selection pressure in Exp1.
GP Parent Xover EvePar SymReg BinCla
Systems Selection Mode Failure RMS Error Test Error Rate (%)
Sys1 standard 100% 62.5 ± 3.5 16.4 ± 7.3
Sys2 On partial 88% 58.5 ± 3.3 10.9 ± 4.7
Sys3 full 77% 58.8 ± 5.7 9.7 ± 4.3
Sys4 standard 100% 65.4 ± 1.0 16.2 ± 6.3
Sys5 Off partial 91% 55.4 ± 2.9 8.5 ± 2.6
Sys6 full 0% 37.2 ± 5.7 6.7 ± 2.4
Table 5.1 shows the performance measures of the first set of experiments.
When parent selection pressure is switched on, GP systems using Partial and Full
Xover (Sys2 and Sys3) outperform the GP system using the standard crossover
operator (Sys1). The performances in Sys2 and Sys3 are noticeably different in
EvePar but quite similar in SymReg and BinCla.
From the results, it seems that reducing stochastic elements in the breeding
process does not have negative effects and the constructive crossover operator
is effective. This observation matches those made by proponents of a many-
offspring breeding process.
However, interesting results are obtained after comparing the performances
of the GP systems with and without parent selection pressure:
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• Sys1 and Sys4, using the standard crossover operator, have the similarworst
performance on all three problems.
• For EvePar, Sys2 and Sys5 have similar failure rates, but Sys2 is slightly
lower than Sys5. Sys6 using Full Xover without parent selection pressure is
much better than Sys3. All 100 runs successfully found the optimal solution
in Sys6.
• For SymReg and BinCla, Sys5 and Sys6 are better than Sys2 and Sys3 re-
spectively.
• Overall, the best performance is obtained by Sys6 using the simulated ideal
constructive crossover operator without parent selection pressure.
These results suggest that premature convergence may occur more often in
Sys3 than that in Sys6. To confirm this, we examined the index of the generation
where the best-of-run appeared for the first time for Sys3 and Sys6. The results are
illustrated in Table 5.2. We realised that, for instance in EvePar, the index in Sys3
(µ = 14, σ = 7) is much earlier than that in Sys6 (µ = 21, σ = 6), indicating that
the GP system with parent selection pressure causes the search to end up with
premature convergence more often if stochastic elements are completely removed
in the breeding process. Similar phenomena occurred in SymReg and BinCla as
well.
Table 5.2: The average index of generation where the best-of-run appeared first
time in Sys3 and Sys6 in Exp1.
GP Systems EvePar SymReg BinCla
Sys3 14 ± 7 12 ± 6 6 ± 4
Sys6 21 ± 6 47 ± 4 16 ± 6
The maximum number of generations stopping criterion in Exp1 can be seen
as setting a limited number of movements in a search process. In this situation, it
is better to carefully make a wise movement for each step. The problem-solving
quality can be significantly improved generation by generation by always mov-
ing to the fittest status, indicating that the hill-climbing metaphor can be applied
in the GP search algorithm to improve its performance. If we could have an ideal
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constructive crossover operator (not a simulated one so that there is no expen-
sive cost of generating and testing poor offspring), we should certainly use it
to replace the standard blind random crossover operator, and most importantly,
we should certainly remove selection pressure from the parent selection. On the
other hand, if we do not have the ideal constructive crossover operator and have
to use the expensive generate-and-test process to find good offspring, but the
effectiveness is critical and the efficiency can be less important, we should also
replace the standard breeding process and turn off the parent selection pressure.
5.5.2 Efficiency
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Figure 5.2: Boxplot of CPU time consumed in systems in Exp1.
Figure 5.2 shows the boxplots of CPU time consumed by 100 runs in each of
the GP systems for the three problems. It is clear that the systems using Full
Xover required much more CPU time than the others as they needed to evaluate
a huge number of offspring.
In EvePar, 77 runs in Sys3 using the Full Xover with parent selection pressure
switched on must keep searching until the 51st generation, while all runs in Sys6
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with parent selection pressure switched off stop early as optimal solutions are
found. Therefore it is not surprising that runs in Sys3 consumed much more time
than those in Sys6.
In SymReg, as all runs stop at the 51st generation, we expected a similar
amount of CPU time consumed for runs in systems using the same crossover
mode. However, runs in Sys3 surprisingly consumed less time than those in
Sys6. We then calculated the number of programs evaluated during evolution
in Sys3 and Sys6 and found that the number of evaluated programs in Sys3
(µ = 1.00× 106, σ = 0.58× 106) is much smaller than that in Sys6 (µ = 2.14× 106,
σ = 0.27 × 106). This is because parent selection pressure forces the search to
focus on fit and smaller size programs. The positive effect is that the system
controls the code bloat by effectively filtering out programs containing introns.
Therefore, in Sys3, with smaller program size, the number of offspring evaluated
is also smaller than that in Sys6 because the local search space is much smaller
with smaller programs, resulting in less CPU time used. However, a side effect is
that the system also abandons currently unfit subprograms that possibly will be
useful later and reduces the population diversity.
In BinCla, due to the use of the overfitting preventing strategy, runs often stop
before the 51st generation. The average total number of generations used over 100
runs in Sys3 (µ = 19, σ = 3) is much smaller than that in Sys6 (µ = 29, σ = 6).
When considering the problem-solving quality of Sys3, the smaller number of
generations used is possibly due to the early occurrences of local optima. There-
fore it is not surprising that runs in Sys3 consumed less CPU time than those in
Sys6.
5.6 Exp2
The comparisons and suggestions in terms of the effectiveness made above are
based on the assumption that we have a constructive crossover operator which
can directly produce a better or the best offspring without extra computational
cost. Thus the actual computational resources required by the simulated con-
structive operators were irrelevant. The second set of experiments are intended
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to investigate the value of the many-offspring breeding process in the absence of
a real constructive crossover operator, and have to take this cost into account.
5.6.1 Determining time limits
Sys6 took the largest amount of CPU time in Exp1. To determine appropriate time
limits for the runs in the second set of experiments, we identified the maximum
CPU time taken by Sys6 for each of the problems in the first set of experiments,
ignoring the outlier runs. On the basis, the CPU time limits in Exp2 are 400,
1200, and 2000 seconds for each run in EvePar, SymReg, and BinCla, respectively.
For BinCla, as 10-fold cross validation is used, each fold is assigned an equal
amount of CPU time (200 seconds). As a 16.40% classification error rate is the
worst performance on average in Exp1, the value is used as the threshold in the
pruning algorithm in Exp2.
5.6.2 Results
Table 5.3 shows the performance measures of the second set of experiments. For
EvePar, runs may terminate before completely consuming the given upper bound
CPU time as a result of finding optimal solutions. Therefore, an additional mea-
sure, actual time, is used for EvePar to measure the actual CPU time in seconds
consumed in total. For SymReg and BinCla, there is no optimal solution found
and all runs terminate when exceeding the allowed CPU time, so the actual time
measure is omitted.
Table 5.3: Performance of systems using 3 different crossover modes
with/without parent selection pressure in Exp2.
GP Parent Xover EvePar SymReg BinCla
Systems Selection Mode Failure Actual Time RMS Error Test Error
Sys1 standard 66% 299 ± 154 53.1 ± 7.6 8.5 ± 1.1
Sys2 On partial 68% 288 ± 167 58.6 ± 3.6 7.1 ± 1.0
Sys3 full 78% 338 ± 122 58.0 ± 5.8 7.2 ± 1.0
Sys4 standard 90% 370 ± 94 52.3 ± 5.2 6.9 ± 0.8
Sys5 Off partial 0% 21 ± 15 38.9 ± 5.0 4.1 ± 0.6
Sys6 full 4% 140 ± 86 37.3 ± 5.6 4.2 ± 0.6
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5.6.3 Parent selection pressure: on
When selection pressure is applied to the parent selection, surprisingly, the stan-
dard crossover operator is better than the simulated constructive crossover opera-
tors in EvePar and SymReg, and has only a slightly lower performance in BinCla.
This observation suggests that if sufficient search time is given, when selection
pressure is applied to the parent selection for crossover, there is no advantage in
using a many-offspring crossover to replace the standard blind random crossover
operator. In other words, the standard crossover operator works quite well in com-
parison to a simulated constructive crossover operator using local search.
This observation is different from the observation in Exp1 in the case of a real
constructive crossover operator. A possible explanation is that the selection pres-
sure on the parent selection removes some stochastic elements and then forces
the search to focus on a smaller region. When stochastic elements, which are nec-
essary in order to find global optima, are further removed in the many-offspring
breeding process, the search will eventually end up at local optima. In contrast,
the standard breeding process keeps some stochastic elements which help the
search escape local optima in a limited amount of search time.
5.6.4 Parent selection pressure: off
When parent selection pressure is switched off, Sys5 and Sys6 both produce sig-
nificant performance improvements. In EvePar, Sys5 outperforms the other two,
not only by the zero percent failure rate, but also by the much shorter CPU time
consumed (about 21 seconds on average). Note that the failure rates in Sys6 are
different between Exp1 and Exp2. This is possibly because some outliers in Exp1
require more CPU time to complete their search but the CPU time set in Exp2
terminates those outliers before they find optimal solutions. In the other two
problems, Partial Xover and Full Xover have similar performance.
The results suggest that when stochastic elements are fully preserved in select-
ing parents, it is necessary to conduct an intensive search in the successor states of
chosen parents in order to remove the stochastic elements and make good move-
ments so that the search will act differently from a completely random search.
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The results for EvePar suggest using Partial Xover instead of Full Xover. One
possible explanation is that for the search to make as many movements as pos-
sible within the given time frame, it would be better merely to look at a subset
of all possible movements so that a larger number of less perfect movements can
reach the goal faster than a smaller number of perfect movements. But the subset
has to be sufficient large to cover most important movements. The results sug-
gest Partial Xover may lead the search into an optimal subset of successor states.
From the exploration vs. exploitation [42] point of view, Full Xover spends most
of its time exploiting the known genetic material and less time exploring other
potential useful search space. Therefore, if a tight time-frame is given, it may of-
ten fail. To confirm this, we chose a new boundary of 55 seconds, which is only
about two standard deviations away from the mean in Sys5, and re-examined
the failure rates in Sys5 and Sys6. With the new time boundary, Full Xover rose
from 4% to 89% runs, exceeding the time limit without finding optimal solutions,
while Partial Xover had only about 4% runs that failed. The standard crossover
is exactly opposite to Full Xover. It puts too much effort into exploring the search
space and little effort into exploiting the known genetic material; thus it also fails.
5.6.5 Overall
From comparing the performances of GP systems with and without selection
pressure applied to parent selection, we conclude that for EvePar, the perfor-
mance of Sys4 is the worst, but for SymReg and BinCla, it is slightly better than
or comparable with Sys1, Sys2, and Sys3 where parent selection pressure was
turned on. This observation suggests that, if enough search time is given, a ran-
dom (beam) search on parent selection can have a similar problem-solving quality
to GP systems with selection pressure applied to the parent selection.
We also conclude that Sys5 and Sys6 are outstanding in all six systems. The re-
sults strongly suggest that if we intend to use a many-offspring crossover instead
of the standard one, we should remove the selection pressure from the parent
selection to avoid premature convergence in order to gain further performance
improvement.
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Table 5.4: Performance of systems with population size of 1000 using 3 different
crossover modes.
GP Parent Xover EvePar SymReg BinCla
Systems Selection Mode Failure Actual Time RMS Error Test Error
Sys1 standard 20% 125 ± 155 45.2 ± 7.0 5.3 ± 0.7
Sys2 On partial 10% 70 ± 113 45.5 ± 4.7 4.0 ± 0.7
Sys3 full 46% 381 ± 45 40.8 ± 4.4 4.0 ± 0.5
5.6.6 Further discussion
It might be argued that it is not necessary to turn off the parent selection pressure
when using a many-offspring breeding process, since the population diversity
could be easily maintained by increasing the population size while keeping se-
lection pressure on the parent selection. To verify whether this argument is true,
we conducted another set of experiments for Sys1, Sys2, and Sys3. In the third
set of experiments, the population size was increased from 100 to 1000; other pa-
rameters and stopping criteria, including the CPU time settings, were the same
as those in Exp2. Table 5.4 lists the results.
By comparing the performances of corresponding GP systems in Tables 5.3
and 5.4, it is clear that the problem-solving qualities are improved with a larger
population size. However, by also considering the performances of Sys5 and Sys6
in Table 5.3, it is clear that, within the same CPU time limit, the improvements
obtained by increasing the population size by a factor of 10 are not as significant
as, or are very similar to, those obtained by just switching off parent selection
pressure.
Note that population diversity could bemaintained bymutation. Using a high
mutation rate such as 20% might provide different results. It would be necessary
to consider mutation operators in further work.
5.7 Chapter Summary
Stochastic elements exist in both the parent selection process and the breeding
process. Some stochastic elements need to be removed in order to distinguish
the genetic search algorithm from a random search algorithm. On the other hand
some stochastic elements must be retained in order to prevent the genetic search
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from being confined in local optima or converging prematurely.
Selection pressure on the parent selection removes some stochastic elements.
After local search techniques are integrated into the breeding process, stochastic
elements are further eliminated. The change was suggested as effective in the
literature [64, 97, 114, 115, 178, 182]. However, this chapter obtained different
results after investigating six GP systems involving two simulations of construc-
tive crossover operators with/without parent selection pressure. The detailed
outcomes are follows:
• Increasing the selection pressure towards good offspring is better than ran-
domly generating offspring. It is worth trying to develop constructive op-
erators. However, the parent selection pressure should be reduced in order
to take the advantage of the offspring selection and to significantly improve
the GP search. Otherwise, premature convergence may often occur. Our
experimental results show that it is better to apply selection pressure to off-
spring selection than to parent selection.
• In the context of a resource-limited GP process, if stochastic elements are
minimised or optimised in the parent selection process, for instance tun-
ing the tournament size, it is better to keep some stochastic elements in the
breeding process, for instance using the standard blind random crossover
operator. On the other hand, if stochastic elements are minimised or op-
timised in the breeding process, for instance performing enough intensive
searching in successor states of chosen parents, then it is better to keep some
stochastic elements in the parent selection process, for instance selecting
parents randomly for crossover. Stochastic elements cannot be removed in
both parent selection process and breeding process.
• The effectiveness of a many-offspring breeding process as a technique in its
own right as part of the GP process has been demonstrated in the context of
a resource-limited GP process when the parent selection pressure is turned
off. Further, using a larger population size with parent selection pressure is
not better than using smaller population size without parent selection when
using either Partial or Full Xover.
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• When no selection pressure is applied to parent selection, a proper level of
local search intensity can be expressed by Partial Xover instead of the ex-
haustive Full Xover in our experiments. Further investigations are required
in order to make a more general conclusion.
Overall, if offspring selection is applied, no matter whether real constructive
crossover operators or their simulations are used, the parent selection pressure
needs to be reduced in order to obtain significant search performance improve-
ment.
This chapter investigated only the crossover operator in the context of many-
offspring breeding. In the future, similar studies on mutation, as well as the use
of a combination of crossover and mutation, should be conducted in order to
provide a complete picture.
From the literature, the commonest method for searching good offspring is
generate-and-test, which is very expensive. In order to make the use of offspring
selection more beneficial, it would be really useful to have heuristics that can be
applied to reduce the offspring search space. The next chapter will address this
topic.
Chapter 6
Constraining Offspring Search Space
This chapter continues to focus on crossover to investigate heuristics for improv-
ing the efficiency of searching good offspring. It firstly presents several simula-
tions of the optimal crossover operator. It then analyses these simulations with
a focus on the depth of crossover point and the substituted subtree size to deter-
mine whether any patterns exist. Finally it presents some heuristics that could be
used to reduce the offspring search space.
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter showed that performing offspring selection with a bias to-
wards better fitness offspring after randomly selecting parents was preferable to
other combinations of parent and offspring selection strategies. However, the
offspring search space for a given pair of parents could be enormously large. In
the case of crossover, the size is limited — its maximum is just the product of
the numbers of nodes in each parent — but finding good crossover points is still
very expensive. In the literature, a common approach to finding good crossover
points is the generate-and-test method. The method is really time consuming
and takes lots of resources on a large fraction of poor offspring, although some
researchers proposed to use a fraction of training data for offspring fitness evalu-
ation [4, 178, 56]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop some good heuristics that
can be used to locate good crossover points, or at least eliminate bad crossover
points, with minimal cost in the large offspring search space of given parents.
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One possible kind of heuristic is to constrain the syntax and types of swapped
subtrees [33, 40, 59, 66, 118] so that offspring search space can be reduced. An-
other approach is to apply constraints based on program structure, as in the large
number of studies related to depth and size controlling strategies in crossover
since the 1990s (see page 35). From the literature, while existing depth or size
control strategies can sometimes improve the GP performance, the number of
such different strategies is large and identifying a good strategy for efficiently
narrowing the set of candidate crossover points remains a challenging problem.
This chapter investigates heuristics for locating good crossover points from
a different angle. A desired characteristic of a really effective and efficient GP
search algorithm is that its GP search path can always reach the optimal solution
for a given problem and the path is the shortest. Therefore, in order to effec-
tively reduce the offspring search space, we should analyse the characteristics of
the optimal crossover operator that always chooses the crossover leading most di-
rectly to the optimal solution. We expect the behaviour patterns of the optimal
crossover operator to provide the best insight into good heuristics on program
structure for selecting crossover points in ordinary crossover operators.
Note that the optimal crossover operator should differ from the ideal construc-
tive crossover described in the previous chapter. An optimal crossover operator
produces good offspring in a global-wise manner, while an ideal constructive
crossover operator produces good offspring in a stepwise manner, that is, it con-
centrates on producing only good immediate offspring, which may not necessar-
ily lead to optimal solutions most directly.
6.2 Chapter Goals
This chapter focuses on two aspects of program structure, including the depth
of crossover point (DCP) and the substituted subtree size (SSS), and aims to in-
vestigate general heuristics for efficiently finding good offspring by constraining
crossover point selection structurally through the analysis of the characteristics
of optimal crossover operators.
The chapter firstly analyses the DCP in good crossover events and particularly
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addresses the following research questions:
• How should the DCP be adjusted in order to significantly improve GP per-
formance?
• Is there a certain range of depths where crossover points fall such that good
offspring can be consistently produced and consequently the overall GP
search performance can be optimised?
The chapter then examines the distributions of SSS in good crossover events
to investigate whether there are any patterns of the substituted subtree sizes.
In particular, it investigates whether good crossover events consistently involve
subtrees within certain size ranges. This is important because if such ranges of
subtree sizes exist, higher priorities can be assigned to subtrees whose sizes are
within the ranges and lower priorities can be assigned to subtrees with other
sizes. When searching in the offspring space for given parents, the search path
can follow the priorities to find good offspring instead of searching randomly or
exhaustively.
6.3 Our Approach
Ideally, to answer the research questions, we should analyse the behaviour of the
optimal crossover operator. However, the optimal crossover operator cannot be
implemented. The conceptually simplest simulation of the optimal crossover op-
erator is to perform an exhaustive search of all possible crossovers in an evolution
from an initial population and identify all the crossovers on the paths leading to
the optimal solution. This set of crossovers would contain all the steps that the
optimal crossover operator would follow, and we could then analyse DCP and
SSS on these steps.
However, an exhaustive search of all sets of crossovers is completely infeasi-
ble, even for the most trivial of problems. We therefore investigate a sequence of
approximations to the simulation of the optimal crossover operator. Each approx-
imation considers a large set of possible crossovers of each pair of parents, and
greedily chooses the best offspring. At the end of a run, we identify the parents
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and crossovers that contributed to the best solution found, on the assumption
that these are close to the crossovers that would be performed by the optimal
crossover operator. Our analysis will search for patterns in these crossovers.
Our simulated optimal crossover operators are inspired by brood recombi-
nation [178]. The operators produce offspring but consider a large number of
the possible crossover positions, including the root node, in two chosen parents
to produce children. For each parent, the operators then evaluate the children
that were obtained by substituting a subtree from the other parent into this par-
ent and retain the best-performing one, as measured by fitness. Therefore, the
two retained children would not necessarily be a pair of children produced by
swapping subtrees. This is also the reason that this chapter uses a more general
term substituted subtrees instead of the commonly used swapped subtrees. Since the
simulations consider only the fitness of the immediate offspring rather than the
fitness of the best descendant, they can be only approximations to the optimal
crossover operator.
The degree of approximation varies with the fraction of possible crossover
positions that are considered, which we refer to as the search intensity of the op-
erator. Obviously, Standard Xover has the lowest possible search intensity. The
simulated optimal crossover operator that considers all possible crossover po-
sitions (n × m if the parents have n and m nodes respectively) has the highest
search intensity (Full Xover). The other approximations choose only some of the
possible crossover positions in the two parents (P1 and P2):


















• Partial Xover, which considers one randomly-chosen node in P1 combined
with every node from P2 to generatem offspring.

















If the two parents have the same size of n nodes, then the search intensities of
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In this study, we split crossover events into four categories since the root of
a program tree is a potential crossover point. The first category is subtree-subtree,
which is the normal strict subtree to strict subtree replacement in crossover in
tree-based GP. The second category is root-root, where the offspring is produced
by using P2 to replace P1 or vice versa. It means that the crossover is effectively
the same as the copy operator. We term this type of crossover operation as copy-
like crossover operation. The third category is root-out, where the offspring is
produced by using a strict subtree from P2 to replace the entire P1 or using a
strict subtree from P1 to replace the entire P2. This is effectively the same as
promotion mutation in [163]. The fourth category is root-in, where the offspring is
produced by using the entire P2 to replace a strict subtree of P1 or using the entire
P1 to replace a strict subtree of P2. We term the three types of crossover events
involving parent program roots as root crossover events although they would not
be categorised as crossover according to the usual definition of crossover.
6.4 Experiment Design
Our experiments used the three problems, namely EvePar, SymReg, and BinCla,
which have been used in the previous chapters of this thesis. More details about
these three problems, the data sets, the fitness functions, the terminal sets, and
the function sets can be found on page 76.
The genetic parameters were the same for all three problems. The ramped
half-and-half method was used to create new programs with the maximumdepth
of four. The crossover rate and the copy rate were 95% and 5% respectively. Note
that for ease of analysis, the mutation operator was not used. The parent selection
scheme is tournament selection.
The population size was set to 500. To prevent code bloat, it is important to
limit the size of program trees. Because we investigated the effect of depth of
crossover points, we did not use the usual limit of a maximum tree depth, but
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instead limited the total number of nodes in trees. We used a limit of 31 nodes1.
These two parameters are based on empirical search for the given problems. Note
that hereafter, unless otherwise noted, the size of a program refers to the number
of nodes in the program.
We selected parent programs and offspring in the four approximations to the
optimal crossover operator based primarily on the fitness values. For competitors
having the same fitness value, we preferred the one with a shallower tree depth
and a smaller number of nodes.
We constructed five GP systems using Standard Xover and each of the four
approximations. Note that when the root of a parent program is a potential
crossover point, a GP system using Full Xover will ensure every individual in
the next generation is no worse than its parents, so the fitness of the generations
is non-decreasing.
The tournament size was set to four when using Standard Xover, based on
empirical search. It was set to one when using Full Xover in order to avoid pre-
mature convergence caused by parent selection pressure, based on our previous
work shown in Chapter 5. We also set the tournament size between one and four
for the other three systems according to their different search intensities, respec-
tively one, two, and two for Partial+, Partial, and Partial–, to get the best results
for each system.
The actual implementation of tournament selection used in the experiments
is the round-replacement tournament selection (see Section 3.6.1 on page 70) in-
stead of the standard tournament selection. This is because although there is no
significant difference between the round-replacement strategy and the standard
tournament selection for larger tournament sizes, the round-replacement tourna-
ment selection has some advantages for smaller tournament sizes.
An evolutionary process is terminatedwhen the number of generations reaches
the pre-defined maximum of 51 (including the initial generation), or the problem
has been solved (there is a program with a fitness of zero on the training data set),
or the error rate on the validation set starts to increase (for BinCla).
We ran experiments using the five GP systems for each of the three problems.
1Discussions of a large size limit will be covered in Section 6.9.
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For each experiment, we repeated the entire evolutionary process 50 times, inde-
pendently.
6.5 Effectiveness Comparison
The first step of the analysis compares the problem-solving quality of the five
GP systems in order to identify which approximation is closest to the optimal
crossover operator. We intentionally ignore the computational cost of fitness
evaluation, even though it is clear that the number of evaluations will vary enor-
mously across the different crossover operators, resulting in significantly differ-
ent computational cost. However, the different crossover operators are merely
different simulations of the optimal crossover operator, and the differing compu-
tational costs are associated with the differing accuracies of the simulations rather
than the actual computational cost if an optimal crossover operator were avail-
able. Therefore, the exact computational cost of fitness evaluation is not relevant
for this analysis.
Table 6.1 compares the performances of the five GP systems and Table 6.2 lists
the number of generations required in each experiment. The measures used here
are the same as those described on page 80. Briefly, the measures are the number
of failures, the RMS error, and the classification error rate on test data over 50
runs for EvePar, SymReg, and BinCla respectively.
Table 6.1: Performance comparison.
Xover EvePar SymReg BinCla
Mode Failure RMS Error Test Error Rate (%)
Standard 50 45.4 ± 6.5 5.2 ± 1.6
Partial– 48 39.1 ± 8.9 4.8 ± 1.5
Partial 19 22.4 ± 10.6 4.7 ± 1.5
Partial+ 0 6.5 ± 6.9 4.4 ± 1.3
Full 1 1.6 ± 2.3 4.5 ± 1.5
The tables show that the overall problem-solving quality increases as the search
intensity increases, alongwith the decreased parent selection pressure. For EvePar,
systems using Partial+ and Full Xover were approximately equally effective. Al-
most all runs in the two systems produced an optimal solution, but Full Xover
required significantly fewer generations and is therefore the best approximation
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Table 6.2: Number of generations required.
Xover Mode EvePar SymReg BinCla
Standard 38 ± 9 45 ± 6 18 ± 13
Partial– 38 ± 8 46 ± 5 16 ± 10
Partial 25 ± 8 40 ± 6 12 ± 9
Partial+ 22 ± 5 48 ± 2 13 ± 10
Full 12 ± 2 30 ± 4 7 ± 4
to the optimal crossover operator for EvePar. For SymReg, it is clear that Full
Xover outperformed others. For BinCla, systems using Partial+ and Full Xover
were as good as or better than the others. In addition, Full Xover required fewer
generations and is therefore the best approximation to the optimal crossover op-
erator for BinCla. Note that these performance comparison results assume the
appropriate choice of parent selection pressure configuration. Without random
parent selection, the greedy one-step search of Full Xover may lead GP search
into local optima (see page 147).
Also note that, in the experiments, Full Xover— the ideal constructive crossover
operator — happened to be the best approximation to the optimal crossover op-
erator. This may be due to several reasons, including no use of mutation, ap-
proximations at coarser levels, random parent selection, and other GP parameter
configurations. It would be necessary to do a further investigation to determine
the cause.
6.6 DCP Analysis
The next step of the analysis identifies patterns in DCP in the evolutionary pro-
cess leading to the best solutions. We first extract an approximation to the pro-
grams that would have been generated by the optimal crossover operator, and
then analyse the depths of the crossover points in the parents of each of these
programs.
Our logging system records every generated program along with an ID and,
if it is generated by crossover, the IDs of its parents, the position of the crossover
point in each of its parents, and the height of each of its parents. At the end of
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a run, we locate the best solution found in the run and then trace its ancestry all
the way back to the initial population, collecting all its ancestors. This ancestral
tree of GPPs (see page 124) represents the best approximation to the evolution
that would have been generated by an optimal crossover operator. Note that
as the root of a program tree can also be involved, a program can be generated
from replacing the entire parent P1 by the entire P2 or a strict subtree of P2. In
this case, P1 will not be considered as a GPP and the corresponding back tracing
branch will be terminated. Finally, we analyse the DCP in all the GPPs that were
generated by crossover.
Two measures are considered in the DCP analysis. One is called depth ratio.
The other is the absolute depth of crossover point.
Depth ratio is the height of a crossover point in a parent above the lowest
leaf nodes as a fraction of the depth of the lowest leaf node: (1 − d
D
) where d is
the depth of crossover point from the root and D is the maximum depth of the
parent tree. Therefore, a large value indicates that the crossover point is close
to the root of a tree (so a large fraction of the tree is being substituted), while a
small value indicates that the crossover point is close to the bottom of a tree. For
instance, if the maximum depths of two parents are 4 and 6 respectively, and the
crossover points are at depth 0 and 6 respectively, then the corresponding depth
ratios of crossover points are 100% and 0%, reflecting that the crossover point in
the first parent is the root node of the whole program tree and that in the second
parent is one of the bottom nodes of the whole program tree. Note that programs
in the initial population do not have a depth ratio since the initial population is
randomly generated.
6.6.1 Depth ratio analysis via boxplot
This section presents visualisations using boxplots of the distribution of depth
ratios in a population at each generation along evolution. Figure 6.1 illustrates
the distributions of depth ratios by generation along evolution in 50 runs for the
five GP systems (five rows) on the three problems (three columns). Thick red
bars indicate median values. Red plus signs refer to outliers. The plot starts from
generation one.



























































































































































































































































Figure 6.1: Distributions of depth ratios for GPPs involved in crossover along
evolution presented in boxplot. The parent size limit is 31 nodes. Thick red bars
indicate median values. Red plus signs refer to outliers.
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6.6.1.1 Standard and Partial- Xovers
The distribution of depth ratios at a generation in Standard Xover is predictable
since the crossover point selection has strong correlation with the program tree
shapes in the population. For instance, when creating GPPs in the first genera-
tion, the median value at the left-most box of each of the three charts at the first
rowwas zero, suggesting that at least 50% of crossover events occurred at the bot-
tom of their parent program trees for all three problems. This is because although
the population initialisation method was the ramped half-and-half method, the
maximum depth was set to only four (counted from zero), resulting in limited
possible tree variations and a very large number of full trees in the initial popu-
lation.
When using Standard Xover, an interesting case for SymReg is that the upper
quartile of the distribution of depth ratios for producing GPPs at generation 1
reached the roots of parent program trees (i.e. root crossover events), while it
was only around 65% for EvePar and BinCla. A possible reason is related to
the arities of functions included in the function set, which directly affected the
program tree shape. The function sets for EvePar and BinCla both included the
three-arity if function, binary functions and unary functions, while the function
set for SymReg included only four binary functions and three unary functions.
By analysing the tree shape of GPPs at the initial populations for SymReg, we
found that over 67% of GPPs had depths of only one or two. Half of these depth
one GPPs had only one node at depth one and the other half had two nodes
at depth one. With choosing crossover points randomly, this would result in at
least 25% of crossover events occurring at the roots of parent program trees. The
same shape analysis for EvePar and BinCla did not show a similar tree shape
distribution as in SymReg. The other interesting finding is that at the middle and
later stages of evolution, the bottoms of parent program trees appear to receive
little selection preference, which is inconsistent with [64]. Our initial explanation
was that this might be because, unlike [64], the experiments did not control code
bloat by limiting themaximumprogram depth, but it will be necessary to conduct
further investigation.
When using Partial- Xover, the distribution of depth ratios is very similar to
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that of Standard Xover for all the three problems respectively. A possible expla-
nation is that the maximum of 31 nodes in an individual gives an upper bound
of three crossover points for each parent program in Partial- Xover. This small
increase of number of crossover point selections appears unable to change the
distribution of depth ratios significantly compared with Standard Xover.
6.6.1.2 Partial, Partial+, and Full Xovers
As the search intensity increases significantly, the distributions of depth ratios
change noticeably for all the three problems. For Full Xover the distributions are
also noticeably different between the three problems.
At the early stage of evolution, the depth ratio is increasingly biased towards
the roots of parent programs for EvePar and BinCla as the search intensity in-
creases, and the bias becomes much stronger in Full Xover. For instance, for
EvePar almost all crossover points in the early generations are the roots of par-
ent programs, indicating that most of the parents cannot produce any offspring
that is better than themselves. Therefore, instead of leading the search to a worse
search space by choosing inappropriate crossover points for a given pair of par-
ents, simply retaining the corresponding search space by keeping parents in the
next generation seems to be a wise choice. However, the pattern is less clear for
SymReg.
At the middle and later stages of evolution, the depth ratio appears to be al-
most evenly distributed for SymReg and BinCla as the search intensity increases,
and the depth ratio is biased towards the roots of parent programs in Full Xover.
However, the pattern is less clear for EvePar. These results suggest that an effec-
tive depth-control strategy is problem-dependent and is also evolutionary stage-
dependent.
Since Partial and Partial+ Xovers are able to improve the GP search perfor-
mance noticeably for SymReg, the corresponding evenly-distributed depth ratios
at the middle stage of evolution appear to be evidence supporting the assignment
of equal probabilities to different depths.
Furthermore, we found that the distributions of depth ratios in the first four
GP systems are very similar to each other for SymReg and BinCla. However,
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the different performance changes in the four GP systems for SymReg and Bin-
Cla provided an interesting finding. For SymReg, large performance changes
occurred in the four GP systems, indicating that when selecting crossover points,
a slight change in average depth may be associated with a remarkable improve-
ment. In contrast to SymReg, the differences in performance between the four
GP systems for BinCla are not as significant, while the depth ratio distributions
have more variations in BinCla than in SymReg. This observation suggests that
sometimes there may be only slight performance improvement associated with
changes in average depth. To explore possible reasons, problem difficulty may
need to be taken into account. BinCla, on the one hand, seems to be a simple
problem as about 95% test accuracy can be reached by the GP system using Stan-
dard Xover. On the other hand, it seems to be very hard to do significantly better
than 95% because Full Xover can obtain only less than 1% improvement after
putting in a large amount of effort.
In summary, the results of depth ratio analysis via boxplot demonstrate that dis-
tributions of crossover points that give higher weight to nodes close to the root
of the tree than Standard Xover are associated with better performance but it is
not straightforward to develop the most effective depth-control strategy, which
is clearly problem-dependent and evolutionary stage-dependent. We also do not
know how much the intensive search strategies contribute to the performance
and whether depth control by itself is sufficient.
6.6.2 Issues of boxplot analysis
The above analyses via boxplot may have two issues. One issue is related to the
boxplot technique itself. Boxplot as a visualisation technique sometimes does not
provide sufficiently detailed information. It has a many-to-one mapping prob-
lem. For instance, three different distributions shown in a histogram can have
the same boxplot results (see Figure 6.2). It is not clear whether similar cases
occurred in our experiments, leading to some misinterpretations.
The other issue is related to the way depth ratios were plotted against gener-
ations. We plotted depth ratios against this number of generations since the first
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Figure 6.2: Different distributions can have the same boxplot result.
generation, which should work well in general. However, as the best solution in
a run may appear at any generation, the last generation, where the best-of-run so-
lution appears first time, varies from run to run. Furthermore, there are very few
GPPs in the last several generations of any run — only one GPP at the last gener-
ation and no more than 16 GPPs at the fifth-to-last generation in a run. Therefore,
the data for generations at the right end of the plots may be based on very few
GPPs.
Therefore, in order to expose more details of the distributions, we visualised
depth ratios using another technique we called grayplot and also plotted the re-
sults against the number of generations before the last generation.
6.6.3 Depth ratio analysis via grayplot
The grayplot is a kind of histogram in which the frequencies are represented by
areas of different gray levels. Since we are particularly interested in the frequen-
cies of depth ratios of 0% and 100%, we used a histogram with non-uniform bin
sizes to record the frequencies for depth ratios at each generation along evolution
over 50 runs.
We used 12 bins. The first bin counts the depth ratio of exactly 0% and the last
bin counts the depth ratio of exactly 100%. The second bin counts the depth ratios
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between (0%, 10%], the third bin counts the depth ratios between (10%, 20%], and
so on, and the 11th bin counts the depth ratios between (90%, 100%). For each
generation, we normalised the frequency in each bin by the sum of frequencies
in all bins at the same generation, thus the normalised frequency in each bin is
within [0, 1]. It is likely that the number of bins is not optimal, and we could
follow [17] to develop an optimisation method for choosing the number of bins.
This, however, is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Different gray levels map to different normalised frequencies, where black
maps to the normalised frequency one and white maps to the normalised fre-
quency zero. Therefore, the darker the area, the higher the frequency. Note that
normalising frequencies in this way means that care should be taken when in-
terpreting gray levels at a generation where the total number of data samples is
relatively small.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the distributions of depth ratios for each generation,
while Figure 6.4 illustrates the distributions also for each generation but counted
back from the last generation. Note that it is not necessary for the index of the
last generation to be the same as the predefined maximum number of genera-
tions. However, for easy reading, we deliberately adjusted the index of the last
generation in a run to be the predefined maximum generation so that the right-
most column in each chart always has 50 data samples (as there is one GPP at the
last generation in each of the 50 runs).
As a result, a suitable way to interpret the information presented in these two
figures is to read the left half of each chart in Figure 6.3 for the early and middle
stages of evolution and the right half of each chart in Figure 6.4 for the middle
and later stages of evolution.
The rest of this section partitions the five GP systems into two groups and
analyses the changes of the distributions of depth ratios for all three problems in
each group.
6.6.3.1 GP systems using Standard, Partial-, Partial, and Partial+ Xovers
The first group consists of the four GP systems using Standard, Partial-, Partial,
and Partial+ Xovers. For the four GP systems, information of the distributions
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Figure 6.3: Distributions of depth ratios for GPPs involved in crossover along
evolution presented in grayplot and normalised within each generation. The
parent size limit is 31 nodes. Read the left half of each chart for the early and middle
stages.
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Figure 6.4: Distributions of depth ratios for GPPs involved in crossover along
evolution presented in grayplot and normalised within each generation. The
parent size limit is 31 nodes. The plot is against the number of generations before the
last generation. Read the right half of each chart for middle and later stages.
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presented in grayplots is consistent with that presented in the boxplots but clari-
fies it in several important ways:
• For Standard Xover, the bottoms of parent program trees did receive no-
ticeable selection at a similar degree to other low depth ratios at the middle
and later stages of evolution for all the three problems, although the depth-
limiting code bloat control strategy was not used.
• The depth ratios were almost evenly distributed at the middle and later
stages of evolution when using Partial and Partial+ Xovers for SymReg but
not for BinCla (as in boxplots).
Furthermore, from Figures 6.3 and 6.4, in the middle and later stages of evo-
lution, the selection preference changes with increasing search intensity from
mainly below the depth ratios of 50% to a wider range but with different pref-
erences. However, the depth ratios in the (30%, 50%] range still received higher
preference than other ranges.
6.6.3.2 GP system using Full Xover
The distributions of depth ratios in the GP system using Full Xover significantly
differ from those in the other GP systems. The grayplots provide more precise
information about the distributions than the boxplots.
It is clear that the roots of parent program trees consistently received much
higher selection preference than nodes at other depths across the whole evolu-
tionary process for all the three problems.
However, from the last row of charts in Figure 6.4, the distributions of depth
ratios (except the depth ratio of 100%) in the middle and later stages of evolu-
tion are different between the three problems. For EvePar, depth ratios in the
(30%, 50%] range received higher selection preference. For BinCla, in addition to
the depth ratios in the (30%, 50%] range, the bottoms of parent program trees also
received higher selection preference. For SymReg, depth ratios in the (70%, 90%]
range received higher selection preference. According to the ways of calculating
and partitioning depth ratios, the pattern suggests that GPPs in SymReg may be
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much deeper than those in EvePar and BinCla. To verify the finding, it is neces-
sary to conduct further analysis of absolute depth of crossover points.
In summary, not only did the depth ratio analysis via grayplots support the
findings obtained via boxplots, it also provided more details of depth ratio pref-
erences than the boxplots.
6.6.4 Absolute depth of crossover point analysis via grayplot
Note that in the Figures 6.3 and 6.4, the depth ratios in the (0%, 10%], (50%, 60%],
and (90%, 100%) ranges have a very low frequency. This is probably an artifact of
the way the histogram bins were chosen. For example, if the height of all GPPs at
a generation is less than 10, then the depth ratios will never be in the (0%, 10%) or
(90%, 100%) ranges, regardless of where crossover points are. In addition, GPPs
at different evolutionary stages for different problems have different heights that
influence depth ratios. Therefore, further analysis of absolute depth of crossover
point is required to clarify the findings. This section visualises and analyses the
distributions of absolute depth of crossover points via grayplot.
For each experiment, we plotted distributions of DCPs (across all generations)
against the depth of parent GPPs in grayplot. Figure 6.5 illustrates the distribu-
tions in the five GP systems for each of the three problems. In each chart, the
x-axis is the depth of the parent program tree. The y-axis is the absolute depth of
crossover point where depth zero is deliberately set at the top in order to match
the plots in Figures 6.1, 6.3 and 6.4. The top horizontal line of data in the figure
represents the root crossover events and the diagonal line of data (where x = y)
represents crossover events involving the bottoms of parent program trees. Since
the median value tends to be less affected by outliers than the mean, Figure 6.5
also shows median values in linked squares to assist the visualisation.
It is clear that when a parent has zero depth (a single node program), the ab-
solute depth of crossover point must be zero as well. Therefore, the small square
at the topmost left corner in each chart is 100% dark. It is also clear that across
the five GP systems the parent program depths in SymReg are larger than those
in EvePar and BinCla. This might be because 75% of functions in SymReg are
unary functions; thus with the same number of nodes, trees in SymReg may be
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Figure 6.5: Distributions of absolute depths of crossover points for GPPs in-
volved in crossover partitioned by parent depth and rescaled within each par-
tition. Median values are highlighted by linked squares. The parent size limit is
31 nodes and the maximum depth which appeared in the experiments is 21.
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sparser and deeper than those in EvePar and BinCla. This observation confirmed
the explanation of Full Xover having a higher preference of the (70%, 90%] range
in SymReg than EvePar and BinCla.
In the GP systems using Standard Xover for all the three problems (the first
row of charts in the figure), the bottom of shallow parent programs (less than five
depths) received stronger selection preference than deep parents. Recall that we
found the bottoms of parent program trees received noticeable selection prefer-
ence at the middle and later stages of evolution from the DCP analysis via gray-
plot. This observation may suggest that the fraction of shallow parent programs
was larger than deep parents at the middle and later stages of evolution. Also,
as the depths of parent programs increase, the range of the absolute depths of
crossover points starts to spread out randomly, shown by awide areawith similar
gray levels on and above the diagonal line in the charts, but with a bias towards
the bottoms of parent program trees, shown by the median value line being close
to the diagonal line in the charts. This pattern might suggest that GPPs of the
same depth may have different tree shapes but the number of nodes close to the
bottoms of program trees are larger than that at any one of the other depths.
As the search intensity increases, especially when Full Xover is used, the ab-
solute depths of crossover points become biased towards the roots of parent pro-
gram trees. This is shown by 1) the gray levels at the top horizontal line being
much darker than those at other areas, and 2) the median value line being close
to and even overlapping the top horizontal line of data in the charts. This pattern
applies to all three problems with some slight variations, which may be caused
by not having enough sample data in some groups of GPPs. For instance, in the
Full-Xover-BinCla chart, the number of GPPs of depth 13 is only six, of which
two GPPs have crossover points at depth zero, two GPPs have crossover points
at depth 10, one GPP has a crossover point at depth four, and another GPP has a
crossover point at depth eight, resulting in the median value of six.
The patterns of absolute depth of crossover point presented in this figure together
with the patterns of depth ratios obtained in previous sections suggest that:
• An effective depth-control strategy is problem-dependent and evolutionary
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stage-dependent. Applying the same control scheme for any problem and
through the whole evolutionary process would not provide the most effec-
tive GP system. As tree shape is a consequence of different problems and
different evolutionary stages, it should be taken into account when devel-
oping an effective depth-control strategy.
• Crossover point selection preference is strongly biased to roots of parent
trees. This suggests that if parents could not find any better offspring after
several tries, simply choosing the root as the crossover point to effectively
retain parents in the search space may be more beneficial than selecting an
inappropriate crossover point which may lead the search to a worse space.
An appropriate offspring search intensity is worth further investigation.
• Crossover point selection preference is also biased to the bottoms of par-
ent program trees but less strongly than roots, and the preference becomes
biased to some ranges of depths between root and bottom as the depth
of the parent trees increases. This suggests that unequal-depth-selection-
probability strategies with a consideration of parent tree depth is a better
practice than equal-depth-selection probability strategies.
6.7 SSS Analysis
The previous section analysed the depth of crossover point. Except for the strong
preference for root nodes, it is not clear whether depth control by itself is suffi-
cient because the size of the subtree rooted at a crossover point at a given depth
could vary. Knowing distributions of the sizes of the substituted subtrees could
be useful for developing robust heuristics for selecting good crossover points.
This section conducts the analysis of substituted subtree sizes (SSS).
The section applies the same methodology used in the DCP analyses to the
SSS analyses based on two measures: subtree size ratio and absolute subtree size.
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6.7.1 Subtree size ratio analysis
The subtree size ratio is the number of nodes in the subtree rooted at a crossover
point in a parent as a fraction of the total number of nodes of the parent. Ac-
cording to the results of the DCP analysis, the frequencies of single-node subtrees
and whole program trees are worthy of attention in the SSS analysis. To make it
easier to identify single-node subtrees, we subtracted 1 from both the subtree and
parent sizes so that a single-node subtree always resulted in a subtree size ratio
of 0%. For the special case of a single-node parent, the ratio is defined to be 100%.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the distributions of subtree size ratios by generation along
evolution in 50 runs for the five GP systems (five rows) on the three problems
(three columns). The plots start from generation one. Figure 6.7 shows the distri-
butions against the number of generations before the last generation (the genera-
tion where the best-of-run solution appears first time).
6.7.1.1 GP system using Standard Xover
For Standard Xover, it is clear that leaf nodes have the highest selection prefer-
ence along evolution for all the three problems. Another interesting pattern in
Standard Xover is that there are some selection preference for the root nodes but
only in the early stage of evolution for all the three problems. This pattern may
be due to GPPs of shallow and sparse tree shapes, which give the roots relatively
high selection probabilities. These appeared relatively often in the early stage of
evolution but seldom after that.
To verify the hypothesis, we conducted a simple program tree shape analy-
sis. In each generation, we firstly grouped GPPs based on their maximum depth,
then partitioned the GPPs in each group by their sizes and calculated their fre-
quencies for each size. As Standard Xover chooses crossover point uniformly, we
can calculate the probability that the roots of GPPs are chosen as crossover points
based on these frequencies and the sizes of GPPs.
The analysis shows that there were very few GPPs whose maximum depth is
just one or two from generation 8 for all the three problems. The result indicates
that program trees become deep and bushywhen the evolutionary process moves
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Figure 6.6: Distributions of subtree size ratios for GPPs involved in crossover
along evolution presented in grayplot and normalised within each generation.
The parent size limit is 31 nodes. Read the left half of each chart for the early and
middle stages.
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Figure 6.7: Distributions of subtree size ratios for GPPs involved in crossover
along evolution presented in grayplot and normalised within each generation.
The parent size limit is 31 nodes. The plot is against the number of generations before
the last generation. Read the right half of each chart for middle and later stages.
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on, resulting in the roots of program trees having a very low probability of being
selected as crossover points. This simple program tree shape analysis verified the
pattern found in Standard Xover.
As the search intensity increases, the roots of GPPs receive a higher selection
preference, not only in the early stage of evolution, but also extended to middle
and even later stages of evolution. In contrast, the selection preference for leaf
nodes decreases. Since we are particularly interested in the pattern in Full Xover,
the next section skips Partial-, Partial, and Partial+ Xovers and focuses only on
Full Xover.
6.7.1.2 GP system using Full Xover
For Full Xover, in EvePar, the subtree size ratios during the early stage of evolu-
tion are almost 100%, meaning the roots of GPPs (including single-node GPPs)
are selected most of the time. This is consistent with the findings obtained in the
DCP analysis. In addition, close to 50% of substituted subtrees are leaf nodes in
the later stage of evolution. In Figure 6.4, the non-root nodes were spread out
among the depth ratios from 0% to 50%; Figure 6.7 makes it clear that they were
almost all leaf nodes, though at different depths in the tree.
In SymReg, the substituted subtrees during the early stage of evolution are
mainly entire program trees or single-node subtrees with a slight bias to single-
node subtrees. In the middle and later stages of evolution, the pattern continues
though less strongly as small non-root and non-leaf subtrees raise to about 20%.
By examining the corresponding charts in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, we can see that
these small subtrees may appear at any depth.
In BinCla, the substituted subtrees during the early stage of evolution are also
mainly the entire program trees or single-node subtrees but with a clear bias to
the entire program trees and the pattern remains in the rest of evolution. By
examining the corresponding charts in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, we can see that some
of these leaf nodes appear around the middle depth of parent program trees.
The patterns discovered in the above SSS analyses suggests that the distribu-
tions of substituted subtree size ratios are more consistent across the problems
than the distributions of depth ratios, but are still somewhat evolutionary stage-
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dependent. When designing a good crossover point selection strategy, combining
both subtree size and depth should be able to provide better performance than
using either alone.
6.7.2 Absolute subtree size analysis via grayplot
Figure 6.8 illustrates the distributions of absolute subtree size for GPPs involved
in crossover in the five GP systems for each of the three problems. In each chart,
the x-axis is the size of the parent program tree. The y-axis is the absolute subtree
size. Therefore, the bottom horizontal line of data in the figure represents the
leaf nodes being selected as crossover points and the diagonal line of data in the
figure represents the roots of parent program trees being selected.
Standard Xover randomly selects subtrees for crossover; the result is that the
distribution of SSS is governed merely by the shape of parent program trees. As
expected, there is a strong preference for small subtrees, especially subtrees of size
one: since the number of leaf nodes is generally about 50% of the total number
of nodes in a program tree, leaf nodes have a higher probability of being selected
[145]. Also as expected, there is a preference for smaller GPPs among the root
nodes (the diagonal line of data in the figure) because the root is more likely to be
selected in small trees.
As the search intensity increases and fitness is taken into account, the distri-
bution changes. Small subtree sizes are still common; however the proportion
of root crossover events increases. In the last row where Full Xover is used, the
preference for roots is much higher than in other rows. The median values are no
longer stuck on the subtree size of one but move towards the roots.
6.8 Analysis of Root Crossover Events
The roots of program trees were very frequently used for crossover by Full Xover.
Because the three different kinds of root crossover events (root-root, root-in, and
root-out) represent very different kinds of modifications to program, it is im-
portant to look at this category more carefully: root-root events are effectively
copying one of the parents; root-in events insert a whole program into the other
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Figure 6.8: Distributions of absolute subtree sizes for GPPs involved in crossover
partitioned by parent size and rescaled within each partition. Median values are
highlighted by linked squares. The parent size limit is 31 nodes.
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program; and root-out events extract a subtree as a new program.
Table 6.3 shows the average ratio of the number of each type of root crossover
events to the number of all crossover events involving GPPs, across 50 runs. This
is presented for Standard Xover and Full Xover on the three problems.
The relatively low ratio of root-out operations in all cases suggests that sub-
trees alone seldom outperform their parents2.
Table 6.3: Average ratio of the number of each type of root crossover events to
the number of all crossover events involving GPPs for Standard Xover and Full
Xover.
Xover Mode Xover Type EvePar SymReg BinCla
root-root 2.4 ± 1.2 2.1 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 4.1
standard root-in 7.9 ± 3.0 5.4 ± 0.8 17.3 ± 16.3
root-out 4.3 ± 2.1 1.8 ± 0.4 2.9 ± 3.1
root-root 66.6 ± 3.0 31.1 ± 1.5 34.7 ± 16.6
full root-in 14.9 ± 2.1 12.2 ± 2.6 21.6 ± 14.2
root-out 0.1 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 3.8
From the table, when Standard Xover is used, there are not many copy-like
crossover operations. This is unsurprising due to its uniform random selection of
crossover points: the probability of the root of a parent being selected is relatively
low and the probability of the roots of two parents both being selected is even
lower. Note that for BinCla, since there was a larger proportion of GPPs of size
two, the ratios of root-root and root-in operations are both higher than that for
EvePar and SymReg.
In Full Xover, where the crossover operator is deterministic, a large proportion
of crossover operations are the same as copy operations. Nordin et al. demon-
strated that most crossover events in Standard Xover produce offspring with less
than half of the fitness of their parents [133, 134]. Our analyses show that even
using the best approximation of the optimal crossover operator, there are, on av-
erage, 67%, 31%, and 35% crossover events involving GPPs in EvePar, SymReg,
and BinCla respectively, in which no possible offspring are better than the par-
ents3. This result demonstrates that the ability of standard GP crossover to gen-
2This result also suggests that promotion mutation [163] might have advantages in some cases
but its effectiveness would be uncertain because in general its execution is controlled randomly,
not deterministically.
3Note, this assumes the use of a size-limiting bloat control strategy.
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erate good offspring is far below what was expected.
Furthermore, the relatively large proportions of root-in crossover events for
the three problems show that good offspring can often be produced by using
one parent program to replace a subtree of the other. This would suggest that
the common technique of not including the root as a potential crossover point is
counter-productive. As mutation operators were not used in the experiments, a
further investigation is necessary to verify the finding.
6.8.1 Investigating the effect of high copy rate
It might be argued that similar search performance could be achieved by increas-
ing the copy rate deliberately while decreasing the crossover rate. We conducted
experiments to test this. In order to determine what the copy rate should be, it
was necessary to explore how the three types of root crossover events and the
normal crossover event are distributed in different-sized parent programs.
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 illustrate the distribution of the three types of root crossover
events and the normal subtree-subtree crossover event in terms of absolute occur-
rences and relative ratios over the 31 different-sized parent programs respectively






















































































































































Figure 6.9: Distribution of absolute occurrences of the three types of root
crossover events and the normal crossover event (subtree-subtree) in GPPs for
Standard Xover and Full Xover.



























































































































































Figure 6.10: Distribution of the relative ratios of the three types of root
crossover events and the normal crossover event (subtree-subtree) in GPPs to
total crossover events in GPPs for Standard Xover and Full Xover.
The figures show that the absolute occurrences of the three types of root crossover
events and the normal crossover event varywith different-sized parent programs,
but the relative ratios do show some patterns. It appears that when Standard
Xover is used, the distributions are very similar for different problems. The per-
centage of root crossover events is not large. Most of the root crossover events
occur on smaller-sized parent programs. This is understandable as the smaller
size the parent is, the higher probability the root is chosen. The distributions
are theoretically predictable since in a program the probability of a node being
chosen as a crossover point is just a function of the program size.
When Full Xover is used, the copy-like crossover operations are significantly
biased to smaller-sized parent programs but also occur very often, about 30%
to 40%, on larger-sized parent programs. EvePar’s distribution is quite smooth.
SymReg’s distribution is mostly constant. BinCla’s distribution fluctuates be-
tween parents of sizes in the range from 20 to 30 but the fluctuation is around
40%. Another interesting finding is that most of the root-in crossover events in-
volve parent programs of sizes less than 20. This might be a consequence of the
size-limiting bloat control method, which prevented crossover from using pro-
grams of large sizes. However, it might be also because these small-sized parents
are probably good high-level features or building blocks. It would be very inter-
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Table 6.4: Modified parameters in HighCopy-Full.
EvePar SymReg BinCla
Crossover Rate 55% 65% 65%
Copy Rate 45% 35% 35%
esting to investigate the underlying reasons further.
When designing further investigations of the utility of increasing the copy
rate, we took into consideration the results of the previous chapter, which showed
that the parent selection pressure should be turned off when applying high off-
spring selection pressure (i.e. applying the Full Xover) in order to avoid being
confined in local optima. Therefore, our further investigation used a baseline of
the GP system using Full Xover with the low copy rate (LowCopy-Full) and a
tournament size of one. We compared this to another GP system HighCopy-Full,
which had a higher copy rate and a lower crossover rate. The parameters were
modified according to the approximate lower bound of the portions of the copy-
like crossover events, namely 40%, 30% and 30% for EvePar, SymReg, and BinCla
respectively. Details are shown in Table 6.4.
We conducted the same experiments on the three problems using HighCopy-
Full. Table 6.5 shows its performance measures and the average number of gen-
erations required.
Table 6.5: Performance measure and generations required in HighCopy-Full.
EvePar SymReg BinCla
Performance 4 4.5 ± 4.8 4.6 ± 1.5
Generations Required 14 ± 2 28 ± 5 7 ± 4
From the table, the performancemeasure of HighCopy-Full was slightly worse
than that of LowCopy-Full for EvePar and SymReg but was similar to that for Bin-
Cla (compared to Table 6.1). The numbers of generations required in HighCopy-
Full were similar to that in LowCopy-Full (compared to Table 6.2). We also vi-
sualised the distributions of absolute subtree sizes of GPPs and the distributions
of the three types of root crossover events and the normal crossover event in
HighCopy-Full and observed that they were very similar to that in LowCopy-
Full respectively.
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The results showed that HighCopy-Full could provide comparable perfor-
mance to LowCopy-Full but was more efficient than LowCopy-Full. By reducing
the crossover rate, some of the time-consuming copy-like crossover operations
were replaced with low-cost copy operations. However, some other crossover
operations were also replaced with copy operations due to random decisions on
performing crossover on chosen parents. In order to effectively and efficiently
determine whether none of the offspring is better than their parents so that a di-
rect copy operation can be performed, other directions should be taken, such as
examining the performance profiles of chosen parents before crossing them over.
6.9 Discussion of Impact of Size Limiting on
Crossover Point Selection
In our experiments, the crossover point selections are affected by the size-limit
method used for controlling the code bloat issue in GP. When parent sizes are
close to even half the predefined size-limit, the position of the node selected in
one parent may constrain the positions of possible crossover points in the other.
Although Full Xover is supposed to explore all possible crossover points in
a given pair of parents, the actual number of crossover points considered will
generally be smaller. In contrast, the impact of the size-limit method on the
crossover point selection in Standard Xover should be smaller since the proba-
bility of choosing a node close to the root of a parent tree is low. Therefore, the
observations and findings obtained from the experiments with the size-limit of
31 nodes are artificially biased, and the bias increases as the search intensity in-
creases. The question is whether this bias is significant.
To answer this question and to verify the outcomes obtained, we conducted
additional sets of experiments without using the size-limit. Certainly, the code
bloated in the new experiments, especially for Full Xover. To deal with this, we
terminated a run when the size of each program in a population was significantly
bigger than 31 (for instance, 127 nodes) and the situation lasted for ten genera-
tions. Finally we measured the performance in the new experiments and anal-
ysed the DCP and the SSS of GPPs whose sizes are no more than 31 nodes.
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Table 6.6 shows the performance measures in the new experiments for the
three problems respectively. For EvePar and SymReg, the performance trends
in GP systems using different crossover modes are consistent with these in the
experiments with the size-limiting. For BinCla, a slight difference exists between
the two sets of experiments. The test error rate comparison result between the GP
systems using Partial- and Partial+ Xovers in the new experiments are opposite to
that in the experiments with the size-limiting, but the differences between them
are very small. Overall, the performance trends in two sets of experiments are
consistent.
Table 6.6: Performance comparison.
Xover EvePar SymReg BinCla
Mode Failure RMS Error Test Error Rate (%)
Standard 48 38.3 ± 8.2 5.3 ± 1.6
Partial– 34 21.7 ± 7.2 4.4 ± 1.5
Partial 4 6.1 ± 3.4 4.7 ± 1.4
Partial+ 0 1.3 ± 1.9 4.9 ± 1.5
Full 0 0.1± 0.1 4.5 ± 1.3
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 illustrate the distributions of absolute depths of crossover
points and absolute subtree sizes for GPPs involved in crossover in the five GP
systems for the three problems. GPPs whose sizes are larger than 31 nodes are
filtered out. The frequency calculation and the rescale method are the same as
those used in the previous DCP and SSS analyses for the experiments with the
size-limiting.
By comparing these two figures with Figures 6.5 and 6.8 respectively, we no-
ticed some variations between them. However, the variations are very small,
especially in Full Xover, and mainly related to few outlier parent programs of the
largest depth or size, giving limited impact on the overall consistency between
the two sets of experiments.
In summary, the distributions of absolute depths of crossover points and ab-
solute subtree sizes obtained in the two sets of experiments are consistent. The
impact of the size-limiting method on the findings obtained is negligible.
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Figure 6.11: Distributions of absolute depths of crossover points for GPPs in-
volved in crossover partitioned by parent depth and rescaled within each parti-
tion. Median values are highlighted by linked squares. GPPs of sizes larger than
31 nodes are filtered out.
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Figure 6.12: Distributions of absolute subtree sizes for GPPs involved in
crossover partitioned by parent tree size and rescaled within each partition. Me-
dian values are highlighted by linked squares. GPPs of sizes larger than 31 nodes
are filtered out.
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6.10 Chapter Summary
This chapter conducted analyses of the depth of crossover point and the substi-
tuted subtree size in GPPs to investigate general heuristics for reducing the off-
spring search space. It presented four approximations of the optimal crossover
operator and identified the most effective one based on the experiments on three
problems in different domains. The DCP and SSS analysis results from the GP
systems using the standard crossover and the four simulations of the optimal
crossover operators, especially Full Xover, provided the following findings and
heuristics:
• When the root of a program tree is allowed to be a crossover point, the
analyses of the best approximation show that good crossover events have a
strong preference for whole program trees, and (less strongly) single-node
or small subtrees that are at the bottoms of parent program trees. There-
fore, a good depth control strategy should have unequal rather than equal
probabilities.
• The distributions of subtree size ratios are more consistent across different
problems than the distributions of depth ratios, but are still evolutionary
stage-dependent, as are the depth ratios. Taking into account both depth
and subtree size in designing crossover point selection strategies should
provide better performance in reducing offspring search space than should
using either alone.
In addition, this chapter also provided some other interesting findings from
the analysis:
• If a pair of given parents could not produce better offspring after a suffi-
cient number of tries, a GP system should retain parents in the search space
rather than select compromised crossover points that may lead the search
nowhere.
• From the literature, the standard crossover operator has been shown to be
destructive but there is no clear quantitative description of how destructive
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it is. In our experiments, according to the analyses of Full Xover, the ability
of standard GP crossover to generate good offspring has been quantified for
given problems and is far below what was expected.
• Having the root as a potential crossover point and assigning it a high selec-
tion probability is beneficial because it enables an entire program tree to be
used as a building block or a high-level new feature in other programs.
Note that all these findings are based on the experiments using the size-limiting
bloat control method. Although this chapter has demonstrated that the impact of
the size-limiting bloat control method appears to be very small, it would still be
useful to test these findings using different bloat control methods as listed in [34].
Furthermore, as in the previous chapter, mutation operators were not used
in all experiments. It would be necessary to verify the findings by including
mutation operators, as well as disallowing roots to be potential crossover points,
in the future.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
Genetic programming, one of the metaheuristic search methods in evolutionary
algorithms, is based on the Darwinian natural selection theory. “Survival of the
fittest” has driven EAs since the 1950s andmany selection mechanisms have been
developed. However, how to select parent states and how to move within the
immediate neighbourhood search space of given parent states remain important
open issues. The overall goal of the thesis was to analyse selection behaviour for
building an effective and efficient tree-based GP system.
This thesis has achieved its overall goal. It provided a detailed understanding
of selection through analyses of the selection process in tree-based GP, covering
both parent and offspring selection. It developed three novel methods and of-
fered some guidance on improving GP search effectively and efficiently.
7.1.1 General Conclusions
The thesis showed that population size is not a factor when determining tourna-
ment size for an intended parent selection pressure. It clarified that the multi-
sampled and the not-sampled issues are not critical in standard tournament se-
lection. It showed that a promising way to tune parent selection pressure dy-
namically and automatically along evolution is to use the knowledge of FRD of
a population, instead of using different sampling replacement strategies. It ob-
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served that premature convergence occurs more often when stochastic elements
are removed from both parent and offspring selection processes, and concluded
that it is better to apply high offspring selection pressure while using low parent
selection pressure.
The thesis also developed three novel methods. The clustering tournament
selection method can tune parent selection pressure automatically and dynami-
cally along evolution. The Ejit (evaluated-just-in-time) method can save fitness
evaluation cost for standard tournament selection using small tournament sizes.
It is a natural, simple and effective method requiring neither extra memory nor
any pre- or post- processes like EMS-EA or BC-EA. The heuristic fitness-case-
equivalence population clustering method can also save fitness evaluation cost
and exceeds the limitations of Ejit. It can take advantage of the clustering tourna-
ment selection and is independent of tournament sizes.
Furthermore, the thesis indicated that a significant reduction in fitness eval-
uation cost in the parent selection phase could be achieved if correlates of GPPs
(good predecessor programs) can be identified. It also observed that good cross-
over events have a strong preference for whole program trees, and (less strongly)
single-node or small subtrees that are at the bottom of parent program trees. It
suggested that considering both depth and subtree size should be able to pro-
vide better performance in reducing offspring search space than should the use
of either alone.
7.1.2 Specific Conclusions
The five research questions given in Chapter 1 (on page 3) are answered below:
1. How should parent selection pressure be properly controlled?
As tournament selection is themost commonly used parent selection scheme
inGP, answering this question requires an understanding of the relationship
between population size, tournament size, and selection pressure, as well as
the multi-sampled, the not-sampled, and the high between-group selection
pressure issues in standard tournament selection.
The thesis conducted an extensive analysis via modelling and visualisation
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to reveal the working of standard tournament selection. It showed that se-
lection pressure is controlled mainly by tournament size and is aggravated
by a skewed FRD (fitness rank distribution), but is independent of popula-
tion size. As a result, it is not necessary to take into account population size
when designing an intended parent selection pressure.
The thesis investigated the multi-sampled and the not-sampled issues in
standard tournament selection through simulations and experiments and
showed that these two issues are not critical to the selection behaviour in
standard tournament selection. Different sampling replacement strategies
have little impact on the parent selection pressure and cannot tune selection
pressure in dynamic evolution.
The thesis analysed the high between-group selection pressure issue in stan-
dard tournament selection and showed that it is part of the general dynamic
evolutionary learning process. Parent selection pressure needs to be con-
trolled dynamically and automatically along evolution in order to improve
the search performance. The thesis developed the clustering tournament se-
lection method that takes knowledge of FRD at each generation and tunes
parent selection pressure to meet the requirements of the dynamic evolu-
tionary learning process.
2. How can the cost of fitness evaluation in the parent selection process be
minimised?
The thesis showed that the not-sampled characteristic of standard tourna-
ment selection (with low selection pressure) can be used to reduce the fit-
ness evaluation cost in the parent selection phase through a novel, passive,
and simple evaluation algorithm called Ejit. The thesis also showed that
population can be clustered to reduce the fitness evaluation cost while tak-
ing advantage of the clustering tournament selection and avoiding the lim-
itation of using small tournament sizes as in Ejit. Furthermore, the thesis
conducted an initial analysis on the feasibility of using GPPs to minimise
the fitness evaluation cost and indicated that the efficiency of parent selec-
tion could be improved as much as possible if correlates of GPPs can be
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identified.
3. How does applying offspring selection together with a parent selection
mechanism affect GP search results?
The thesis conducted two sets of experiments to investigate the impact of
offspring selection on the overall GP search performance in the context of
using only crossover operators. Six different combinations of parent and
offspring selection pressure configurations were tested. The thesis showed
that applying selection pressure towards good offspring is better than no
offspring selection pressure, but GP systems end upwith premature conver-
gence more often when applying high offspring selection pressure together
with parent selection pressure.
4. How should parent selection pressure and offspring selection pressure
be configured in order to significantly improve the effectiveness of GP
search?
Applying selection pressure means reducing stochastic elements in GP search.
Based on the experimental results for answering the previous research ques-
tion, the thesis showed that stochastic elements cannot be removed in both
the parent selection process and the breeding process. Increasing offspring
selection pressure must be coupled with a decreased parent selection pres-
sure. The total amount of stochastic elements in GP search must be kept at
a certain level. The thesis showed that it is preferable to take stochastic el-
ements away from offspring selection instead of from parent selection. The
thesis also showed that a good practice of configuring parent and offspring
selection pressure is to have high offspring selection pressure and low par-
ent selection pressure.
5. How can the exploration of good offspring search space be constrained
structurally in order to minimise the fitness evaluation cost in the off-
spring selection process?
The thesis focused on two aspects of program structure — the depth of
crossover point and the substituted subtree size— to analyse good crossover
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events which were extracted from several simulations of the optimal cross-
over operator. When the root of a program tree is allowed to be a potential
crossover point, the thesis showed that good crossover events have a strong
preference for the root, and (less strongly) single-node or small subtrees that
are at the bottom of parent program trees. The thesis also showed that the
distributions of subtree size ratios are more consistent across different prob-
lems than the distributions of depth ratios, but that both are evolutionary
stage-dependent. Therefore, a good heuristic for efficiently searching good
offspring is to combine both unequal-probability depth and small subtree
size strategies to reduce crossover search space.
The thesis also obtained several other interesting findings from the analyses
which are highlighted below:
• It is well-known that the standard crossover operator can be destructive in
GP. The thesis demonstrated that even using the best approximation of the
optimal crossover operator, in over 30% of crossover events (over 60% for
some problems) involving GPPs, none of the possible offspring was bet-
ter than the parents. These results showed that the ability of standard GP
crossover to generate good offspring is far below what was expected and it
is even more destructive than is generally recognised.
• According to the usual definition of crossover, the root of a program tree
is excluded from potential crossover points. The thesis showed that hav-
ing the root as a potential crossover point and assigning it a high selection
probability is beneficial because it enables an entire program tree to be used
as a building block or a high-level new feature in other programs.
• When stochastic elements are preserved in parent selection, the thesis showed
that if a pair of given parents could not produce any better offspring after a
sufficient number of tries, a GP system should retain the parent states in the
search space instead of directing the search to worse states.
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7.2 Future Work
This section highlights the most significant directions for future work.
7.2.1 Investigating heuristics for developing robust population
clustering algorithms
Chapter 3 showed a promising method for optimising parent selection pressure
dynamically and automatically. In order to use the method, the population must
be clustered in advance. Some problems may require clustering populations
based on exact program structure and content; some problems may require clus-
tering populations based on fitness precisely; and some problems may require
clustering populations based on fitness in a fuzzier manner. An interesting di-
rection for future work is to investigate heuristics to guide and develop robust
population clustering algorithms for different kinds of problems.
7.2.2 Investigating a way to determine GPPs
Chapter 4 analysed the feasibility of using GPPs to increase parent selection ef-
ficiency and showed that the number of GPPs is smaller than 4% of the total
evaluated programs in some cases. The parent fitness evaluation cost could be
reduced as much as possible without affecting the effectiveness of GP search if
GPPs could be identified in advance. Although it is challenging to identify GPPs
directly without evaluating populations, an attractive idea for future work is to
find correlates of GPPs in order to identify them with minimal cost.
7.2.3 Investigating an appropriate offspring search intensity
Chapter 5 showed that a good practice for optimising GP search performance is
to combine high offspring selection pressure with low parent selection pressure.
It is fine to set parent selection pressure as low as random but it is not necessary to
use the highest offspring search intensity to search every immediate neighbour-
hood state of given parents, especially in a resource-limited GP search. Chapter
5 showed that a good practice is to search in a subset of all possible immediate
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neighbourhood states. Implementing this will require investigating appropriate
levels of offspring search intensity in the context of a resource-limited GP process.
7.2.4 Investigating correlations between crossover point depth
and substituted subtree size via tree shape analysis
For a binary tree, no matter whether it is a full tree or not, the number of leaf
nodes is always around 50% of the total number of nodes. However, leaf nodes
can appear at any depth if the tree is not a full balanced tree. For trees includ-
ing unary functions and functions with more than two arguments, the situation
becomes more complicated. Therefore, for improving the standard crossover, ad-
justing the depth of crossover point by assigning probabilities (equal or unequal)
to each depth without considering the shape of a program tree would not be sen-





Figure 7.1: A sample program tree with same number of nodes at each depth
(except the root).
For instance, for the parent program tree shown in Figure 7.1, if the root is
not a possible crossover point, using the standard crossover, each node has the
same probability of being selected as the crossover point and the probability of
selecting a leaf node is 50%. If equal probability is assigned to each depth, then all
nodes (except for the root) will still have the same probability of being selected,
producing the same outcome as the standard crossover. If different probabili-
ties are assigned to different depths, for instance giving even heavier weights to
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higher nodes in a program tree, this should normally reduce the probability of
selecting leaf nodes. However, in this shape tree, if giving 45% to depth one, 30%
to depth two, and 25% to depth three, it even increases the probability of selecting
leaf nodes (55%) compared with the standard crossover.
Therefore, future work needs to analyse tree shape to further investigate corre-
lations between the depths and the substituted subtree sizes of preferred crossover
points in order to clarify factors to guide crossover point selection.
7.2.5 Investigating impacts of mutation operators
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 both focused only on crossover to investigate research
questions. It might be possible to obtain different experimental results and find-
ings if taking into consideration mutation operators. To verify the findings and
conclusions presented in Chapters 5 and 6, future work should conduct further
experiments using different mutation operators with various mutation rates.
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Appendix A
Proof of Equations 3.16 and 3.21
Being Equivalent
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 [1] (page 822),






































which is the same as Equation 3.16.
Appendix B
Glossary of Terms
BC-EA Backward-Chaining Evolutionary Algorithm
DCP Depth of Crossover Point
Ejit Evaluated-just-in-time, a simple algorithm for saving the
fitness evaluation cost in standard tournament selection us-
ing small tournament sizes
EMS-EA Efficient Macro-Selection Evolutionary Algorithm
FCGP a GP system in which the population is clustered based on
Fitness and the parent selection is the Clustering tourna-
ment selection
FRD Fitness Rank Distribution
GCGP a GP system with the Genotype population clustering and
the Clustering tournament selection
GPP Good Predecessor Programs
HCC Headless Chicken Crossover
HCGP a GP system in which the population is clustered using the
Heuristic fitness-case-equivalence population clustering al-
gorithm and the parent selection method is the Clustering
tournament selection
SSS Substituted Subtree Size
Xover Crossover
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